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L-GROUPS AND PARAMETERS FOR COVERING GROUPS
MARTIN H. WEISSMAN
Abstract. We incorporate covers of quasisplit reductive groups into the Lang-
lands program, defining an L-group associated to such a cover. We work with
all covers that arise from extensions of quasisplit reductive groups by K2 –
the class studied by Brylinski and Deligne. We use this L-group to parame-
terize genuine irreducible representations in many contexts, including covers
of split tori, unramified representations, and discrete series for double covers
of semisimple groups over R. An appendix surveys torsors and gerbes on the
étale site, as they are used in the construction of the L-group.
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Introduction
Constructions and conjectures. Let G be a quasisplit reductive group over a
local or global field F . In [B-D], Brylinski and Deligne introduce objects called
central extensions of G by K2, and they express hope that for “a global field this
will prove useful in the study of ‘metaplectic’ automorphic forms.” We pursue their
vision in this paper, and elaborate below.
Let n be a positive integer and let µn denote the group of nth roots of unity
in F . Assume that µn has order n. Let G
′ be a central extension of G by K2,
in the sense of [B-D]. We call the pair G˜ := (G′, n) a “degree n cover” of G. Fix
a separable closure F¯/F and write GalF = Gal(F¯/F ). Fix an injective character
ǫ : µn →֒ C×.
Associated to G′, Brylinski and Deligne associate three invariants, which we
call Q, D, and f . The first is a Weyl- and Galois-invariant quadratic form on the
cocharacter lattice of a maximal torus in G. The second is a central extension of
this cocharacter lattice by Gm (in the category of sheaves of groups on Fe´t). The
third is difficult to describe here, but it reflects the rigidity of central extensions of
simply-connected semisimple groups.
Part 1 of this article defines the L-group LG˜ of such a cover G˜, from the three
invariants Q, D, and f (as well as n, ǫ, and F¯ ). It is an extension of GalF by
G˜∨, where G˜∨ is a pinned complex reductive group, on which GalF acts by pinned
automorphisms. Unlike Langlands’ L-group, ours does not come equipped with a
distinguished splitting – although a noncanonical splitting often exists. Throughout
the construction of LG˜, the arithmetically-inclined reader may replace C by any
Z[1/n]-algebra Ω endowed with ǫ : µn →֒ Ω×, without running into much difficulty.
The dual group G˜∨ has been considered by other authors, and it appears in various
forms in [FL10], [McN12], [Rei12], and [Ada+07]. We tabulate the dual groups;
each comes equipped with a 2-torsion element τQ(−1) in its center Z˜∨.
In our previous article [Wei14a], we limited our attention to split reductive
groups, and constructed an L-group by bludgening Hopf algebras with two “twists.”
The construction here is more delicate, and more general. The “first twist” of
[Wei14a] is encoded here in the following way. The quadratic Hilbert symbol may
be used to define a canonical 2-cocycle, yielding an extension µ2 →֒ G˜alF ։ GalF
which we call the metaGalois group. The metaGalois group may be of independent
interest – one might look for its representations in nature, e.g., in the étale coho-
mology of a variety over Q(i) equipped with twisted descent data to Q. Pushing
out the metaGalois group via the central 2-torsion element in G˜∨ yields the first
twist,
(0.1) Z˜∨ →֒ (τQ)∗G˜alF ։ GalF .
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The “second twist” of [Wei14a] provided the greatest challenge there and here.
There, it was defined by twisting the multiplication in a Hopf algebra. After at-
tempting many reformulations (e.g., a Tannakian approach), we found the gerbe
Eǫ(G˜) on Fe´t, which applies to covers of quasisplit groups and serves as the second
twist here. It is a bit different from gerbes that typically arise in the Langlands
program, and so we include an appendix with relevant background on torsors and
gerbes. The étale fundamental group of this gerbe provides the second twist,
(0.2) Z˜∨ →֒ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜))։ GalF .
The Baer sum of (0.1) and (0.2) gives an extension of GalF by Z˜∨. Pushing out
to G˜∨ (respecting the GalF -action throughout) yields the L-group
G˜∨ →֒ LG˜։ GalF ,
of Part 1. In addition to its construction, we verify that this L-group behaves well
with respect to Levi subgroups, passage between global fields, local fields, and rings
of integers therein, and that the L-group construction is functorial for a class of
“well-aligned” homomorphisms.
The construction of the L-group allows us to consider Weil parameters. When
F is a local or global field, we consider the set Φǫ(G˜/F ) of G˜∨-orbits of Weil
parameters WF → LG˜. When O is the ring of integers in a nonarchimedean local
field, we consider the set Φǫ(G˜/O) of G˜∨-orbits of unramified Weil parameters
WF → LG˜. One could similarly defineWeil-Deligne parameters, (conjectural) global
Langlands parameters, etc.
In a set of unpublished notes, we constructed an L-group for split groups without
using the gerbe discussed above. This “E1 + E2” construction has been studied
further by Wee Teck Gan and Gao Fan in [GG14] and [Gao]. The construction of
this paper agrees with the E1 + E2 construction for split tori, but we have not
checked that the constructions agree for split reductive groups.
With the construction of the L-group complete, we turn our attention to rep-
resentation theory in Part 2. The cover G˜ and character ǫ allow us to define
ǫ-genuine irreducible representations of various sorts. The set Πǫ(G˜/•) is defined
in three contexts.
F a local field: Brylinski and Deligne construct [B-D, §10.3] a central ex-
tension µn →֒ G˜ ։ G = G(F ), and we consider the set Πǫ(G˜/F ) of
equivalence classes of irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representations of G˜.
F a global field: Brylinski and Deligne construct [B-D, §10.4] a central ex-
tension µn →֒ G˜A ։ GA = G(A), canonically split over G(F ), and we
consider the set Πǫ(G˜/F ) of equivalence classes of ǫ-genuine automorphic
representations of G˜A.
O the integers in a nonarchimedean local field F : Brylinski and Deligne
construct [B-D, §10.3, 10.7] a central extension µn →֒ G˜ ։ G = G(F ),
canonically split over G◦ = G(O). We consider the set Πǫ(G˜/O) of equiv-
alence classes of irreducible G◦-spherical representations of G˜.
Part 2 introduces these classes of representations, reviewing or adapting foun-
dational results as needed. These include old results, such as the basic theory of
admissible, unitary, and tempered representations, and results which are recent
for covering groups, such as the Satake isomorphism and Langlands classification.
Some new features arise for covering groups: we introduce the notion of “central
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core character” which is a bit coarser than “central character.” We place irreducible
representations into “pouches” which should be subsets of L-packets in what follows
later.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to supporting the following “Local Lang-
lands Conjecture for Covers” (LLCC), an analogue of the local Langlands conjec-
tures (LLC). For the LLC, we refer to the excellent survey by Cogdell [Cog03].
Conjecture 0.1 (LLCC). When F is a local field, there is a natural finite-to-one
parameterization,
Lǫ : Πǫ(G˜/F )→ Φǫ(G˜/F ).
Such a conjecture is nearly meaningless, without defining the adjective “natural.”
Naturality in the (traditional) local Langlands conjectures (LLC) includes compat-
ibility with the bijective parameterizations for split tori (class field theory) and
unramified representations (the Satake isomorphism), and with parabolic induc-
tion (the Langlands classification). In [Bor79, §10], it is suggested that naturality
includes desiderata which specify how central characters and twisting by characters
should correspond to various properties of and operations on Weil parameters. One
could add to these desiderata today, specifying for example how the formal degree
(of discrete series) should correspond to adjoint γ-factors for Weil parameters (see
[HII08]), or how the contragredient operation should correspond to the Chevalley
involution (see [AV12]).
For covers, we can make a similar list of desiderata for the LLCC. We expect
a finite-to-one parameterization for covering groups, compatible with our results
for split tori (described in Part 3), with the unramified case (described in Part 4),
with parabolic induction (via the Langlands classification for covers) and central
core characters and twisting by characters (described in Part 2), and with formal
degrees and adjoint γ-factors.
Unlike the LLC, we have not attempted to characterize the image of our con-
jectural parameterization in this paper, i.e., we have not identified the “relevant”
parameters for covering groups. The cases of split tori and discrete series for real
groups should suggest a characterization in the future.
Part 3 focuses on the case of “sharp” covers of split tori. For such a sharp
cover (over a local or global field, or in the unramified setting), we define a bijective
parameterization
Lǫ : Πǫ(T˜/•)→ Φǫ(T˜/•).
This parameterization is natural for pullbacks of covers via isomorphisms, for iso-
morphisms of covers of a given split torus, and for Baer sums of covers. This
case constrains and guides many others, and it occupies the largest part of this
article. The “sharp” case quickly leads to the general case of split tori, where the
parameterization may no longer be surjective.
Part 4 includes three more cases where a precise parameterization is possible.
First is the spherical/unramified case. When G˜ is a cover of a quasisplit group over
O, we define a bijective parameterization
Lǫ : Πǫ(G˜/O)→ Φǫ(G˜/O).
This parameterization follows from the Satake isomorphism (for covering groups),
the parameterization for sharp covers of split tori above, and careful tracking of the
Weyl group actions.
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In [GG14], Gan and Gao have verified the LLCC for split tori and unramified
representations of split reductive groups, in the context of the L-group given by the
E1 + E2 construction.
Second, we consider an anisotropic torus T over R (i.e., T = T(R) is compact)
and a sharp double cover T˜ ofT. In this case, we define a bijective parameterization
Lǫ : Πǫ(T˜/R)→ Φǫ(T˜/R).
This case – when T˜ is a torus in the oldest-fashioned sense and the representation
theory is dead-simple – is interesting from the standpoint of parameterization. It
validates our choice of gerbe, since the equivalence class of the gerbe must be exactly
right to correspond to the correct lattice of characters.
Third, when G˜ is a double cover of a semisimple quasisplit group over R, we
define a finite-to-one parameterization of discrete series,
Lǫ : Πdiscǫ (G˜/R)→ Φdiscǫ (G˜/R).
This is based on the Harish-Chandra parameterization of discrete series, our pa-
rameterization for anisotropic tori, and careful tracking of involutions in the Weyl
group.
Further questions. As in the original Langlands conjectures, Conjecture 0.1 sug-
gests directions for further investigation. Here are a few examples, within reach.
(1) (Inspired by recent work of Wee Teck Gan and Fan Gao [GG14] on PGL2).
When G˜ is a cover of a split group with trivial first invariant (Q = 0),
one can find a z-extension (in the sense of Kottwitz [Kot82]) H → G for
which the pullback cover H˜ is isomorphic to the trivial cover. This identifies
genuine representations of G˜ with ordinary representations of H satisfying
a constraint on the central character. This identification should be reflected
on the side of Weil parameters, and the LLCC for such covers G˜ should
relate to the LLC for H.
(2) (Inspired by a conversation with Wee Teck Gan). When G is a group
over C, there are nontrivial covers G˜, but the resulting covers of complex
Lie groups split canonically. In this way, the genuine representations of G˜
correspond to ordinary representations of G. This should be reflected on
the side of Weil parameters, and the LLCC for G˜ should relate to the LLC
for G.
(3) (Inspired by the work of Adams and Vogan [AV12]). When G˜ is a cover of
G, a group over a local field F , one may define an inverse cover G˜op with
respect to the Baer sum. If π is an ǫ-genuine representation of G˜, then the
contragredient representation of π is naturally an ǫ-genuine representation
of the inverse cover G˜op. The dual groups of G˜ and G˜op are the same,
but the L-groups may not be. The contragredient should be reflected on
the side of Weil parameters, extending the Chevalley involution of the dual
group to a map connecting the L-group of G˜ with the L-group of the inverse
cover G˜op.
Much broader investigations are possible as well, given the L-group constructed
in this paper. Even restricting to the local case, examples include: the study of
pure inner forms (strong inner forms for real groups) and “stability” for covering
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groups; endoscopy for covering groups; the completion of the local Langlands con-
jectures for covers of reductive groups over R; base change for covering groups;
Langlands-Shahidi L-functions for covering groups (initiated by Fan Gao in [Gao]
and Szpruch [Szp13b]); the parameterization of Iwahori-spherical and depth-zero
representations; etc.
Philosophies. A few principles are helpful when considering any putative Lang-
lands program for covering groups.
(1) There is no ǫ-genuine trivial (or Steinberg) representation for general covers,
and so one should not expect a single distinguished splitting of the L-group.
(2) If some set of things is parameterized by cohomology in degree 2, then that
set of things should be viewed as the set of objects in a 2-category.
(3) Things which “are trivial” (e.g., extensions, gerbes) can be isomorphic to
trivial things in interesting ways.
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Notation
F : A field, typically local or global.
F¯ : A separable closure of F .
O: The ring of integers in F , in the nonarchimedean local case.
A: The ring of adeles of F , in the global case.
Fr: The geometric Frobenius automorphism.
S: A connected scheme, typically Spec(F ) or Spec(O).
s¯: The geometric point of S corresponding to F¯ .
GalS: The absolute Galois group πe´t1 (S, s¯).
X: An algebraic variety over S, or sheaf on SZar.
Gm: The multiplicative group.
X or XF : The F -points X(F ) for such a variety.
X: A scheme over Z.
µ
n
: The group scheme over Z of nth roots of unity.
µn: The group µn(S), assumed to be cyclic of order n.
S: A sheaf on Se´t.
S[U ]: The sections of S over U (U → S étale).
G: A local system on Se´t, of group schemes over Z.
C: A category, with objects Ob(C).
E: A gerbe on Se´t.
E[U ]: The groupoid of sections of E over U .
A: An abelian group.
A[n]: Its n-torsion subgroup.
A/n: The quotient A/nA.
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Part 1. Covering groups and their L-groups
1. Covering groups
Throughout this article, S will be a scheme in one of the following two classes:
S = Spec(F ) for a field F , or S = Spec(O) for a discrete valuation ring O with
fraction field F . In the latter case, we assume that O contains a field, or that O
has finite residue field. We will often fix a positive integer n, and we will assume
that µn = µn(S) is a cyclic group of order n. In Section 4, we will place further
restrictions on S.
1.1. Reductive groups. Let G be a reductive group over S. We follow [SGA3]
in our conventions, so this means that G is a smooth group scheme over S such
that Gs¯ is a connected reductive group for all geometric points s¯ of S. Assume
moreover that G is quasisplit over S.
Let A be a maximal S-split torus in G, and let T be the centralizer of A in G.
Then T is a maximal torus in G, and we say that T is a maximally split maximal
torus. Let X and Y be the local systems (on Se´t) of characters and cocharacters of
T.
Let N be the normalizer of T in G. Let W denote the Weyl group of the pair
(G,T), viewed as a sheaf on Se´t of finite groups. Then W[S] = N(S)/T(S) (see
[SGA3, Exposé XXVI, 7.1]). Let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T, defined
over S. Let U be the unipotent radical of B.
Proposition 1.1. Assume as above that G is quasisplit, and S is the spectrum of
a field or of a DVR. The group G(S) acts transitively, by conjugation, on the set of
pairs (B,T) consisting of a Borel subgroup (defined over S) and a maximally split
maximal torus therein.
Proof. As we work over a local base scheme S, [SGA3, Exposé XXVI, Proposition
6.16] states that the groupG(S) acts transitively on the set of maximal split subtori
of G (defined over S).
Every maximally split maximal torus of G is the centralizer of such a maximal
split torus, and thus G(S) acts transitively on the set of maximally split maximal
tori inG. The stabilizer of such a maximally split maximal torusT is the normalizer
N(S). The Weyl groupW[S] = N(S)/T(S) acts simply-transitively on the minimal
parabolic subgroups containing T by [SGA3, Exposé XXVI, Proposition 7.2]. This
proves the proposition. 
The roots and coroots (for the adjoint action of T on the Lie algebra of G) form
local systems Φ and Φ∨ on Se´t, contained in X and Y, respectively. The simple
roots (with respect to the Borel subgroup B) and their coroots form local systems
of subsets ∆ ⊂ Φ and ∆∨ ⊂ Φ∨, respectively. In this way we find a local system
on Se´t of based root data (cf. [Bor79, §1.2]),
Ψ = (X,Φ,∆,Y,Φ∨,∆∨) .
Write Ysc for the subgroup of Y spanned by the coroots.
1.2. Covers. In [B-D], Brylinski and Deligne study central extensions of G by K2,
whereG andK2 are viewed as sheaves of groups on the big Zariski site SZar. These
extensions form a category we call CExtS(G,K2). Such a central extension will be
written K2 →֒ G′ ։ G in what follows. We add one more piece of data in the
definition below.
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Definition 1.2. A degree n cover of G over S is a pair G˜ = (G′, n), where
(1) K2 →֒ G′ ։ G is a central extension of G by K2 on SZar;
(2) n is a positive integer;
(3) For all scheme-theoretic points s ∈ S, with residue field f(s), #µ
n
(f(s)) = n.
Define Covn(G) (or Covn/S(G) to avoid confusion) to be the category of degree
n covers of G over S. The objects are pairs G˜ = (G′, n) as above, and morphisms
are those from CExtS(G,K2) (with n fixed).
If γ : S0 → S is a morphism of schemes, then pulling back gives a functor
γ∗ : Covn/S(G) → Covn/S0(GS0). Indeed, a morphism of schemes gives inclusions
of residue fields (in the opposite direction) and so Condition (3) is satisfied by the
scheme S0 when it is satisfied by the scheme S.
Central extensions K2 →֒ G′ ։ G are classified by a triple of invariants
(Q,D, f). For fields, this is carried out in [B-D], and the extension to DVRs
(with finite residue field or containing a field) is found in [Wei14b]. The first in-
variant Q : Y → Z is a Galois-invariant Weyl-invariant quadratic form, i.e., Q ∈
H0e´t(S, Sym
2(X)W). The second invariant D is a central extension of sheaves of
groups on Se´t, Gm →֒ D։ Y. The third invariant f will be discussed later.
A cover G˜ yields a symmetric Z-bilinear form βQ : Y⊗Z Y→ n−1Z,
βQ(y1, y2) := n
−1 · (Q(y1 + y2)−Q(y1)−Q(y2)) .
This defines a local system YQ,n ⊂ Y,
YQ,n = {y ∈ Y : βQ(y, y′) ∈ Z for all y′ ∈ Y}.
The category of covers is equipped with the structure of a Picard groupoid; one
may “add” covers via the Baer sum. If G˜1, G˜2 are two covers of G of degree n, one
obtains a cover G˜1 ∔ G˜2 = (G
′
1 ∔G
′
2, n).
When G˜ = (G′, n) is a degree n cover of G, and H → G is a homomorphism
of groups over S, write H˜ = (H′, n) for the cover of H resulting from pulling back
extensions by K2.
In three arithmetic contexts, a cover G˜ yields a central extension of topological
groups according to [B-D, §10.3, 10.4].
Global: If S = Spec(F ) for a global field F , then G˜ yields a central extension
µn →֒ G˜A ։ GA, endowed with a splitting σF : GF →֒ G˜A.
Local: If S = Spec(F ) for a local field F , then G˜ yields a central extension
µn →֒ G˜։ G, where G =G(F ).
Local integral: If S = Spec(O), with O the ring of integers in a nonar-
chimedean local field F , then G˜ yields a central extension µn →֒ G˜ ։ G,
where G =G(F ), endowed with a splitting σ◦ : G◦ →֒ G.
Fix an injective character ǫ : µn →֒ C×. This allows one to define ǫ-genuine
automorphic representations of G˜A in the global context, ǫ-genuine admissible rep-
resentations of G˜ in the local context, and ǫ-genuine G◦-spherical representations
of G˜ in the local integral context.
The purpose of this article is the construction an L-group associated to such a G˜
and ǫ. We believe that this L-group will provide a parameterization of irreducible
ǫ-genuine representations in the three contexts above.
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1.3. Well-aligned homomorphisms. Let G1 ⊃ B1 ⊃ T1 and G2 ⊃ B2 ⊃ T2
be quasisplit groups over S, endowed with Borel subgroups and maximally split
maximal tori. Let G˜1 = (G
′
1, n) and G˜2 = (G
′
2, n) be covers (of the same degree)
of G1 and G2, respectively. Write Y1 and Y2 for the cocharacter lattices of T1 and
T2, and Q1, Q2 for the quadratic forms arising from the covers. These quadratic
forms yield sublattices Y1,Q1,n and Y2,Q2,n.
Definition 1.3. A well-aligned homomorphism ι˜ from (G˜1,B1,T1) to (G˜2,B2,T2)
is a pair ι˜ = (ι, ι′) of homomorphisms of sheaves of groups on SZar, making the fol-
lowing diagram commute,
(1.1)
K2 G
′
1 G1
K2 G
′
2 G2
= ι′ ι
and satisfying the following additional axioms:
(1) ι has normal image and smooth central kernel;
(2) ι(B1) ⊂ B2 and ι(T1) ⊂ T2. Thus ι induces a map ι : Y1 → Y2;
(3) (ι, ι′) realizes G′1 as the pullback of G
′
2 via ι;
(4) The homomorphism ι satisfies ι(Y1,Q1,n) ⊂ Y2,Q2,n.
Remark 1.4. Conditions (1) and (2) are inspired by [Bor79, §1.4, 2.1,2.5], though
more restrictive. By “normal image,” we mean that for any geometric point s¯→ S,
the homomorphism ι : G1,s¯ → G2,s¯ has normal image. Condition (3) implies that
for all y ∈ Y1, Q1(y) = Q2(ι(y)). In other words, Q1 is the image of Q2 via the
map
ι∗ : H0e´t(S, Sym
2(X2))→ H0e´t(S, Sym2(X1)).
But Condition (3) does not imply Condition (4); one may cook up an example with
G1 = Gm and G2 =G
2
m which satisfies (3) but not (4).
Proposition 1.5. The composition of well-aligned homomorphisms is well-aligned.
Proof. Suppose that (ι1, ι′1) and (ι2, ι
′
2) are well-aligned homomorphisms, with
ι1 : G1 → G2 and ι2 : G2 → G3. Conditions (2), (3), and (4) are obviously satisfied
by the composition (ι2 ◦ ι1, ι′2 ◦ ι′1). For condition (1), notice that the kernel of ι2 ◦ ι1
is contained in the kernel of ι1, and hence is central. The only thing left is to verify
that ι2 ◦ ι1 has normal image. This may be checked by looking at geometric fibres;
it seems well-known (cf. [Kot84, §1.8]). 
Inner automorphisms are well-aligned homomorphisms.
Example 1.6. Suppose that G˜ is a degree n cover of a quasisplit group G. Sup-
pose that B0 ⊃ T0 and B ⊃ T are two Borel subgroups containing maximally split
maximal tori. Suppose that g ∈ G(S), and write Int(g) for the resulting inner
automorphism of G. As noted in [B-D, 0.N.4], Int(g) lifts canonically to an au-
tomorphism Int(g)′ ∈ Aut(G′). If B = Int(g)B0 and T = Int(g)T0, then the pair
(Int(g), Int(g)′) is a well-aligned homomorphism from (G˜,B0,T0) to (G˜,B,T).
While we focus on quasisplit groups in this article, the lifting of inner automor-
phisms allows one to consider “pure inner forms” of covers over a field.
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Definition 1.7. Let G˜ = (G′, n) be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group G, over
a field F . Let ξ ∈ Z1e´t(F,G) be a 1-cocycle. The image Int(ξ) in Z1e´t(F,Aut(G))
defines an inner form Gξ of G. These are called the pure inner forms of G. On the
other hand, we may consider the image Int(ξ)′ in Z1e´t(F,Aut(G
′)), which by [B-D,
§7.1, 7.2] defines a central extension G′ξ of Gξ by K2. The cover G˜ξ = (G
′
ξ, n) of
Gξ will be called a pure inner form of the cover G˜.
We have not attempted to go further in the study of inner forms for covers,
but presumably one should study something like strong real forms as in [ABV92,
Definition 1.12], and more general rigid forms as in [Kal13], if one wishes to assemble
L-packets for covering groups.
The next example of a well-aligned homomorphism is relevant for the study of
central characters of genuine representations.
Example 1.8. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group G ⊃ B ⊃ T. Let H
be the maximal torus in the center of G, with cocharacter lattice YH ⊂ Y. Let C be
the algebraic torus with cocharacter lattice YH ∩ YQ,n, and ι : C→ G the resulting
homomorphism (with central image). Let C˜ denote the pullback of the cover G˜ via
ι. Then ι lifts to a well-aligned homomorphism from C˜ to G˜.
The final example of a well-aligned homomorphism is relevant for the study of
twisting genuine representations by one-dimensional representations of G.
Example 1.9. Let H denote the maximal toral quotient of G. In other words, H
is the torus whose character lattice equals Hom(G,Gm). Let p : G→ H denote the
canonical homomorphism, and write ι : G→ G×H for the homomorphism Id×p.
Write G˜×H for the cover (G′ ×H, n).
The homomorphism ι realizes G˜ as the pullback via ι of the cover G˜ × H. A
Borel subgroup and torus in G determines a Borel subgroup and torus in G ×H.
In this way, ι lifts to a well-aligned homomorphism of covers from G˜ to G˜×H.
2. The dual group
In this section, fix a degree n cover G˜ of a quasisplit groupG over S. Associated
to G˜, we define the “dual group,” a local system on Se´t of affine group schemes over
Z. We refer to Appendix §19, for background on such local systems. We begin
by reviewing the Langlands dual group of G in a framework suggested by Deligne
(personal communication).
2.1. The Langlands dual group. Choose, for now, a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G
containing a maximally split maximal torus T. The based root datum of (G,B,T)
was denoted Ψ, and the dual root datum,
Ψ∨ = (Y,Φ∨,∆∨,X,Φ,∆) ,
is a local system of root data on Se´t.
This defines a unique (up to unique isomorphism) local system G∨ on Se´t of
pinned reductive groups over Z, called the Langlands dual group of G. The center
of G∨ is a local system on Se´t of groups of multiplicative type over Z, given by
Z∨ = Spec (Z[Y/Ysc]) .
See Example 19.2 for more on local systems and Spec in this context.
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2.2. The dual group of a cover. Now we adapt the definition of the dual group
to covers. The ideas here are the same as those of [Wei14a]. The ideas for modifying
root data originate in [Lus93, §2.2] in the simply-connected case, in [FL10, Theo-
rem 2.9] for the almost simple case, in [McN12, §11] and [Rei12] in the reductive
case. This dual group is also compatible with [Ada+07] and the Hecke algebra
isomorphisms of Savin [Sav04], and the most recent work of Lysenko [Lys].
Associated to the cover G˜ of degree n, recall that Q : Y→ Z is the first Brylinski-
Deligne invariant, and βQ : Y⊗ Y→ n−1Z a symmetric bilinear form, and
YQ,n = {y ∈ Y : βQ(y, y′) ∈ Z for all y′ ∈ Y} ⊂ Y.
Define XQ,n = {x ∈ n−1X : 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z for all y ∈ YQ,n} ⊂ n−1X. For each root
φ ∈ Φ, define constants nφ and mφ,
(2.1) nφ =
n
GCD(n,Q(φ∨))
, mφ =
Q(φ∨)
GCD(n,Q(φ∨))
.
Define modified roots and modified coroots by
φ˜ = n−1φ φ, φ˜
∨ = nφφ
∨.
These define subsets Φ˜ = {φ˜ : φ ∈ Φ} ⊂ XQ,n and Φ˜∨ = {φ˜∨ : φ∨ ∈ Φ∨} ⊂ YQ,n, as
in [Wei14a]. Modifying the simple roots and their coroots, we have subsets ∆˜ ⊂ Φ˜
and ∆˜∨ ⊂ Φ˜.
By [Wei14a, Construction 1.3], this defines a local system of based root data Ψ˜
on Se´t. Write Ψ˜∨ for its dual,
Ψ˜∨ = (YQ,n, Φ˜
∨, ∆˜∨,XQ,n, Φ˜, ∆˜).
Write YscQ,n for the subgroup of YQ,n spanned by the modified coroots Φ˜
∨.
Define G˜∨ to be the (unique up to unique isomorphism) local system on Se´t of
pinned reductive groups over Z, associated to the local system of based root data
Ψ˜∨. Its maximal torus is a local system on Se´t of split tori over Z,
T˜∨ = Spec (Z[YQ,n]) .
The center of G˜∨ is a local system on Se´t of groups of multiplicative type over Z,
Z˜∨ = Spec
(
Z
[
YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n
])
.
We call G˜∨ (endowed with its pinning) the dual group of the cover G˜.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that G˜0 is another cover of G of degree n, with first
Brylinski-Deligne invariant Q0. If Q ≡ Q0 modulo n, i.e. Q(y) −Q0(y) ∈ nZ for
all y ∈ Y, then the resulting modified root data are equal: Ψ˜∨ = Ψ˜∨0 . Thus the dual
groups are equal, G˜∨ = G˜∨0 .
Proof. One checks directly that βQ ≡ βQ0 modulo Z, from which it follows that
YQ,n = YQ0,n, XQ,n = XQ0,n.
Similarly, one checks that the constants nφ are equal,
n
GCD(n,Q0(φ∨))
=
n
GCD(n,Q(φ∨))
.
The result follows. 
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The Weyl group of G˜∨ with respect to T˜∨ forms a local system W˜ on Se´t of finite
groups, generated (locally on Se´t) by reflections sφ˜ for every φ˜ ∈ Φ˜. The action of
W˜ on YQ,n is given by the formula
sφ˜(y) = y − 〈φ˜, y〉φ˜∨ = y − 〈φ, y〉φ∨.
This identifies the root reflections sφ˜ with the root reflections sφ, and hence identi-
fies the Weyl group W˜ with the Weyl group W of G with respect to T (where both
are viewed as local systems on Se´t of finite groups).
The dual group G˜∨ comes with a distinguished 2-torsion element in its cen-
ter, described here. From the quadratic form Q : Y → Z, observe that 2Q(y) =
nβQ(y, y) ∈ nZ for all y ∈ YQ,n. Moreover, we have
Q(φ˜∨) = n2φQ(φ
∨) = nφmφn ∈ nZ,
for all φ ∈ Φ. Of course, Q(ny) ∈ nZ as well, for all y ∈ YQ,n. We find a
homomorphism of local systems of abelian groups on Se´t,
n−1Q :
YQ,n
YscQ,n + nYQ,n
→ 12Z/Z, y 7→ n−1Q(y) mod Z.
Applying Spec yields a homomorphism of local systems on Se´t of diagonalizable
group schemes over Z,
τQ ∈ Hom(µ2, Z˜
∨
[n]).
Thus τQ(−1) is a Galois-invariant 2-torsion element in the center of G˜∨. If n is
odd, then τQ(−1) = 1.
2.3. Well-aligned functoriality. Consider a well-aligned homomorphism ι˜ : G˜1 →
G˜2 of covers, each endowed with Borel subgroup and maximally split maximal torus.
Here we construct a corresponding homomorphism of dual groups,
ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 .
These dual groups are constructed, locally on Se´t, from root data:
Ψ˜∨1 =
(
Y1,Q1,n, Φ˜
∨
1 , ∆˜
∨
1 ,X1,Q1,n, Φ˜1, ∆˜1
)
;
Ψ˜∨2 =
(
Y2,Q2,n, Φ˜
∨
2 , ∆˜
∨
2 ,X2,Q2,n, Φ˜2, ∆˜2
)
.
For the construction of ι∨, it suffices to work locally on Se´t, on a finite étale cover
over which G1 and G2 split. Condition (4) of Definition 1.3 gives a homomorphism
ι : Y1,Q1,n → Y2,Q2,n, and its dual homomorphism ι∗ : X2,Q2,n → X1,Q1,n. As ι has
normal image, the coroots from Φ∨1 map to coroots from Φ
∨
2 . Condition (3) implies
that the scaled coroots in Φ˜∨1 ⊂ Y1,Q1,n map to scaled coroots in Φ˜∨2 ⊂ Y2,Q2,n.
Since the Borel subgroups are aligned, the simple scaled coroots in ∆˜∨1 map to
simple scaled coroots in ∆˜∨2 . Dually, the map ι
∗ : X2,Q2,n → X1,Q1,n sends Φ˜2 to
Φ˜1 and ∆˜2 to ∆˜1.
This allows us to assemble a homomorphism ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 , (cf. [Bor79, §2.1,
2.5]). On tori, let ι∨ : T˜∨2 → T˜∨1 be the homomorphism dual to the map of character
lattices ι : Y1,Q1,n → Y2,Q2,n. Using the pinnings on G˜∨2 and G˜∨1 , and the map of
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roots to roots, we obtain a homomorphism from the simply-connected cover G˜∨2,sc
of the derived subgroup, G˜∨2,der,
ι∨sc : G˜
∨
2,sc → G˜∨1 .
Let T˜∨2,sc be the pullback of T˜
∨
2 . The following diagram commutes.
T˜∨2,sc T˜
∨
2
G˜∨2,sc G˜
∨
1
ι∨
ι∨sc
The homomorphism ι∨sc descends to the derived subgroup G˜∨2,der, since it is trivial
on the kernel of T˜∨2,sc → T˜∨2 . In this way, we have a pair of homomorphisms of
groups over Z,
ι∨der : G˜
∨
2,der → G˜∨1 , ι∨ : T˜∨2 → T˜∨1 ⊂ G˜∨1 .
These homomorphisms agree on their intersection, giving the desired homomor-
phism ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 .
Since modified coroots are sent to modified coroots, we find that ι∨ sends Z˜∨2 to
Z˜∨1 . The quadratic forms Q1 and Q2 induce two group homomorphisms:
n−1Q1 :
Y1,Q1,n
Ysc1,Q1,n + nY1,Q1,n
→ 12Z/Z, n−1Q2 :
Y2,Q2,n
Ysc2,Q2,n + nY2,Q2,n
→ 12Z/Z.
These define two homomorphisms of group schemes over Z,
τQ1 : µ2 → Z˜
∨
1,[n], τQ2 : µ2 → Z˜
∨
2,[n].
As Q2(ι(y)) = Q1(y) for all y ∈ Y1, ι∨ ◦ τQ1 = τQ2 . In other words, the homo-
morphism ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 sends the center to the center, and respects the 2-torsion
elements therein, ι∨(τQ2(−1)) = τQ1(−1).
Given a pair of well-aligned homomorphisms,
G˜1
(ι1,ι
′
1)−−−−→ G˜2 (ι2,ι
′
2)−−−−→ G˜3,
their composition is a well-aligned homomrphism (ι3, ι′3) = (ι2ι1, ι
′
2ι
′
1) from G˜1 to
G˜3 by Proposition 1.5.
This gives a commutative diagram of sheaves of abelian groups.
Y1,Q1,n Y2,Q2,n Y3,Q3,n.ι1
ι3
ι2
We find such a commutative diagram for dual groups, in the opposite direction.
G˜∨3 G˜
∨
2 G˜
∨
1 .ι∨2
ι∨3
ι∨1
Let DGp∗S denote the category whose objects are local systems G
∨ on Se´t of group
schemes over Z, endowed with central morphisms µ
2
→ G∨ (where µ
2
is viewed as
the constant local system of group schemes). Morphisms in DGp∗S are morphisms
of local systems of group schemes over Z, compatible with the central morphisms
from µ
2
.
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Let WACS (Well-Aligned-Covers) denote the category whose objects are triples
(G˜,B,T) where G˜ is a cover of a reductive group G over S, B is a Borel subgroup
of G, and T is a maximally split maximal torus of G contained in B. Morphisms
in WACS are well-aligned homomorphisms of covers.
We have proven the following result.
Proposition 2.2. The construction of the dual group defines a contravariant func-
tor from WACS to DGp
∗
S.
Theorem 2.3. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group G over S. The dual
group G˜∨ is well-defined, up to unique isomorphism, by G˜ alone.
Proof. The construction of the dual group depends on the choice of Borel and torus
B ⊃ T. So it suffices to construct a canonical isomorphism of dual groups G˜∨ → G˜∨0
for any pair of choices B0 ⊃ T0 and B ⊃ T. Such “well-definedness” is discussed
in more detail in [DL76, §1.1].
By Proposition 1.1, there exists g ∈ G(S) such that Int(g)T0 = T and Int(g)B0 =
B. This automorphism Int(g) lifts to an automorphism of G′ and defines a well-
aligned isomorphism of covers,
K2 G
′ G B0 T0
K2 G
′ G B T
= Int(g)′ Int(g)
As a well-aligned isomorphism of covers, this yields an isomorphism (of local systems
on Se´t of reductive groups over Z)
Int(g)∨ : G˜∨
∼−→ G˜∨0 .
If g′ ∈ G(S) also satisfies Int(g′)T0 = T and Int(g′)B0 = B, then g′g−1 ∈
N(S)∩B(S) = T(S). Thus g′ = tg for some t ∈ T(S). Hence Int(g′) = Int(t) Int(g),
and so by Proposition 2.2,
Int(g′)∨ = Int(g)∨ Int(t)∨ : G˜∨ → G˜∨0 .
But Int(t)∨ = Id, since Int(t) leaves all relevant data unchanged. Thus Int(g′)∨ =
Int(g)∨. Hence we find a canonical isomorphism G˜∨
∼−→ G˜∨0 . 
2.4. Change of base scheme. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group
G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S, as before. Let γ : S0 → S be a morphism of schemes, with
S0 = Spec(F0) for some field F0 or S0 = Spec(O0) for some DVR O0 (with finite
residue field or containing a field, as usual). Then γ gives rise to a pullback functor
γ∗ from sheaves on Se´t to sheaves on S0,e´t. Pullback via γ defines a degree n cover
G˜0 of a quasisplit group G0 ⊃ B0 ⊃ T0 over S0.
The cocharacter lattice Y0 of T0 is a sheaf on S0,e´t. It is naturally isomorphic to
the pullback γ∗Y, with Y the cocharacter lattice of T. Write N : γ∗Y→ Y0 for the
natural isomorphism. The quadratic form Q : Y→ Z pulls back to a quadratic form
γ∗Q : γ∗Y → Z. The compatibility of Brylinski-Deligne invariants with pullbacks
implies that γ∗Q = N∗Q0, with Q0 the first Brylinski-Deligne invariant of G˜0.
Remark 2.4. This compatibility follows straightforwardly from [B-D, §3.10]; if T˜
arises (after a finite étale U → S) from the cocycle attached to C ∈ X ⊗ X, then
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T˜0 arises from the pullback of this cocycle, i.e., from an element C0 ∈ X0 ⊗ X0
with N∗C0 = γ∗C. The quadratic form Q is given by Q(y) = C(y, y) and similarly
Q0(y) = C0(y, y). Since N∗C0 = γ∗C, we find that N∗Q0 = γ∗Q.
In this way, we find that N restricts to an isomorphism from γ∗YQ,n to Y0,Q0,n,
sending roots and coroots (the sheaves of sets γ∗Φ˜, γ∗Φ˜∨ on S0,e´t) to the corre-
sponding roots and coroots in Y0,Q0,n. As B0 = γ
∗B, simple roots and coroots are
identified as well.
By our construction of the dual group, we find that N gives an isomorphism of
local systems on S0,e´t of pinned reductive groups over Z,
N∨ : γ∗G˜∨
∼−→ G˜∨0 .
2.5. Parabolic subgroups. We keep the degree n cover G˜ of the quasisplit group
G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S. Let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup defined over S, containing
B. Suppose that P = MN is a Levi decomposition defined over S, with N the
unipotent radical of P andM a Levi factor containing T. Let BM denote the Borel
subgroup B∩M ofM. Write M˜ = (M′, n) for the cover ofM arising from pulling
back G˜.
The first Brylinski-Deligne invariant Q is the same for G˜ as for M˜, as it depends
only upon the cover T˜ of their common maximal torus. Write ΦM and Φ∨M for
the roots and coroots of M; these are subsets of Φ and Φ∨, respectively, and by
agreement of the first Brylinski-Deligne invariant,
Φ˜M ⊂ Φ˜, Φ˜∨M ⊂ Φ˜∨.
As BM = B∩M, we have ∆˜M ⊂ ∆˜ and ∆˜∨M ⊂ ∆˜∨. We find a pair of local systems
on Se´t of based root data,(
YQ,n, Φ˜
∨, ∆˜∨,XQ,n, Φ˜, ∆˜
)
,
(
YQ,n, Φ˜
∨
M, ∆˜
∨
M,XQ,n, Φ˜M, ∆˜M
)
.
The first root datum defines a local system G˜∨ on Se´t of pinned reductive groups
over Z. The second root datum defines a local system M˜∨ on Se´t of pinned reductive
Levi subgroups of G˜∨.
Thus the dual group of M˜ is naturally a Levi subgroup of the dual group G˜∨.
Moreover, by agreement of the first Brylinski-Deligne invariants, the central 2-
torsion element of M˜∨ coincides with the central 2-torsion element τQ(−1) ∈ G˜∨.
2.6. Weyl action on the dual torus. As before, keep the degree n cover G˜ of
G. Write T˜ = (T′, n) for the resulting cover of a maximally split maximal torus T.
Assume here that T splits over a cyclic Galois cover of S. Suppose that w ∈W[S]
is an element of the Weyl group, represented by an element w˙ ∈ N[S] (here N is
the sheaf on Se´t represented by the normalizer of T).
Then Int(w˙) : G˜→ G˜ defines a well-aligned homomorphism from T˜ to itself.
K2 T
′ T
K2 T
′ T
= Int(w˙) Int(w)
As such, Int(w˙) defines a map of dual groups,
Int(w˙)∨ : T˜∨ → T˜∨.
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As Int(t)∨ = Id for all t ∈ T(S), this homomorphism of dual groups depends only
on the element w of the Weyl group, not on the chosen representative w˙. Thus we
write
Int(w)∨ : T˜∨ → T˜∨.
On the other hand the element w ∈ W[S] corresponds to a Galois-invariant
element of the Weyl group of the dual group. From [Bor79, Lemma 6.2], there
exists an element n∨ ∈ G˜∨[S] such that n∨ normalizes T˜ and the resulting action of
n∨ on the character lattice YQ,n of T˜ coincides with the action of w on YQ,n. Such
an element n∨ is unique up to multiplication by elements of T˜∨[S]. Since Int(w)∨
and Int(n∨) define the same action on YQ,n, we find that
Int(w)∨ = Int(n∨), as elements of Aut(T˜∨).
2.7. Specific cases. Here we give many specific cases of covers, associated dual
groups, and 2-torsion elements in their centers corresponding to τQ(−1).
2.7.1. Method for simply-connected groups. Let G be a simply-connected semisim-
ple group over S, with Borel subgroup B containing a maximally split maximal
torus T over S. Let S′/S be a Galois cover over which T splits. If t is an integer,
there exists a unique Weyl-invariant quadratic form Qt with value t on all short
coroots. This Qt is a multiple of the Killing form.
Corresponding to Qt, there is a unique, up to unique isomorphism, object
G(t) ∈ CExtS(G,K2) with first Brylinski-Deligne invariant Qt (by [B-D, §7.3(i)]
when working over a field or [Wei14b, §3.3.3] over a DVR). Write βt for the result-
ing n−1Z-valued bilinear form. Weyl-invariance of Qt implies that
(2.2) βt(φ∨, y) = n−1Qt(φ∨)〈φ, y〉, for all φ ∈ Φ, and all y ∈ Y.
(See the proof of Lemma 3.13 for a derivation.) It follows that, for any y ∈ Y,
(2.3) βt(φ
∨, y) ∈ Z if and only if 〈φ, y〉 ∈ nφZ.
Let Y = Y[S′], X = X[S′], and ∆ = ∆[S′] = {α1, . . . , αℓ} a basis of simple roots
corresponding to B. Since we assume G is simply connected, Y =
⊕ℓ
i=1 α
∨
i Z.
Write ni = nαi . From (2.3), we find a characterization of YQ,n = YQ,n[S
′]:
(2.4) y ∈ YQ,n if and only if 〈αi, y〉 ∈ niZ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
This, in turn, can be used to tabulate dual groups. We provide tables here reference,
noting that such information can also be found in the examples of [FL10, §2.4]. But
we also include data on the central 2-torsion elements that we have not found in the
literature. Our tabulation was greatly assisted by using SAGE [SAGE], especially
the recently updated package which deftly handles root data.
The following tables only include split groups, and we write G˜∨ = G˜∨[S] for the
dual group over S (a pinned reductive group scheme over Z). For quasisplit groups,
one can view the dual group as a pinned reductive group scheme over Z endowed
with Galois action by pinned automorphisms.
2.7.2. SLℓ+1. For G = SLℓ+1, the standard Borel subgroup and maximal torus,
and system of roots α1, . . . , αℓ, the Dynkin diagram is
α1 α2 α3 αℓ
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Consider the cover G˜ of degree n arising from the quadratic form satisfyingQ(φ∨) =
1 for all φ ∈ Φ. Then ni = n and α˜∨i = nα∨i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. Hence
Y scQ,n = nY = nα
∨
1Z+ · · ·+ nα∨ℓ Z.
The Cartan matrix of G˜∨ has entries C˜ij = 〈α˜i, α˜∨j 〉 = 〈αi, α∨j 〉, and so G˜∨ is
isogenous to SLℓ+1. To determine the dual group up to isomorphism, it suffices
to compute the order of the center, since the center of SLℓ+1 is µℓ+1. The order
of the center is equal to the index #YQ,n/Y scQ,n, and this is computable from (2.4).
The results are given in Table 1.
Group G
n SL2 SL3 SL4 SL5 SL6
1 PGL2 PGL3 PGL4 PGL5 PGL6
2 ∗SL2 PGL3 SL4/µ2 PGL5
∗SL6/µ3
3 PGL2 SL3 PGL4 PGL5 SL6/µ2
4 SL2 PGL3
∗SL4 PGL5 SL6/µ3
5 PGL2 PGL3 PGL4 SL5 PGL6
6 ∗SL2 SL3 SL4/µ2 PGL5
∗SL6
Table 1. Table of dual groups for degree n covers of SLℓ+1.
Groups marked with ∗ have τQ(−1) nontrivial.
The dual groups G˜∨ are consistent with the Iwahori-Hecke algebra isomorphisms
found by Savin in [Sav04, Theorem 7.8]. In other words, the dual group G˜∨ coincides
with the Langlands dual group of SLℓ+1/Z[n], where Z[n] is the n-torsion subgroup
of the center of SLℓ+1.
The central 2-torsion elements τQ(−1) follow a somewhat predictable pattern.
For covering degree 2, τQ(−1) is nontrivial for SL2, SL6, SL10, SL14, etc.. In
covering degree 4, τQ(−1) is nontrivial for SL4, SL12, SL20, etc.. In covering
degree 6, τQ(−1) is nontrivial for SL2, SL6, SL10, SL14, etc.. In covering degree
8, τQ(−1) is nontrivial for SL8, SL24, etc.. In general, we suspect the following:
τQ(−1) is nontrivial for a degree 2e · k (k odd) cover of SLm if and only if
m = 2e · j for j odd.
To illustrate the quasisplit case, consider G = SU3, a quasisplit special unitary
group associated to a degree 2 Galois cover S′/S. There is a unique degree n cover
of G arising from the quadratic form taking values 1 at all coroots. The dual group
of the degree 2 cover ofG = SU3 is identified with PGL3, a pinned reductive group
over Z, endowed with Gal(S′/S)-action by outer automorphism corresponding to
the nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagram . Thus the dual group
of the double-cover of SU3 coincides with the Langlands dual group of the linear
group SU3.
2.7.3. Spin2ℓ+1. For G = Spin2ℓ+1, the Dynkin diagram has type B.
α1 α2 α3 αℓ−1 αℓ
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Let G˜ be the cover of degree n, associated to the quadratic form taking the value 1
at all short coroots. Thus Q(α∨i ) = 2 for all long coroots 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1. If n is odd,
then nα = n for all coroots α∨. If n is even, then ni = n/2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1 and
nℓ = n. When n is even, short coroots become long and long become short, after
modification. We find that the dual group is isogenous to Sp
2ℓ
if n is odd, and is
isogenous to Spin
2ℓ+1
if n is even.
The centers of Sp
2ℓ
and Spin
2ℓ+1
are cyclic of order two. Thus the dual group
can be identified by the order of its center.
Group G
n Spin
7
Spin
9
Spin
11
Spin
13
Spin
15
Spin
17
1 PGSp
6
PGSp
8
PGSp
10
PGSp
12
PGSp
14
PGSp
16
2 SO7 Spin9 SO11
∗Spin
13
SO15 Spin17
3 PGSp
6
PGSp
8
PGSp
10
PGSp
12
PGSp
14
PGSp
16
4 ∗Spin
7
Spin
9
∗Spin
11
Spin
13
∗Spin
15
Spin
17
5 PGSp
6
PGSp
8
PGSp
10
PGSp
12
PGSp
14
PGSp
16
6 SO7 Spin9 SO11
∗Spin
13
SO15 Spin17
Table 2. Table of dual groups for degree n covers of Spin2ℓ+1.
Groups marked with ∗ have τQ(−1) nontrivial.
Table 2 describes the dual groups. Note that, in this case, the isogeny class of
the dual group depends on the covering degree modulo 4. In covering degree 4k+2,
we find that τQ(−1) is nontrivial for Spin8j+5 (corresponding to rank 4j + 2) for
all positive integers j. In covering degree 4k, we find that τQ(−1) is nontrivial for
Spin4j+3 for all positive integers j.
2.7.4. Sp2ℓ. For G = Sp2ℓ, the Dynkin diagram has type C.
α1 α2 α3 αℓ−1 αℓ
Let G˜ be the cover of degree n, associated to the quadratic form taking the value 1
at all short coroots. As in type B, we find that short coroots become long, and long
become short, after modification when n is even. We find that the dual group is
isogenous to Sp
2ℓ
if n is even, and is isogenous to Spin
2ℓ+1
if n is odd. As before,
the dual group can be identified by the order of its center.
Group G
n Sp6 Sp8 Sp10
1 SO7 SO9 SO11
2 ∗Sp
6
∗Sp
8
∗Sp
10
3 SO7 SO9 SO11
4 Sp
6
Sp
8
Sp
10
5 SO7 SO9 SO11
6 ∗Sp
6
∗Sp
8
∗Sp
10
Table 3. Table of dual groups for degree n covers of Sp2ℓ. Groups
marked with ∗ have τQ(−1) nontrivial.
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As Table 3 illustrates, the dual group of the degree n cover of Sp2ℓ is the simply-
connected Chevalley group Sp
2ℓ
when n is even, and the dual group is the adjoint
group SO2ℓ+1 = Spin2ℓ+1/µ2 when n is odd. The central 2-torsion element τQ(−1)
is nontrivial when the covering degree is 4k + 2 for some non-negative integer k.
This is consistent (in covering degree 2) with expectations from the classical theta
correspondence for metaplectic groups.
2.7.5. Spin2ℓ. For G = Spin2ℓ, ℓ ≥ 4, the Dynkin diagram has type D.
αℓ−2
αℓ−1
αℓ
α1 α2 α3
Let G˜ be the cover of degree n, associated to the quadratic form taking the value
1 at all coroots. By the same methods as in type A, we find that the dual group is
isogenous to Spin
2ℓ
.
If ℓ is odd, then the center of Spin
2ℓ
is a cyclic group of order 4. In this case,
the dual group is determined by the order of its center.
If ℓ is even, then the center of Spin
2ℓ
is isomorphic to µ
2
×µ
2
, and so the dual
group is not a priori determined by the order of its center. But fortunately, the
order of the center of the dual group always equals 1 or 4 when ℓ is even, and this
suffices to identify the dual group.
Group G
n Spin8 Spin10 Spin12 Spin14 Spin16 Spin18
1 PGO8 PGO10 PGO12 PGO14 PGO16 PGO18
2 Spin
8
SO10
∗Spin
12
SO14 Spin16 SO18
3 PGO8 PGO10 PGO12 PGO14 PGO16 PGO18
4 Spin
8
∗Spin
10
Spin
12
∗Spin
14
Spin
16
∗Spin
18
5 PGO8 PGO10 PGO12 PGO14 PGO16 PGO18
6 Spin
8
SO10
∗Spin
12
SO14 Spin16 SO18
Table 4. Table of dual groups for degree n covers of Spin2ℓ.
Groups marked with ∗ have τQ(−1) nontrivial.
As Table 4 illustrates, the dual group of an odd-degree cover of Spin2ℓ coincides
with the Langlands dual group of the linear group Spin2ℓ; this dual group is the
adjoint group PGO2ℓ. But the dual group of an even-degree cover of Spin2ℓ
depends on the parity of ℓ and the covering degree modulo 4. As in type A, these
dual groups agree with expectations from the Hecke algebra isomorphisms of Savin
[Sav04].
When the covering degree is a multiple of 4, the element τQ(−1) is nontrivial
for Spin4j+2 for all j ≥ 2. Since Spin4j+2 has a unique central element of order
two, this suffices to describe τQ. When the covering degree has the form 4k+2, the
element τQ(−1) is nontrivial for Spin8j+4 for all j ≥ 1. The center of the group
Spin
8j+4
is isomorphic to µ
2
× µ
2
, which has three distinct 2-torsion elements.
However, only one of these is invariant under the nontrivial outer automorphism
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of the pinned Chevalley group Spin
8j+4
. This one must be τQ(−1), since Q is
invariant under this outer automorphism.
2.7.6. Exceptional groups. Let G be a simply-connected split simple group of type
Eℓ (with ℓ = 6, 7, 8), F4, or G2. Let G˜ be the cover of degree n, associated to
the quadratic form taking the value 1 at all short coroots (all coroots in type
E). As in types A and D, we find that the dual group is semisimple and isoge-
nous to the Chevalley group of the same type as G. In types E8, F4, and G2,
the simply-connected group is centerless, and so G˜∨ coincides with the simply-
connected Chevalley group of the same type.
The center of E6 has order 3, and the center of E7 has order 2. Hence the dual
group G˜∨ is determined by the order of its center. The dual groups are listed in
Table 5. In type E, these dual groups agree with expectations from [Sav04]. The
Group G
n E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
1 E6/µ3 E7/µ2 E8 F4 G2
2 E6/µ3
∗E7 E8 F4 G2
3 E6 E7/µ2 E8 F4 G2
4 E6/µ3 E7 E8 F4 G2
5 E6/µ3 E7/µ2 E8 F4 G2
6 E6
∗E7 E8 F4 G2
Table 5. Table of dual groups for degree n covers of exceptional
groups. Groups marked with ∗ have τQ(−1) nontrivial.
central 2-torsion element is nontrivial for E7, when the covering degree equals 4j+2
for some j ≥ 0.
2.7.7. GLr. Suppose that G is split reductive, and the derived subgroup of G is
simply-connected. Let T be a split maximal torus in G with cocharacter lattice
Y . Then, for any Weyl-invariant quadratic form Q : Y → Z, there exists a cover G˜
with first Brylinski-Deligne invariant Q.
For example, when G = GLr, there is a two-parameter family of such Weyl-
invariant quadratic forms. Write T for the standard maximal torus of diagonal
matrices, and identify Y = Zr in the usual way. For any pair of integers q, c, there
exists a unique Weyl-invariant quadratic form Qq,c satisfying
Q(1,−1, 0, . . . , 0) = q and Q(1, 0, . . . , 0) = 1 + c.
The n-fold covers G˜L
(c)
r studied by Kazhdan and Patterson [KP84, §0.1] can be
constructed from Brylinski-Deligne extensions with first invariant Q1,c. The proof
of following result is left to the reader.
Proposition 2.5. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of G = GLr with first Brylinski-
Deligne invariant Q1,c. If GCD(n, 1+r+2rc) = 1, then G˜∨ is isomorphic to GLr.
If GCD(n, r) = 1, then the derived subgroup of G˜∨ is isomorphic to SLr and thus
there exists an isogeny G˜∨ → GLr.
This may place the work of Kazhdan and Flicker [FK86] in a functorial context.
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2.7.8. GSp2r. For G = GSp2r, and a standard choice of split maximal torus and
Borel subgroup, we write e0, . . . , er for a basis of Y , f0, . . . , fr for the dual basis of
X , and the simple roots and coroots are
α1 = f1 − f2, . . . , αr−1 = fr−1 − fr, αr = 2fr − f0;
α∨1 = e1 − e2, . . . , α∨r−1 = er−1 − er, α∨r = er.
The Weyl group is Sr⋉µr2, with Sr acting by permutation of indices 1, . . . , r (fixing
e0 and f0), and elements wj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ r) of order two which satisfy
wj(ej) = −ej, wj(ei) = ei for i 6= j, 0, wj(e0) = e0 + e1.
Weyl-invariant quadratic forms on Y are in bijection with pairs (κ, ν) of integers.
For any such pair, there is a unique Weyl-invariant quadratic form Qκ,ν satisfying
Qκ,ν(e0) = κ, Qκ,ν(ei) = ν for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
The proof of following result is left to the reader.
Proposition 2.6. Let G˜ be a degree 2 cover of G = GSp2r, with first Brylinski-
Deligne invariant Q0,1. Then the dual group G˜∨ is isomorphic to GSp2r if r is
odd, and to PGSp
2r
×Gm if r is even.
We find that that double-covers of GSp2r behave differently depending on the
parity of r; this phenomenon is consistent with the work of Szpruch [Szp13b] on
principal series.
3. The gerbe associated to a cover
In this section, we construct a gerbe Eǫ(G˜) on Se´t associated to a degree n cover
G˜ of a quasisplit group G and an injective character ǫ : µn →֒ C×. Fix G˜, G, and
ǫ throughout. Also, choose a Borel subgroup containing a maximally split maximal
torus B ⊃ T; we will see that our construction is independent of this choice (in a
2-categorical sense).
We make one assumption about our cover G˜, which enables our construction
and is essentially nonrestrictive.
Assumption 3.1 (Odd n implies even Q). If n is odd, then we assume Q : Y → Z
takes only even values.
If G˜ does not satisfy this assumption, i.e., n is odd and Q(y) is odd for some
y ∈ Y, then replace G˜ by (n+1)×˙G˜ (its Baer sum with itself n+1 times). The first
Brylinski-Deligne invariant becomes (n+1)Q, which is even-valued. By Proposition
2.1, the dual group G˜∨ does not change since Q ≡ (n+ 1)Q modulo n. Moreover,
the resulting extensions of groups over local or global fields, e.g., µn →֒ G˜ ։ G,
remain the same (up to natural isomorphism). Indeed, the Baer sum of G˜ with
itself n + 1 times is naturally isomorphic to the pushout via the (n + 1)th power
map µn → µn, which equals the identity map.
We work with sheaves of abelian groups on Se´t, and great care is required to avoid
confusion between those in the left column and the right column below. Define
Tˆ = Hom(YQ,n,Gm), T˜
∨ = Hom(YQ,n,C
×);
Tˆsc = Hom(Y
sc
Q,n,Gm), T˜
∨
sc = Hom(Y
sc
Q,n,C
×);
Zˆ = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n,Gm), Z˜
∨ = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n,C
×).
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Here C× denotes the constant sheaf on Se´t. Thus, in the right column, we find the
complex points of the dual groups,
T˜∨ = T˜∨(C), T˜∨sc = T˜
∨
sc(C), Z˜
∨ = Z˜∨(C).
Composing with ǫ defines homomorphisms of local systems of abelian groups,
Tˆ[n] = Hom(YQ,n, µn)
ǫ−→ T˜∨;
Tˆsc,[n] = Hom(Y
sc
Q,n, µn)
ǫ−→ T˜∨sc;
Zˆ[n] = Hom(YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n, µn)
ǫ−→ Z˜∨.
3.1. The gerbe associated to a cover of a torus. Associated to the cover
T˜ = (T′, n), the second Brylinski-Deligne invariant is a central extension of sheaves
of groups on Se´t,
Gm →֒ D։ Y.
The commutator of this extension is given in [B-D, Proposition 3.11],
(3.1) Comm(y1, y2) = (−1)nβQ(y1,y2), for all y1, y2 ∈ Y.
Pulling back via YQ,n →֒ Y, we find an extension of sheaves of groups,
(3.2) Gm →֒ DQ,n ։ YQ,n.
Proposition 3.2. DQ,n is a commutative extension.
Proof. If n is even and y1, y2 ∈ YQ,n, then βQ(y1, y2) ∈ Z and nβQ(y1, y2) ∈ 2Z.
On the other hand, if n is odd, Assumption 3.1 implies that
nβQ(y1, y2) = Q(y1 + y2)−Q(y1)−Q(y2) ∈ 2Z.
The commutator formula (3.1) finishes the proof. 
Let Spl(DQ,n) denote the sheaf of splittings of the commutative extension (3.2).
In other words, Spl(DQ,n) is the subsheaf of Hom(YQ,n,DQ,n) consisting of homo-
morphisms which split (3.2).
Over any finite étale U → S splitting T, YQ,n restricts to a constant sheaf of free
abelian groups. Thus Spl(DQ,n) is a Tˆ-torsor on Se´t, which obtains a point over
any such U . The equivalence class of this torsor is determined by its cohomology
class [Spl(DQ,n)] ∈ H1e´t(S, Tˆ).
Consider the Kummer sequence, Tˆ[n] →֒ Tˆ
n−։ Tˆ. Write κ (for Kummer) for
the connecting map in cohomology, κ : H1e´t(S, Tˆ) → H2e´t(S, Tˆ[n]). This map in
cohomology corresponds to the functor which sends a Tˆ-torsor to its gerbe of nth
roots (see 19.3.4 for details). We write n
√
Spl(DQ,n) for the gerbe of nth roots of
the Tˆ-torsor Spl(DQ,n). It is banded by the local system Tˆ[n] and its equivalence
class satisfies [
n
√
Spl(DQ,n)
]
= κ[Spl(DQ,n)].
Finally we push out via the homomorphism of local systems,
ǫ : Tˆ[n] = Hom(YQ,n, µn)→ Hom(YQ,n,C×) = T˜∨.
Definition 3.3. The gerbe associated to the cover T˜ is defined by
Eǫ(T˜) := ǫ∗
n
√
Spl(DQ,n).
It is a gerbe on Se´t banded by the local system of abelian groups T˜∨.
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Example 3.4. Suppose that T is a split torus. Then the exact sequence of sheaves
Gm →֒ DQ,n ։ YQ,n splits. Indeed, YQ,n is a constant sheaf of free abelian groups,
and Hilbert’s Theorem 90 gives a short exact sequence
(3.3) Gm[S] →֒ DQ,n[S]։ YQ,n[S].
Since YQ,n[S] is a free abelian group, this exact sequence splits, and any such split-
ting defines an S-point of the torsor Spl(DQ,n). An S-point of Spl (DQ,n), in turn,
neutralizes of the gerbe n
√
Spl (DQ,n).
Thus when T is a split torus, the gerbe Eǫ(T˜) is trivial. Any splitting of the
sequence (3.3) defines a neutralization of Eǫ(T˜).
3.2. The gerbe of liftings. Recall that YscQ,n denotes the subgroup of YQ,n spanned
by the modified coroots Φ˜∨, and Tˆsc = Hom(YscQ,n,Gm). The inclusion Y
sc
Q,n →֒ YQ,n
corresponds to a surjective homomorphism,
p : Tˆ → Tˆsc.
The extension Gm →֒ DQ,n ։ YQ,n pulls back via YscQ,n →֒ YQ,n to an extension,
Gm →֒ DscQ,n ։ YscQ,n.
A splitting of DQ,n pulls back to a splitting of DscQ,n, providing a map of torsors,
p∗ : Spl(DQ,n)→ Spl(DscQ,n),
lying over p : Tˆ → Tˆsc. Taking nth roots of torsors gives a functor of gerbes,
n
√
p∗ : n
√
Spl(DQ,n)→ n
√
Spl(DscQ,n),
lying over p : Tˆ[n] → Tˆsc,[n] (see Appendix 19.3.4).
Recall that T˜∨ = Hom(YQ,n,C×) and T˜∨sc = Hom(Y
sc
Q,n,C
×). Define Escǫ (T˜) :=
ǫ∗ n
√
Spl(DscQ,n) by analogy to Eǫ(T˜) = ǫ∗
n
√
Spl (DQ,n). Pushing out via ǫ, the
functor n
√
p∗ yields a functor of gerbes
p = ǫ∗
n
√
p∗ : Eǫ(T˜)→ Escǫ (T˜),
lying over the homomorphism p : T˜∨ → T˜∨sc.
In the next section, we define the Whittaker torsor, which gives an object w
neutralizing the gerbe Escǫ (T˜). We take this construction of w for granted at the
moment.
Definition 3.5. Define Eǫ(G˜) to be the gerbe p−1(w) of liftings of w via p (see
19.3.3). In other words, Eǫ(G˜) is the category of pairs (e, j) where e is an object
of Eǫ(T˜) and j : p(e) → w is an isomorphism in Escǫ (T˜). This is a gerbe on Se´t
banded by Z˜∨ = Ker(T˜∨
p−→ T˜∨sc).
The cohomology classes of our gerbes now fit into a sequence[
Eǫ(G˜)
] [
Eǫ(T˜)
] [
E
sc
ǫ (T˜)
]
= 0
∈ ∈ ∈
H2e´t(S, Z˜
∨) H2e´t(S, T˜
∨) H2e´t(S, T˜
∨
sc)
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Remark 3.6. The construction of this gerbe relies on the (soon-to-be-defined) Whit-
taker torsor in a crucial way. We view this as a good thing, since any putative
Langlands correspondence should also connect the existence of Whittaker models
to properties of the Langlands parameter (cf. [Vog93]).
3.3. The Whittaker torsor. Now we construct the object w neutralizing the
gerbe Escǫ (T˜) over S. Let U denote the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup
B ⊂G, and let U be the sheaf of groups on Se´t that it represents. LetGa denote the
additive group scheme over S, and Ga the sheaf of groups on Se´t that it represents.
Recall that ∆ ⊂ Φ denotes the subset of simple roots corresponding to the Borel
subgroup B.
For S′ → S finite étale and splitting T, and α ∈ ∆[S′], write Uα for the one-
dimensional root subgroup ofUS′ associated to φ. Let Uα be the associated sheaf of
abelian groups on S′e´t. Write Hom
∗(Uα,Ga) for the sheaf (on S′e´t) of isomorphisms
from Uα to Ga,S′ . The sheaf Hom∗(Uα,Ga) naturally forms a Gm-torsor on S′e´t, by
the formula
[h ∗ ξ](u) = h−1 · ξ(u) for all h ∈ Gm, ξ ∈ Hom∗(Uα,Ga).
Definition 3.7. The Whittaker torsor is the subsheaf Whit ⊂ Hom(U,Ga) con-
sisting of those homomorphisms which (locally on Se´t) restrict to an isomorphism
on every simple root subgroup. The sheafWhit is given the structure of a Tˆsc-torsor
as follows: for a Galois cover S′ → S splitting T, we have
Tˆsc[S
′] = Hom(YscQ,n,Gm)[S
′] = Hom
 ⊕
α∈∆[S′]
Zα˜∨,Gm
 [S′] ≡ ∏
α∈∆[S′]
Gm[S
′].
Similarly, we can decompose the Whittaker sheaf
Whit [S′] ≡
⊕
α∈∆[S′]
Hom∗(Uα,Ga)[S
′].
The Gm-torsor structure onHom∗(Uα,Ga) yields (simple root by simple root) a Tˆsc-
torsor structure on Whit . Although we have defined the torsor structure locally on
Se´t, the action descends since the Gal(S′/S)-actions are compatible throughout.
The third Brylinski-Deligne invariant of G˜ is a homomorphism f : DQ → D of
groups on Se´t.
Gm DQ Y
sc
Gm D Y
= f
Here DQ is a sheaf on Se´t which depends (up to unique isomorphism) only on
the Weyl- and Galois-invariant quadratic form Q : Ysc → Z. This is reviewed in
[Wei14b, §1.3, 3.3], and characterized in [B-D, §11] when working over a field.
Consider a Galois cover S′ → S splitting T as before. For any η ∈Whit [S′], and
any simple root α ∈ ∆[S′], there exists a unique element eη,α ∈ Uα[S′] such that
η(eη,α) = 1. From these, [B-D, §11.2] gives elements [eη,α] ∈ DQ[S′] lying over the
simple coroots α∨ ∈ Ysc[S′].
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Remark 3.8. When S = Spec(F ) this follows directly from [B-D, §11.2]. When
S = Spec(O), S′ = Spec(O′), η ∈ Whit [S′], and F ′ is the fraction field of O′, we
find elements eη,α ∈ Uα[F ′]; as η gives an isomorphism from Uα to Ga (as sheaves
of groups on O′e´t), it follows that eη,α ∈ Uα[O′] as well. The map e 7→ [e] of [B-D,
§11.1] similarly makes sense over O′ as well as it does over a field; since we assume
G is a reductive group over O, split over O′, every root SL2 over F ′ arises from
one over O′. Thus the results of [B-D, §11.2] apply in the setting of S = Spec(O)
as well as in the setting of a field.
Using the elements [eη,α] ∈ DQ[S′] lying over the simple coroots α∨, define
ω(η)(α˜∨) := rαf([eη,α])
nα ∈ DscQ,n[S′], lying over α˜∨ = nαα∨ ∈ YscQ,n[S′],
where the sign rα is defined by
rα := (−1)
Q(α∨)nα(nα−1)
2 .
The map ω(η) : α˜∨ 7→ rαf([eη,α])nα extends uniquely to a splitting of the sequence
(3.4) Gm[S′] DscQ,n[S
′] YscQ,n[S
′].
ω(η)
As (YscQ,n)S′ is a constant sheaf, this gives an element ω(η) ∈ Spl(DscQ,n)[S′]. Allow-
ing η to vary, and appyling Galois descent (cf. [B-D, Proposition 11.7]), we find a
map of sheaves on Se´t,
ω : Whit → Spl(DscQ,n).
To summarize, ω is the map that sends a nondegenerate character η of U to the
splitting ω(η), which (locally on Se´t) sends each modified simple coroot α˜∨ to the
element rαf([eη,α])nα of DQ,n.
Remark 3.9. For the purposes of this paper, there is some flexibility in the choice
of signs rα. The signs here are defined in such a way that our hypotheisized local
Langlands correspondence for covers matches what is known for covers of SL2, e.g.,
metaplectic correspondences of Shimura and Waldspurger.
BothWhit and Spl(DscQ,n) are Tˆsc-torsors, and the following proposition describes
how ω interacts with the torsor structure.
Proposition 3.10. Let ν : Tˆsc → Tˆsc be the homomorphism corresponding to the
unique homomorphism YscQ,n → YscQ,n which sends α˜∨ to −nαQ(α∨)α˜∨ for all simple
roots α. Then ω lies over ν, i.e., the following diagram commutes.
Tˆsc ×Whit Whit
Tˆsc × Spl(DscQ,n) Spl (DscQ,n)
∗
ν × ω ω
∗
Proof. We must trace through the action of Tˆsc = Hom(YscQ,n,Gm); we work over
a finite étale cover of S over which T splits in what follows. Then, for any simple
root α ∈ ∆, and any element h ∈ Gm, there exists a unique element hα ∈ Tˆsc such
that for all β ∈ ∆,
hα(β˜
∨) =
{
1 if β 6= α;
h if β = α.
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If η ∈Whit then [hα ∗ η](ehα∗η,α) = 1 and so η(ehα∗η,α) = h. Therefore,
ehα∗η,β =
{
eη,β if β 6= α;
h ∗ eη,α if β = α.
If β 6= α, then ω(hα ∗ η)(β˜∨) = rβf([ehα∗η,β ])nβ = rβf([eη,β])nβ = ω(η)(β˜∨). On
the other hand, in the case β = α we compute using [B-D, Equation (11.2.1)],
ω(hα ∗ η)(α˜∨) = rαf([ehα∗η,α])nα = rαf ([h ∗ eη,α])nα
= rαf
(
h−Q(α
∨) · [eη,α]
)nα
= rαh
−nαQ(φ
∨
α) · f ([eη,α])nα
= h−nαQ(φ
∨
α) · ω(η)(α˜∨).
This computation demonstrates that the diagram commutes as desired. 
Now let µ : Tˆsc ։ Tˆsc be the homomorphism corresponding to the unique homo-
morphism YscQ,n →֒ YscQ,n which sends α˜∨ to −mαα˜∨ for all α ∈ ∆. As Q(α∨)nα =
mα · n, we find that ν = n ◦ µ, where n denotes the nth-power map.
Let µ∗Whit denote the pushout of the Tˆsc-torsor Whit , via µ. Since ν fac-
tors through µ, we find that ω : Whit → Spl(DscQ,n) factors uniquely through
ω¯ : µ∗Whit → Spl(DscQ,n), making the following diagram commute.
Tˆsc × (µ∗Whit) µ∗Whit
Tˆsc × Spl(DscQ,n) Spl(DscQ,n)
∗
n× ω¯ ω¯
∗
The pair (µ∗Whit , ω¯) is therefore an object of the category n
√
Spl (DscQ,n)[S]; it
neutralizes the gerbe n
√
Spl (DscQ,n). In particular,[
n
√
Spl(DscQ,n)
]
= 0.
Write w = (µ∗Whit , ω¯) for this object. Pushing out via ǫ, we view w as an S-object
of Escǫ (T˜). This completes the construction of the gerbe Eǫ(G˜) = p
−1(w) associated
to the cover G˜ and character ǫ.
Example 3.11. Suppose that YQ,n/YscQ,n is torsion-free and a constant sheaf (equiv-
alently, the center of G˜∨ is connected and constant as a sheaf on Se´t). Then the
following short exact sequence splits:
YscQ,n →֒ YQ,n ։ YQ,n/YscQ,n.
Given such a splitting, write YcentQ,n ⊂ YQ,n for the image of YQ,n/YscQ,n via
the splitting. The identification YQ,n = YscQ,n ⊕ YcentQ,n corresponds to an isomor-
phism Tˆ
∼−→ Tˆsc × Zˆ. Let DcentQ,n be the pullback of DQ,n to YcentQ,n . From Example
3.4, the short exact sequence Gm →֒ DcentQ,n ։ YcentQ,n splits, providing an object of
n
√
Spl(DcentQ,n ).
Chasing diagrams gives a map of object sets,
n
√
Spl(DscQ,n)[S]× n
√
Spl(DcentQ,n )[S]→ n
√
Spl(DQ,n)[S].
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A splitting of DcentQ,n gives an object of n
√
Spl (DcentQ,n )[S] and w provides an object of
n
√
Spl(DscQ,n)[S]. Hence the gerbe Eǫ(G˜) is neutral when YQ,n/Y
sc
Q,n is torsion-free
and a constant sheaf.
3.4. Well-aligned functoriality. Consider a well-aligned homomorphism ι˜ : G˜1 →
G˜2 of covers, each endowed with Borel subgroup and maximally split maximal torus,
i.e., a morphism in the categoryWACS . Fix ǫ as before. We have constructed gerbes
Eǫ(G˜1) and Eǫ(G˜2) associated to G˜1 and G˜2, banded by Z˜∨1 and Z˜
∨
2 , respectively.
We have constructed a homomorphism of dual groups ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 in Section
2.3, which (after taking C-points) restricts to ι∨ : Z˜∨2 → Z˜∨1 . Here we construct a
functor of gerbes i : Eǫ(G˜2)→ Eǫ(G˜1), lying over ι∨ : Z˜∨2 → Z˜∨1 .
Well-alignedness give a commutative diagram in which the first row is the pull-
back of the second.
K2 T
′
1 T1
K2 T
′
2 T2
= ι′ ι
This gives a commutative diagram for the second Brylinski-Deligne invariants. After
pulling back to Y1,Q1,n and Y2,Q2,n, we get a commutative diagram of sheaves of
abelian groups on Se´t, in which the top row is the pullback of the bottom.
Gm D1,Q1,n Y1,Q1,n
Gm D2,Q2,n Y2,Q2,n
= ι′ ι
(Assumption 3.1 is in effect, so Q1 and Q2 are even-valued if n is odd.)
We have homomorphisms of sheaves of abelian groups,
ι : Y1,Q1,n → Y2,Q2,n, Ysc1,Q1,n → Ysc2,Q2,n,
Y1,Q1,n
Ysc1,Q1,n
→ Y2,Q2,n
Ysc2,Q2,n
.
Applying Hom(•,Gm) yields homomorphisms of sheaves of abelian groups,
ιˆ : Tˆ2 → Tˆ1, Tˆsc,2 → Tˆsc,1, Zˆ2 → Zˆ1.
A splitting of D2,Q2,n pulls back to a splitting of D1,Q1,n (call this pullback map
ι∗), giving a commutative diagram of sheaves on Se´t.
Tˆ2 × Spl (D2,Q2,n) Spl(D2,Q2,n)
Tˆ1 × Spl (D1,Q1,n) Spl(D1,Q1,n)
∗
ιˆ× ι∗ ι∗
∗
This defines a functor of gerbes
n
√
ι∗ : n
√
Spl(D2,Q2,n)→ n
√
Spl(D1,Q1,n),
lying over ιˆ : Tˆ2,[n] → Tˆ1,[n]. Pushing out via ǫ yields a functor of gerbes,
i : Eǫ(T˜2)→ Eǫ(T˜1).
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The same process applies to ι : Ysc1,Q1,n → Ysc2,Q2,n, giving a functor of gerbes,
i
sc : Escǫ (T˜2) → Escǫ (T˜1). By pulling back in stages, we find a square of gerbes
and functors, and a natural isomorphism S : p1 ◦ i ∼=⇒ isc ◦ p2 making the diagram
2-commute.
Eǫ(T˜2) Eǫ(T˜1)
E
sc
ǫ (T˜2) E
sc
ǫ (T˜1)
i
p2 p1
isc
If U1 and U2 are the unipotent radicals of B1 and B2, respectively, then pulling
back gives a map ι∗ : Whit2 →Whit1. Condition (1) of well-alignedness states that
Ker(ι) is contained in the center of G1, and so simple root subgroups in U1 map
isomorphically to simple root subgroups in U2. Compatibility of quadratic forms
Q1 and Q2 implies compatibility in the constants nα, mα, and rα for simple roots,
and so we find a commutative diagram
(µ2)∗Whit2 Spl(D
sc
2,Q2,n
)
(µ1)∗Whit1 Spl(D
sc
1,Q1,n
)
ω¯2
ι∗ ι∗
ω¯1
Write w1 for the object ((µ1)∗Whit1, ω¯1) of E
sc
ǫ (T˜1), and similarly w2 for the
object ((µ2)∗Whit2, ω¯2) of E
sc
ǫ (T˜2). The commutative diagram above gives an iso-
morphism f : isc(w2)
∼−→ w1 in Escǫ (T˜1).
If (e, j) is an object of Eǫ(G˜2) = p
−1
2 (w2), i.e., e is an object of Eǫ(T˜2) and
j : p2(e)→ w2 is an isomorphism, then we find a sequence of isomorphisms,
i(j) : p1(i(e))
S−→ isc(p2(e))
j−→ isc(w2) f−→ w1.
In this way (i(e), i(j)) becomes an object of Eǫ(G˜1) = p
−1
1 (w1). This extends to a
functor of gerbes, i : Eǫ(G˜2)→ Eǫ(G˜1), lying over ι∨ : Z˜∨2 → Z˜∨1 .
Given a pair of well-aligned homomorphisms,
G˜1
ι˜1−→ G˜2 ι˜2−→ G˜2,
with ι˜3 = ι˜2 ◦ ι˜1, we find three functors of gerbes.
Eǫ(G˜3) Eǫ(G˜2) Eǫ(G˜1).i2
i3
i1
lying over three homomorphisms of sheaves,
Z˜∨3 Z˜
∨
2 Z˜
∨
1 .ι∨2
ι∨3
ι∨1
The functoriality of pullbacks, pushouts, taking nth roots of torsors, etc., yields
a natural isomorphism of functors:
(3.5) N(ι1, ι2) : i3
∼
=⇒ i1 ◦ i2.
We can summarize these results using the language of “weak functors” [Stacks,
Tag 003G]. We have given all the data for such a weak functor, and a reader who
wishes to check commutativity of a few diagrams may verify the following.
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Proposition 3.12. The construction of the associated gerbe defines a weak functor
from WACS (the category of triples (G˜,B,T) and well-aligned homomorphisms),
to the 2-category of gerbes on Se´t, functors of gerbes, and natural isomorphisms
thereof.
3.5. Well-definedness. The construction of the associated gerbe Eǫ(G˜) depended
on the choice of Borel subgroup B and maximally split maximal torus T. Now we
demonstrate that Eǫ(G˜) is well-defined independently of these choices, in a suitable
2-categorical sense.
Consider another choice B0 ⊃ T0. Our constructions, with these two choices of
tori and Borel subgroups, yield two dual groups G˜∨0 and G˜
∨ and two gerbes Eǫ(G˜)
and E0,ǫ(G˜).
Let Y0 and Y be the cocharacter lattices of T0 and T, respectively, and Φ∨0 ,Φ
∨
the coroots therein. The Borel subgroups provide systems of simple coroots∆∨0 and
∆∨, respectively (sheaves of sets on Se´t). Similarly we have character lattices X0,X,
roots Φ0,Φ, and simple roots ∆0,∆. The cover G˜ yields quadratic forms Q : Y→ Z
and Q0 : Y0 → Z. The second Brylinski-Deligne invariant gives extensions Gm →֒
D։ Y and Gm →֒ D0 ։ Y0.
By Proposition 1.1, there exists g ∈ G(S) such that Int(g)T0 = T and Int(g)B0 =
B. This automorphism Int(g) lifts to an automorphism of G′. This defines a well-
aligned isomorphism of covers.
K2 G
′ G B0 T0
K2 G
′ G B T
= Int(g)′ Int(g)
This well-aligned isomorphism of covers yields an equivalence of gerbes,
Int(g) : Eǫ(G˜)→ E0,ǫ(G˜),
lying over Int(g)∨ : Z˜∨ → Z˜∨0 .
Suppose that g′ ∈ G(S) also satisfies Int(g′)T0 = T and Int(g′)B0 = B. As in
the proof of Theorem 2.3, g′ = tg for a unique t ∈ T(S) and Int(g′) = Int(t) Int(g).
This gives a natural isomorphism of functors,
N(g′, g) : Int(g′)
∼
=⇒ Int(g) ◦ Int(t)
Our upcoming Proposition 3.15 will provide a natural isomorphism Int(t)
∼
=⇒ Id.
Assuming this for the moment, we find a natural isomorphism Int(g′)
∼
=⇒ Int(g).
This demonstrates that the gerbe Eǫ(G˜) is well-defined in the following 2-categorical
sense:
(1) for each pair i = (B,T) consisting of a Borel subgroup of G and a maxi-
mally split maximal torus therein, we have constructed a gerbe Eiǫ(G˜);
(2) for each pair i = (B,T), j = (B0,T0), we have constructed a family P (i, j)
of gerbe equivalences Int(g) : Eiǫ(G˜) → Ejǫ(G˜), indexed by those g which
conjugate i to j;
(3) for any two elements g, g′ which conjugate i to j, there is a distinguished
natural isomorphism of gerbe equivalences from Int(g′) to Int(g).
Once we define the natural isomorphism Int(t)
∼
=⇒ Id, we will have defined Eǫ(G˜)
uniquely up to equivalence, the equivalences being defined uniquely up to unique
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natural isomorphism (we learned this notion of well-definedness from reading vari-
ous works of James Milne). Defining the natural isomorphism requires some com-
putation and is the subject of the section below.
3.5.1. The isomorphism Int(t)
∼
=⇒ Id. For what follows, define δQ : Y→ n−1X to be
the unique homomorphism satisfying
(3.6) 〈δQ(y1), y2〉 = βQ(y1, y2) for all y1, y2 ∈ Y.
The constants mφ and nφ arise in the following useful result.
Lemma 3.13. For all φ ∈ Φ, we have δQ(nφφ∨) = δQ(φ˜∨) = mφφ.
Proof. For all φ ∈ Φ, and all y ∈ Y, we have
(3.7) 〈δQ(φ˜∨), y〉 = βQ(nφφ∨, y).
Weyl-invariance of the quadratic form (applying the root reflection for φ) implies
βQ(φ
∨, y) = βQ(−φ∨, y − 〈φ, y〉φ∨) = −βQ(φ∨, y) + βQ(φ∨, φ∨)〈φ, y〉.
Adding βQ(φ∨, y) to both sides and dividing by two, we find that
βQ(φ
∨, y) = n−1Q(φ∨)〈φ, y〉.
Substituting into (3.7) yields
〈δQ(φ˜∨), y〉 = nφβQ(φ∨, y) = 〈nφn−1Q(φ∨) · φ, y〉.
Since this holds for all y ∈ Y, we have
δQ(φ˜
∨) = nφn
−1Q(φ∨) · φ = mφ · φ.

Consider the homomorphisms of sheaves of abelian groups on Se´t,
T
δQ−−→ Tˆ p−։ Tˆsc,
obtained by applying Hom(•,Gm) to the homomorphisms
YscQ,n →֒ YQ,n
δQ−−→ X.
An object of Eǫ(G˜) is a triple (H, h, j) where
• H h−→ Spl(DQ,n) is an nth root of the Tˆ-torsor Spl(DQ,n).
• j : p∗H→ µ∗Whit is an isomorphism in the gerbe Escǫ (T˜) = ǫ∗ n
√
Spl (DscQ,n).
Thus j = τ∨ ∧ j0 where j0 : p∗H → µ∗Whit is an isomorphism in the
gerbe n
√
Spl(DscQ,n) and τ
∨ ∈ T˜∨sc. See 19.3.2 for a general description of
morphisms in gerbes obtained by pushing out.
Given H
h−→ Spl (DQ,n) and tˆ ∈ Tˆ, write tˆ ◦ h : H → Spl (DQ,n) for the map
obtained by composing h with the automorphism tˆ of the Tˆ-torsor Spl(DQ,n).
Similarly, given j = τ∨∧j0, with p∗H j0−→ µ∗Whit , τ∨ ∈ T˜∨sc, and given tˆsc ∈ Tˆsc,
write tˆsc ◦ j for τ∨ ∧ (tˆsc ◦ j0). Here tˆsc ◦ j0 : p∗H → µ∗Whit is the map obtained
by composing j with the automorphism tˆsc of the Tˆsc-torsor µ∗Whit . Similarly,
write j ◦ tˆsc for τ∨ ∧ (j0 ◦ tˆsc). Since j0 is an isomorphism of Tˆsc-torsors, we have
j ◦ tˆsc = tˆsc ◦ j.
The following result describes the functor Int(t) explicitly.
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Lemma 3.14. For all t ∈ T(S), the equivalence of gerbes Int(t) : Eǫ(G˜)→ Eǫ(G˜)
sends an object (H, h, j) to the object (H, δQ(t)−n ◦ h, p(δQ(t))−1 ◦ j).
Proof. We work locally on Se´t throughout the proof. The action Int(t) of t on the
extension Gm →֒ DQ,n ։ YQ,n is given by [B-D, Equation 11.11.1], which states
(in different notation) that
Int(t)d = d · δQ(y)(t)−n = d · y
(
δQ(t)
−n
)
,
for all d ∈ DQ,n lying over y ∈ YQ,n. We find that Int(t) is the automorphism of the
extension DQ,n determined by the element δQ(t)−n ∈ Tˆ = Hom(YQ,n,Gm). Hence
the functor Int(t) : Eǫ(T˜)→ Eǫ(T˜) sends (H, h) to (H, δQ(t)−n ◦ h). It remains to
see how Int(t) affects the third term in a triple (H, h, j).
Conjugation by t gives a map of torsors Whit →Whit . Let j′0 be the map which
makes the following triangle commute:
p∗H µ∗Whit
µ∗Whit
j0
j′0
Int(t)
We have Int(t)(H, h, τ∨ ∧ j0) = (H, δQ(t)−n ◦ h, τ∨ ∧ j′0) and must describe j′0.
Take an element η = (ηα : α ∈ ∆) ∈Whit (decomposed with respect to the basis
of simple roots ∆). Conjugation by t yields a new element Int(t)η satisfying
Int(t)η(u) = η(t−1ut), for all u ∈ U.
Decomposing along the simple root subgroups,
Int(t)η = (α(t) ∗ ηα : α ∈ ∆) ∈Whit ,
where [a ∗ ηα](e) = ηα(a−1e) for any a ∈ Gm.
Comparing to the action of Tˆsc on Whit , we find that
Int(t)η = θ(t) ∗ η,
where θ : T → Tˆsc denotes the homomorphism dual to the homomorphism of char-
acter lattices sending α˜∨ ∈ YscQ,n to α ∈ X.
In the quotient Tˆsc-torsor µ∗Whit , the action is given by Int(t)η¯ = µ(θ(t)) · η¯,
for all η¯ ∈ µ∗Whit . More explicitly, µ ◦ θ : Tˆsc → T is the homomorphism dual
to the map of character lattices sending α˜∨ to −mαα. By Lemma 3.13, we have
µ(θ(t)) = p(δQ(t))
−1 (recall that p corresponds to the inclusion YscQ,n →֒ YQ,n). It
follows that j′0 = Int(t) ◦ j0 = p(δQ(t))−1 ◦ j0. This yields the result:
Int(t)(H, h, j) = (H, δQ(t)
−n ◦ h, p(δQ(t))−1 ◦ j).

Proposition 3.15. Let (H, h, j) be an object of the category Eǫ(G˜). Then, for all
t ∈ T(S), the morphism δQ(t)−1 : H→ H defines an isomorphism from Int(t)(H, h, j)
to (H, h, j). As objects vary, this defines a natural isomorphism A(t) : Int(t) ⇒ Id
of functors from Eǫ(G˜) to itself. For a pair of elements t1, t2 ∈ T(S), we have a
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commutative diagram of functors and natural isomorphisms.
Int(t1t2) Int(t1) ◦ Int(t2)
Id Id
=
A(t1t2) A(t1) ◦ A(t2)
=
Proof. As H
h−→ Spl(DQ,n) is an nth root of the torsor Spl (DQ,n), we have δQ(t)−n◦
h = h ◦ δQ(t)−1. As j = τ∨ ∧ j0, with j0 an isomorphism of Tˆsc-torsors, we have
p(δQ(t)
−1) ◦ j = j ◦ p(δQ(t)−1).
Hence the isomorphism δQ(t)−1 : H→ H defines an isomorphism
Int(t)(H, h, j) = (H, δQ(t)
−n ◦ h, p(δQ(t)−1) ◦ j)
= (H, h ◦ δQ(t)−1, j ◦ p(δQ(t)−1))
δQ(t)
−1
−−−−−→ (H, h, j).
As their definition depends only on t, these isomorphisms δQ(t)−1 form a natural
isomorphism A(t) : Int(t) ⇒ Id. As δQ(t1t2)−1 = δQ(t1)−1δQ(t2)−1, we find an
equality of functors Int(t1t2) = Int(t1) ◦ Int(t2), and the commutative diagram of
the proposition. 
3.6. Change of base scheme. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group
G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S, as before. Let γ : S0 → S be a morphism of schemes as in
Section 2.4. Then γ gives rise to a pullback functor γ∗ from sheaves on Se´t to
sheaves on S0,e´t, and from gerbes on Se´t to gerbes on S0,e´t.
Assuming that µ
n
(S) and µ
n
(S0) are cyclic groups of order n, we may identify
these groups via γ : µ
n
(S)→ µ
n
(S0), and a character ǫ : µn →֒ C× corresponds to
a character ǫ0 : µn(S0) →֒ C×.
Pullback via γ defines a degree n cover G˜0 of a quasisplit group G0 ⊃ B0 ⊃ T0
over S0. We have constructed gerbes Eǫ(G˜) and Eǫ0(G˜0) associated to this data,
banded by Z˜∨ and Z˜∨0 , respectively. We also consider the pullback gerbe γ
∗Eǫ(G˜),
banded by γ∗Z˜∨, and recall from Section 2.4 that there is a natural isomorphism
N∨ : γ∗Z˜∨ → Z˜∨0 .
Similarly, we find isomorphisms of sheaves on S0,e´t,
(1) Nˆ : γ∗Tˆ
∼−→ Tˆ0 (from N : γ∗YQ,n ∼−→ Y0,Q0,n);
(2) N∨ : γ∗T˜∨sc
∼−→ T˜∨0,sc;
(3) N : γ∗DQ,n
∼−→ D0,Q0,n (the construction of the second Brylinski-Deligne
invariant is compatible with pullbacks);
(4) N : γ∗Whit
∼−→Whit0 (since B0 = γ∗B).
From these observed isomorphisms, we find that the pullback of étale sheaves
from Se´t to S0,e´t defines a functor
N
′ : Eǫ(G˜)→ γ∗Eǫ0(G˜0)),
given on objects by N′(H, h, j) = (γ∗H, γ∗h, γ∗j). For example, if H is a Tˆ-torsor,
then γ∗H, a priori a γ∗Tˆ-torsor, becomes a Tˆ0-torsor via Nˆ .
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From [Gir71, Chapitre V, Proposition 3.1.8], such an equivalence of gerbes N′
determines a unique, up to unique natural isomorphism, equivalence of gerbes,
N : γ∗Eǫ(G˜)→ Eǫ0(G˜0),
lying over the natural isomorphism of bands N∨ : γ∗Z˜∨ → Z˜∨0 . In this way, the
construction of the gerbe associated to a cover is compatible with change of base
scheme.
3.7. Parabolic subgroups. Return to the degree n cover G˜ of a quasisplit group
G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S. Let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup defined over S, containing
B. As in Section 2.5, we consider a Levi decomposition P = MN and resulting
cover M˜. Fix ǫ : µn →֒ C× as before.
Consider the gerbes Eǫ(G˜) and Eǫ(M˜). An object of Eǫ(G˜) is a triple (H, h, j),
where (H, h) is an nth root of the torsor Spl(DQ,n), j = τ∨ ∧ j0, τ∨ ∈ T˜∨sc, and
j0 : p∗H→ µ∗Whit is an isomorphism of Tˆsc-torsors.
Restriction of characters via U ⊃ UM = U ∩M provides a homomorphism
of sheaves from Whit to WhitM (the Whittaker torsor for M). The inclusion
YscM ⊂ Ysc of coroot lattices provides a homomorphism of sheaves of abelian groups
Tˆsc ։ TˆM,sc, where
Tˆsc = Hom(Y
sc,Gm), TˆM,sc = Hom(Y
sc
M,Gm).
Similarly, it provides a homomorphism T˜∨sc ։ T˜
∨
M,sc, where
T˜∨sc = Hom(Y
sc,C×), T˜∨M,sc = Hom(Y
sc
M,C
×).
Define τ∨M to be the image of τ
∨ under this homomorphism.
The constants defining µ : Tˆsc → Tˆsc are the same as those defining the corre-
sponding map, µM : TˆM,sc → TˆM,sc. We find a commutative diagram.
Tˆsc × µ∗Whit µ∗Whit
TˆM,sc × (µM)∗WhitM (µM)∗WhitM
∗
∗
Composing j0 : p∗H→ µ∗Whit with the map to (µM)∗WhitM defines a map
jM,0 : H→ (µM)∗WhitM.
This defines a functor of gerbes,
i : Eǫ(G˜)→ Eǫ(M˜), (H, h, τ∨ ∧ j0) 7→ (H, h, τ∨M ∧ jM,0),
lying over ι∨ : Z˜∨ →֒ Z˜∨M.
3.8. Weyl action on the gerbe associated to the cover of the torus. We
keep the degree n cover G˜ of a quasisplit group G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S. Let w˙ ∈ N[S]
represent an element of the Weyl group w ∈W[S]. As in Section 2.6, Int(w˙) defines
a well-aligned homomorphism from T˜ to itself.
K2 T
′ T
K2 T
′ T
= Int(w˙) Int(w)
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This defines an equivalence of gerbes on Se´t,
Int(w˙) : Eǫ(T˜)→ Eǫ(T˜),
lying over the homomorphism Int(w)∨ : T˜∨ → T˜∨.
Given two such representatives w˙, w¨ ∈ N[S] for w, there exists a unique t ∈ T(S)
such that w¨ = w˙ · t. The natural isomorphism of functors A(t) : Int(t) ∼=⇒ Id, defined
in Proposition 3.15, yields a natural isomorphism
Int(w¨)
∼
=⇒ Int(w˙).
In this way, there is an equivalence of gerbes Int(w) : Eǫ(T˜) → Eǫ(T˜), defined
uniquely up to unique natural isomorphism.
For what follows later, it will be useful to describe the functor Int(w˙) explicitly.
So consider an object H
h−→ Spl(DQ,n) of Eǫ(T˜). Thus H is a Tˆ-torsor on Se´t, and
h is a map of sheaves on Se´t satisfying
h(τˆ ∗ a) = τˆn ∗ h(a), for all a ∈ H, τˆ ∈ Tˆ.
The well-aligned homomorphism Int(w˙) : T˜→ T˜ yields a commutative diagram
when we take the second Brylinski-Deligne invariant.
Gm DQ,n YQ,n
Gm DQ,n YQ,n
= Int(w˙) Int(w)
If s ∈ Spl(DQ,n), define w˙(s) ∈ Spl(DQ,n) by
w˙(s) = Int(w˙) ◦ s ◦ Int(w)−1.
Allowing s to vary, this gives a map of sheaves on Se´t,
w˙ : Spl (DQ,n)→ Spl (DQ,n)
which satisfies
w˙(τˆ ∗ s) = w(τˆ) ∗ w˙(s).
The functor Int(w˙) : Eǫ(T˜) → Eǫ(T˜) sends (H, h) to (wH, w˙ ◦ h), where wH is
the Tˆ-torsor on Se´t which coincides with H as sheaves of sets on Se´t, and in which
the torsor structure is twisted:
τˆ ∗w x := w−1τˆ ∗ x.
An explicit description of w˙ : Spl(DQ,n)→ Spl (DQ,n) seems unwieldy, in general.
But in a special case, we may describe w˙(s) explicitly. For this special case, define
Td to be the maximal S-split torus in T; its cocharacter lattice Yd coincides with
Y[S]. Write Xd for the character lattice of this split torus, and Φd for the subset of
Xd consisting of the roots of G relative to Td. Write Wd for the Weyl group of the
relative root system; it can be identified with W[S]. If β ∈ Φd is a relative root,
then define wβ to be the corresponding reflection in Wd. We refer to the seminal
paper of Borel and Tits for the results stated here about relative root systems; for
example, the following is a result of [BT65, Théorème 5.3]:
Wd = 〈wβ : β ∈ Φd and 2β 6∈ Φd〉.
Suppose that β ∈ Φd and 2β 6∈ Φd hereafter, i.e., β is non-multipliable. Let
{α1, . . . , αℓ} be the absolute roots (in Φ[U ] for some Galois cover U → S) whose
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restrictions to Td coincide with β. These roots are pairwise orthogonal, and form
a single Galois orbit. Let S′/S be the étale cover corresponding to the finite Galois
module {α1, . . . , αℓ}. As the roots α1, . . . , αℓ lie in the same Galois orbit, the
associated constants nα1 , . . . , nαℓ are equal, and we write nβ for their common
value. Write qβ for the common value of Q(α∨1 ), . . . , Q(α
∨
ℓ ).
Define β∨ =
∑ℓ
i=1 α
∨
i for the resulting cocharacter of Td, and define β˜
∨ = nββ
∨.
The structure theory of quasisplit groups provides a homomorphism defined over
S, with finite kernel, ResS′/SSL2 → G. Composing with the natural embedding
SL2 →֒ ResS′/SSL2, we find a homomorphism with finite kernel,
rβ : SL2 → G.
The standard coroot t 7→ diag(t, t−1) of SL2 maps to the cocharacter β∨ ∈ Yd.
The cover G˜ = (G′, n) pulls back via rβ to a cover (SL
′
2, n) of SL2, defined
uniquely up to unique isomorphism by the integer Q(β∨) = ℓqβ . The second
Brylinski-Deligne invariant for SL′2, an extension Dℓqβ , fits into a commutative
diagram.
Gm Dℓqβ Z
Gm D Y
= a 7→ a · β∨
LetU∗ be the locally closed subscheme of SL2 obtained from the closed subgroup
of upper-triangular unipotent matrices, by deleting the identity section. Let U−∗ be
the analogous scheme of lower-triangular unipotent matrices. If e ∈ U∗(S), then
there exists e− ∈ U−∗ (S) such that w˙β := rβ(ee−e) represents the relative root
reflection wβ (cf. [Deo75, §1.8]). This provides an element [e] ∈ D lying over β∨
by the construction of [B-D, §11.2] (the construction for SL2 is in [B-D], and apply
the inclusion Dℓqβ →֒ D). Raising to the nβ power yields an element [e]nβ ∈ DQ,n
lying over β˜∨ ∈ YQ,n.
The following lemma is a slight adaptation of [B-D, Equation 11.11.2].
Lemma 3.16. Suppose that w˙ = rβ(ee−e) and d ∈ DQ,n lies over y ∈ YQ,n. Then
Int(w˙)d = d ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(
[ei]
−nβ〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qβε(−nβ〈α˜i,y〉)
)
.
Here ε(N) = N(N + 1)/2. The elements [ei] ∈ D are described in the proof.
Proof. Extending scalars to the étale cover S′/S, we have an isomorphism
(
ResS′/SSL2
)
S′
∼=
ℓ∏
i=1
SL2,S′ .
The natural embedding SL2 →֒ ResS′/SSL2 is identified with the diagonal embed-
ding, after extending scalars to S′.
In this way, we may write e =
∏ℓ
i=1 ei and e
− =
∏ℓ
i=1 e
−
i , where ei and e
−
i
commute with ej and e
−
j for i 6= j. In this way, wβ =
∏
wαi and the latter
product consists of commuting reflections in W[S′]. Write w˙i = eie
−
i ei, and note
that w˙β =
∏
w˙i (a product of commuting elements of G(S′)). Tracing through the
construction of [B-D, §11.1], we find that [e] =
∏ℓ
i=1[ei], where the latter product
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consists of commuting elements of D, with [ei] lying over α∨i . Define β˜ =
∑ℓ
i=1 α˜i
in what follows.
[B-D, Equation 11.11.2] gives a formula for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ,
Int(w˙i)d = d · [ei]−〈αi,y〉 · (−1)qβε(−〈αi,y〉).
Since αi = nβα˜i for all i, we have
(3.8) Int(w˙i)d = d · [ei]−nβ〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qβε(−nβ〈α˜i,y〉)).
Since 〈αi, α∨j 〉 = 0 for i 6= j, repeated application of this equation yields
Int(w˙)d = d ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(
[ei]
−nβ〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qβε(−nβ〈α˜i,y〉)
)
.

Now, if s ∈ Spl(DQ,n), and w˙β = rβ(ee−e) as above, then we say that s is
aligned with w˙β if s(α˜∨i ) = [ei]
nβ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
Theorem 3.17. For w˙β = rβ(ee−e) as before, and s ∈ Spl (DQ,n) aligned with w˙β,
we have
w˙β(s) =
{∏ℓ
i=1 α˜i(−1)n/2 ∗ s if qβ is odd;
s if qβ is even.
(By Assumption 3.1, qβ odd implies n is even. Each α˜i ∈ XQ,n is viewed as a
cocharacter of Tˆ here.)
Proof. From the formula (3.8), we compute
[w˙β(s)](y) = Int(w˙β)s(Int(wβ)
−1y)
= Int(w˙β)s
y −∑
j
〈α˜j , y〉α˜∨j

= Int(w˙β)s(y) ·
∏
j
Int(w˙β)s(α˜
∨
j )
−〈α˜j ,y〉
= s(y) ·
ℓ∏
i=1
[ei]
−nβ〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qβε(−nβ〈α˜i,y〉)
·
ℓ∏
j=1
(
s(α˜∨j )
−〈α˜j ,y〉 ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(
[ei]
nβ〈α˜j ,y〉〈α˜i,α˜
∨
j 〉 · (−1)−qβ〈α˜j ,y〉ε(−nβ〈α˜i,α˜∨j 〉)
))
= s(y) ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qβǫ(−nβ〈α˜i,y〉)−qβ〈α˜i,y〉ε(−2nβ).
In the last line, we use the fact that s(α˜∨i ) = [ei]
nβ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, and we use
the orthogonality relation 〈α˜j , α˜∨i 〉 = 0 for i 6= j, and 〈α˜j , α˜∨j 〉 = 2.
For all N ∈ Z, ε(2N) = N modulo 2, and ε(−N)−N = ε(N) modulo 2. Hence
ε(−nβ〈α˜i, y〉)−〈α˜i, y〉ε(−2nβ) = ε(−nβ〈α˜i, y〉)−nβ〈α˜i, y〉 = ε(nβ〈α˜i, y〉), modulo 2.
We find that
[w˙β(s)](y) = s(y) ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qβ ·ε(nβ〈α˜i,y〉).
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If qβ is even, then the exponent of (−1) is even and w˙β(s) = s as claimed.
If qβ is odd, then n is even and nβ is even. Moreover, n is a multiple of 4 if and
only if nβ is a multiple of 4. We find that
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qβǫ(nβ〈α˜i,y〉) =
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)nβ〈α˜i,y〉/2 =
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)n〈α˜i,y〉/2.
This is precisely the evaluation of y at
∏
i α˜i(−1)n/2 ∈ Tˆ[2] = Hom(YQ,n, µ2). 
4. The metaGalois group
We now specialize to three classes of base scheme of arithmetic interest.
Global: S = Spec(F ) for a global field F ;
Local: S = Spec(F ) for a local field F ;
Local integral: S = Spec(O) for the ring of integers O in a nonarchimedean
local field F .
Choose a separable closure F¯/F in all three cases, and write GalF = Gal(F¯/F )
for the resulting absolute Galois group. In the local integral case, the separable
closure F¯/F provides a geometric base point s¯ for Spec(O) as well, and define
GalO = π
e´t
1 (Spec(O), s¯). This is a profinite group, topologically generated by a
geometric Frobenius element Fr; thus we write GalO = 〈Fr〉prof .
When S = Spec(F ) for a local or global field, or S = Spec(O) for the ring of
integers in a nonarchimedean local field, write GalS for GalF or GalO accordingly.
4.1. Construction of the metaGalois group. The metaGalois group will be a
profinite group fitting into a central extension,
µ2 →֒ G˜alS ։ GalS .
When F has characteristic two, we define the metaGalois group G˜alF to be the
trivial extension GalF ×µ2. The metaGalois group G˜alO will not be defined when
O has residual characteristic 2, reflecting the idea that metaGalois representations
cannot be “unramified at 2” (though one might propose an alternative notion of
“minimally ramified”).
4.1.1. Local fields. When F is a local field (with 2 6= 0) the quadratic Hilbert
symbol defines a symmetric nondegenerate Z-bilinear form
Hilb2 : F
×
/2 × F×/2 → µ2.
The abelianized Galois group GalabF is defined, up to unique isomorphism, from F
alone. When F is nonarchimedean, we normalize the valuation so that val(F×) = Z,
and we normalize the reciprocity map of local class field theory to send a geomet-
ric Frobenius element to an element of valuation 1. The reciprocity map gives a
surjective homomorphism
recF/2 : Gal
ab
F ։ F
×
/2.
Composing the Hilbert symbol with recF/2 defines a function
h : GalabF ×GalabF → µ2,
and it is straightforward to verify that h is a (bimultiplicative) continuous symmet-
ric 2-cocycle. This incarnates a commutative extension
µ2 →֒ G˜al
ab
F ։ Gal
ab
F
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of profinite groups. Concretely, G˜al
ab
F = Gal
ab
F ×µ2 as sets, and
(γ1, ǫ1) · (γ2, ǫ2) := (γ1γ2, ǫ1ǫ2 · h(γ1, γ2)) .
The pullback of this extension to GalF will be called the metaGalois group of F ,
written G˜alF . It is a central extension of GalF by µ2,
µ2 →֒ G˜alF ։ GalF .
4.1.2. The local integral case. Suppose that F is a nonarchimedean nondyadic
(i.e., val(2) = 0) local field. Then the quadratic Hilbert symbol satisfies
Hilb2(u, v) = 1 for all u, v ∈ O×.
Write I ⊂ GalF for the inertial subgroup, so that recF (I) = O×. The cocycle
h is trivial when restricted to I × I. Thus γ 7→ (γ, 1) gives a canonical splitting
σ◦ : I →֒ G˜alF . The natural map GalF ։ GalO identifies GalO with GalF /I.
Define G˜alO = G˜alF /σ◦(I) to obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows.
µ2 G˜alF GalF
µ2 G˜alO GalO
=
We call G˜alO the metaGalois group of O. If γ ∈ GalF lifts Fr, then every element of
G˜alO is equal to (γnˆ,±1) (mod σ◦(I)) for some nˆ ∈ Zˆ. In this way, a Frobenius lift
provides an isomorphism from G˜alO to the group with underlying set 〈γ〉prof × µ2
and multiplication given by
(γnˆ1 , ǫ1) · (γnˆ2 , ǫ2) =
(
γnˆ1+nˆ2 , ǫ1ǫ2 · (−1)nˆ1nˆ2(q−1)/2
)
,
where q is the cardinality of the residue field of O.
4.1.3. Global fields. When F is a global field (with 2 6= 0 as before), the Hilbert
symbol defines a symmetric Z-bilinear form,
Hilb2 : A
×
/2 × A×/2 → µ2,
obtained as the product of local Hilbert symbols. This defines a continuous sym-
metric 2-cocycle, from which we get a commutative extension,
(4.1) µ2 →֒ A˜×/2 ։ A×/2.
Global quadratic reciprocity for the Hilbert symbol (Hilb2(u, v) = 1 for all u, v ∈
F×) provides a canonical splitting σF : F
×
/2 →֒ A˜×/2. Taking the quotient yields a
commutative extension,
(4.2) µ2 →֒
A˜×/2
σF (F
×
/2)
։
A×/2
F×/2
.
The global reciprocity map of class field theory gives an surjective homomorphism,
recF/2 : Gal
ab
F ։ A
×
/2/F
×
/2 ≡ (A×/F×)/2.
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Pulling back (4.2) via recF/2 yields a commutative extension,
µ2 →֒ G˜al
ab
F ։ Gal
ab
F .
Pulling back via GalF ։ Gal
ab
F defines the metaGalois group of F ,
µ2 →֒ G˜alF ։ GalF .
4.1.4. Compatibilities. If v ∈ V is a place of a global field F , then an embedding
F¯ →֒ F¯v of separable closures determines an injective homomorphism ιv : GalFv →֒
GalF . As the global Hilbert symbol is the product of local ones, we find a homo-
morphism ι˜v realizing G˜alFv as the pullback of the extension G˜alF .
µ2 G˜alFv GalFv
µ2 G˜alF GalF
= ι˜v ιv
For local and global fields F , a choice of separable closure F¯/F entered the con-
struction of the metaGalois group. Suppose that F¯0 is another separable closure of
F . Every F -algebra isomorphism ι : F¯0
∼−→ F¯ yields an isomorphism ι : Gal(F¯0/F ) ∼−→
Gal(F¯/F ). The resulting isomorphism Gal(F¯0/F )ab
∼−→ Gal(F¯/F )ab does not de-
pend on ι.
The separable closure F¯0 yields a cocycle h0 : Gal(F¯0/F )ab×Gal(F¯0/F )ab → µ2,
and thus a metaGalois group G˜al(F¯0/F ). Since the defining cocycles h0 and h factor
through abelianized Galois groups, the isomorphism ι : Gal(F¯0/F ) → Gal(F¯/F )
lifts canonically to an isomorphism of metaGalois groups.
µ2 G˜al(F¯0/F ) Gal(F¯0/F )
µ2 G˜al(F¯/F ) Gal(F¯/F )
= ι˜ ι
4.2. The Brauer class. When F is a local or global field, the metaGalois group
is an extension µ2 →֒ G˜alF ։ GalF . As such, it has a cohomology class in the
Brauer group. [
G˜alF
]
∈ H2e´t(F, µ2) = Br(F )[2].
This Brauer class is often trivial – the metaGalois group often splits, though it
rarely has a canonical splitting.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that F is a nondyadic (i.e., val(2) = 0) nonar-
chimedean local field. Then
[
G˜alF
]
is the trivial class.
Proof. The projection G˜alF → G˜alO identifies the metaGalois group of F with the
pullback of the metaGalois group of O.
µ2 G˜alF GalF
µ2 G˜alO GalO = 〈Fr〉prof
=
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But every extension of Zˆ by µ2 splits (though not canonically); hence the metaGalois
group splits and its Brauer class is trivial. 
Proposition 4.2. Over R, the metaGalois group is a nonsplit extension, so
[
G˜alR
]
is the unique nontrivial class in the Brauer group Br(R).
Proof. Let σ denote complex conjugation, GalR = Gal(C/R) = {Id, σ}. The meta-
Galois group is a cyclic group of order 4 sitting in an extension
µ2 →֒ G˜alR ։ GalR .
Indeed, the cocycle h satisfies h(σ, σ) = Hilb2(−1,−1) = −1. Thus
(σ, 1) · (σ, 1) = (Id,−1) ∈ G˜alR.
Hence (σ, 1) is an element of order 4 and
[
G˜alR
]
is nontrivial. 
Proposition 4.3. Let F2 be a dyadic nonarchimedean local field of characteristic
zero. Then
[
G˜alF2
]
is trivial if [F2 : Q2] is even, and is nontrivial if [F2 : Q2] is
odd.
Proof. Let d = [F2 : Q2]. By approximation, there exists a global field F such
that F ⊗Q Q2 is isomorphic to F2 as an F -algebra. Indeed, the primitive element
theorem allows us to write F2 = Q2(z) for z ∈ F2 a root of a monic irreducible
polynomial P ∈ Q2[X ]. This gives an isomorphism of Q2-algebras from Q2[X ]/(P )
to F2. A small change in the coefficients of P will not change the isomorphism class
of the field Q2[X ]/(P ), by Krasner’s lemma. Hence, by density of Q in Q2, we may
assume that P ∈ Q[X ]. As P is monic irreducible over Q2, it is monic irreducible
over Q. The field F = Q[X ]/(P ) satisfies the condition that F ⊗QQ2 is isomorphic
to F2 as an F -algebra.
The global metaGalois group G˜alF has a Brauer class βF with local components
βF,v satisfying
• βF,v is trivial when Fv has odd residual characteristic (by Proposition 4.1);
• βF,2 =
[
G˜alF2
]
at the unique place of even residual characteristic;
• βF,v is nontrivial at all real places (by Proposition 4.2);
• (Parity condition) βF,v is nontrivial at a set of places of even cardinality.
We have d = [F2 : Q2] = [F : Q] = r1 + 2r2, where r1 is the number of real places,
and r2 the number of complex places. It follows that d is even if and only if r1 is
even. The parity condition on the global Brauer class implies that r1 is even if and
only if βF,2 is the trivial class. 
Corollary 4.4. Let F be a global field, with 2 6= 0 in F . Then the Brauer class
of G˜alF is that of the unique quaternion algebra which is ramified at all real places
and all dyadic places of odd degree over Q2.
Proof. This follows directly from the previous three propositions, and the local-
global compatibility of the metaGalois group. 
In particular, the Brauer class
[
G˜alQ
]
is that of the quaternion algebra (−1,−1)
Q
ramified only at 2 and ∞. If F is a global field of characteristic p 6= 2, then
[
G˜alF
]
is the trivial class.
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4.3. Splitting by additive characters. The metaGalois group may be a non-
split extension of GalS by µ2, and even when it splits, it rarely splits canonically.
However, an additive character suffices to split the metaGalois group after pushing
out via µ2 →֒ µ4. In the three cases of interest, define a Gm[S]-torsor ΨS as follows.
• When F is local, let ΨF be the set of nontrivial continuous homomorphisms
from F to C×. If u ∈ F×, ψ ∈ ΨF , write [u ∗ ψ](x) = ψ(u−1x). In this
way, ΨF is a F×-torsor.
• When F is global, let ΨF be the set of nontrivial continuous homomor-
phisms from A/F to C×. If u ∈ F×, ψ ∈ ΨF , write [u ∗ ψ](x) = ψ(u−1x).
In this way, ΨF is a F×-torsor.
• When F is local nonarchimedean, with ring of integers O, let ΨO be the
set of nontrivial continuous homomorphisms from F/O to C×. If u ∈ O×,
ψ ∈ ΨO, write [u ∗ ψ](x) = ψ(u−1x). In this way, ΨO is a O×-torsor.
Define here µ4 = µ4(C) = {1,−1, i,−i}. When F is a local field (with 2 6= 0),
and ψ ∈ ΨF , the Weil index is a function wF (•, ψ) : F×/2 → µ4 which satisfies
(4.3)
wF (uv, ψ)
wF (u, ψ)wF (v, ψ)
= Hilb2(u, v).
Our wF (u, ψ) is defined to be γ(ux2)/γ(x2) in Weil’s notation from [Wei64, §29]
and is written γF (u, ψ) in [RR93, §A.3] and elsewhere. From [RR93, Proposition
A.11], the local Weil indices are trivial on O× at all nondyadic places.
When F is a global field and ψ ∈ ΨF , the Weil index is the function
wF (•, ψ) : A×/2 → µ4
defined as the product of local Weil indices. The global Weil index is trivial on F×
by [Wei64, §II.30, Proposition 5]. As the global Hilbert symbol Hilb2 : A××A× → µ2
is defined as the product of local Hilbert symbols, the formula (4.3) holds in the
global setting too.
Write G˜al
(4)
S for the pushout of G˜alS via the inclusion µ2 →֒ µ4 (when S =
Spec(F ) or S = Spec(O) as usual).
µ2 G˜alS GalS
µ4 G˜al
(4)
S GalS
ι =s(ψ)?
The splittings of G˜al
(4)
S , if they exist, form a Hom(GalS , µ4)-torsor. In what follows,
if u ∈ Gm[S], define χu : GalS → µ2 to be the quadratic character associated to
the étale extension F [
√
u] (in the local or global case) or O[√u] (in the nondyadic
local integral case).
Proposition 4.5. For each additive character ψ ∈ ΨS, the Weil index provides a
splitting s(ψ) : GalS → G˜al
(4)
S . Moreover, this system of splittings satisfies
s(u ∗ ψ) = χu ∗ s(ψ) for all u ∈ Gm[S].
The splittings s(ψ) are described in three cases below.
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4.3.1. Local fields. When F is a local field, the pushout G˜al
(4)
S can be identified
with the product GalF ×µ4 as a set, with multiplication given by
(γ1, ζ1) · (γ2, ζ2) =
(
γ1γ2, ζ1ζ2 · Hilb2(recF/2(γ1), recF/2(γ2))
)
.
For ψ ∈ ΨF , (4.3) provides a splitting s(ψ) : GalF → G˜al
(4)
F ,
s(ψ)(γ) =
(
γ,wF (recF/2(γ), ψ)
)
, for all γ ∈ GalF .
If u ∈ F×, then [RR93, Corollary A.5] states that wF (a, u ∗ ψ) = Hilb2(a, u) ·
wF (a, ψ). Since Hilb2(recF/2 γ, u) = χu(γ), we find s(u ∗ ψ) = χu ∗ s(ψ).
4.3.2. The local integral case. When F is a nonarchimedean, nondyadic local field,
the local Weil index is trivial on O×. Given a character ψ ∈ ΨO ⊂ ΨF , the splitting
s(ψ) : GalF → G˜al
(4)
F coincides with the canonical splitting σ
◦ on inertia,
s(ψ)(γ) = σ◦(γ) = (γ, 1), for all γ ∈ I.
It follows that s(ψ) descends to a splitting of G˜al
(4)
O at nondyadic places.
µ4 G˜al
(4)
O GalO .
s(ψ)
If u ∈ O×, write u¯ for its image in the residue field Fq. As before, we have
s(u ∗ ψ) = χu · s(ψ). But now, the quadratic character χu is restricted to GalO =
〈Fr〉prof ; we have
χu(Fr) = u¯
(q−1)/2 ∈ µ2.
In other words, χu is the character of GalO which sends Fr to the Legendre symbol
of the reduction of u.
4.3.3. Global fields. In the global setting, pushing out via µ2 →֒ µ4 gives a short
exact sequence
(4.4) µ4 →֒ A˜×/2
(4)
։ A×/2.
The middle term is given by A˜×/2
(4)
= A×/2 × µ4 as a set, with multiplication given
by
(u1, ζ1) · (u2, ζ2) = (u1u2, ζ1ζ2 · Hilb2(u1, u2)).
A character ψ ∈ ΨF provides a splitting of the extension (4.4),
sA(ψ)(u) = (u,wF (u, ψ)) for all u ∈ A×/2.
Since wF (u, ψ) = 1 for all u ∈ F×, this splitting restricts to the canonical splitting
σF : F
×
/2 → A˜×/2. Thus sA(ψ) descends and pulls back to a splitting s(ψ) : GalF →
G˜al
(4)
F . If u ∈ F×, then our local results and local-global compatibility imply that
s(u ∗ ψ) = χu · s(ψ).
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4.4. Restriction. Suppose that F ′/F is a finite separable extension with F ′ ⊂ F¯ .
In the local integral case, suppose that F ′/F is unramified and let O′ be the ring of
integers in F ′. Write S′ = Spec(F ′) in the cases of local or global fields, and write
S′ = Spec(O′) in the local integral case. We have defined metaGalois groups for S
and S′.
(4.5)
µ2 G˜alS′ GalS′
µ2 G˜alS GalS
= ?
The inclusion F ′ ⊂ F¯ gives an inclusion of Galois groups GalS′ →֒ GalS , but a
natural inclusion of metaGalois groups is not obvious. In particular, the cocycle
defining G˜alS does not restrict to the cocycle defining G˜alS′ .
Fortunately, a beautiful insight of Wee Teck Gan gives such an inclusion of
metaGalois groups, using a “lifting theorem” of Edward Bender [Ben73]. We explain
this insight here.
In the case of local fields, consider a nonzero element u ∈ F ′, and the “trace
form” (cf. [Ser84]) F ′ → F given by x 7→ TrF ′/F (ux2). Viewing this as a quadratic
form on a finite-dimensional F -vector space F ′, it has a Hasse-Witt invariant (an
element of {±1}). Define
HW(u) =
Hasse-Witt invariant of x 7→ TrF ′/F (ux2)
Hasse-Witt invariant of x 7→ TrF ′/F (x2)
.
This function depends only on the square class of u.
Bender’s theorem [Ben73, Theorem 1] states that
HilbF ′,2(u, v) =
HW(u)HW(v)
HW(uv)
·HilbF,2(NF ′/F u,NF ′/F v).
Let ι : GalF ′ →֒ GalF be the canonical inclusion, so that recF (ι(γ)) = NF ′/F recF (γ)
for all γ ∈ GalF ′ .
Proposition 4.6. Let F be a local field (with 2 6= 0 as usual). Then the function
ι˜ : G˜alF ′ →֒ G˜alF , given by
ι˜(γ,±1) = (ι(γ),±HW(recF ′ γ))
is a group homomorphism completing the commutative diagram (4.5).
Proof. Consider any γ1, γ2 ∈ GalF ′ and define u1 := recF ′(γ1), u2 := recF ′(γ2).
Thus recF (ι(γ1)) = NF ′/F u1 and recF (ι(γ2)) = NF ′/F u2. For all ǫ1, ǫ2 ∈ {±1}, we
compute
ι˜ ((γ1, ǫ1) · (γ2, ǫ2)) = ι˜ (γ1γ2, ǫ1ǫ2HilbF ′,2 (recF ′(γ1), recF ′(γ2)))
= (ι(γ1γ2), ǫ1ǫ2HilbF ′,2(u1, u2) · HW(u1u2))
=
(
ι(γ1)ι(γ2), ǫ1ǫ2HilbF,2(NF ′/F u1,NF ′/F u2)HW(u1)HW(u2)
)
= (ι(γ1), ǫ1HW(u1)) · (ι(γ2), ǫ2HW(u2))
= ι˜(γ1, ǫ1) · ι˜(γ2, ǫ2).

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In the local integral case, when O is the ring of integers in a nondyadic nonar-
chimedean field, HW(u) = 1 for all u ∈ O×. From this it follows that ι˜ : G˜alF ′ →֒
G˜alF descends to an injective homomorphism.
µ2 G˜alO′ GalO′
µ2 G˜alO GalO
= ι˜ ι
In the global case, when F is a number field, we note that
∏
v HWv(u) = 1 for all
u ∈ F× (here HWv denotes the invariant as the place v). From this it follows that
the injective homomorphisms ι˜v : G˜alF ′v →֒ G˜alFv yield a injective homomorphism
globally.
µ2 G˜alF ′ GalF ′
µ2 G˜alF GalF
= ι˜ ι
Taken together, these inclusions ι˜ : G˜alS′ →֒ G˜alS allow one to canonically “re-
strict” metaGalois representations (representations of G˜alS).
5. L-groups, parameters, L-functions
5.1. L-groups. We use the term “L-group” to refer to a broad class of extensions of
Galois groups by complex reductive groups. Unlike Langlands, Vogan, and others,
we do not assume that our L-groups are endowed with a conjugacy class of splittings.
Our L-groups are more closely related to the “weak E-groups” of [Vog93, Definition
3.24]. But we maintain the letter “L” since our L-groups are still connected to L-
functions.
The other difference between our L-groups and those in the literature is that
(for reasons which will become clear) we consider our L-groups as objects of a 2-
category. A base scheme S and geometric point s¯ → S will be fixed as in the
previous section.
Definition 5.1. An L-group is a pair (G∨, LG), where G∨ is a complex linear alge-
braic group (not necessarily connected) and LG is an extension of locally compact
groups
G∨ →֒ LG։ GalS ,
for which the conjugation action of any element of LG on G∨ is complex-algebraic.
Remark 5.2. For complex linear algebraic groups, we do not distinguish between the
underlying variety and its C-points. Thus we say G∨ is a complex linear algebraic
group, and also view G∨ as a locally compact group.
Of course, Langlands’ L-group LG = GalF ⋉G∨ (associated to a reductive group
G over a field F ) is an example. When V is a finite-dimensional complex vector
space, the direct product GalS ×GL(V ) is an L-group. Since we don’t assume G∨
to be connected, our metaGalois group G˜alS is an L-group.
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Definition 5.3. Given two L-groups,
G∨1 →֒ LG1 ։ GalS , G∨2 →֒ LG2 ։ GalS ,
an L-morphism Lρ : LG1 → LG2 will mean a continuous group homomorphism lying
over Id: GalS → GalS , which restricts to a complex algebraic homomorphism
ρ∨ : G∨1 → G∨2 . An L-equivalence will mean an invertible L-morphism.
In other words, an L-morphism fits into a commutative diagram, with the middle
column continuous and the left column complex-algebraic.
G∨1
LG1 GalS
G∨2
LG2 GalS
ρ∨ Lρ =
Definition 5.4. Given two L-morphisms Lρ, Lρ′ : LG1 → LG2, a natural isomor-
phism Lρ
∼
=⇒ Lρ′ will mean an element a ∈ Z∨2 (the center of G∨2 ) such that
Lρ′(g) = a · Lρ(g) · a−1 for all g ∈ LG1.
In particular, note that Lρ and Lρ′ coincide on G∨1 when they are naturally isomor-
phic.
While the axioms for a 2-category are not satisfied if one looks at all L-groups,
L-morphisms, and natural isomorphisms, this does define a 2-category of L-groups,
L-equivalences, and natural isomorphisms.
In many cases of interest (e.g., when LG2 arises as the L-group of a split reductive
group), the only natural isomorphism is the identity. However, in some nonsplit
cases, e.g., LG2 = GalS ⋉SL3(C), the Langlands L-group of a quasisplit G =
PGU3, a nontrivial element a ∈ Z∨2 does not lie in the center of LG2. Such an
element a may determine a nonidentity natural isomorphism.
An L-representation of an L-group LG will mean a pair (ρ, V ), where V is a finite-
dimensional complex vector space, and ρ : LG→ GL(V ) is a continuous homomor-
phism whose restriction to G∨ is complex algebraic. Giving an L-representation of
LG is the same as giving an L-morphism Lρ : LG→ GalS ×GL(V ).
5.2. Parameters. WriteWS for the Weil group. When S = Spec(F ) for a local or
global field, this Weil groupWS isWF defined as in [AT09]; when S = Spec(O), we
define WS to be the free cyclic group 〈Fr〉 ∼= Z generated by a geometric Frobenius
Fr. In all cases, the Weil group is endowed with a continuous homomorphism
WS → GalS with dense image.
Let G∨ →֒ LG։ GalS be an L-group. A Weil parameter is a continuous homo-
morphism φ : WS → LG lying over WS → GalS , such that φ(w) is semisimple for
all w ∈ WS (see [Bor79, §8.2]). The reader may follow [Bor79] and [GR10] to define
Weil-Deligne parameters in this general context, when working over a local field.
Write Par(WS , LG) for the set of LG-valued Weil parameters. It is endowed with
an action of G∨ by conjugation: if g ∈ G∨ and φ is a parameter, then define
gφ(w) = φ(g−1wg).
Two parameters are called equivalent if they are in the same G∨-orbit.
Composition with an L-morphism Lρ : LG1 → LG2 defines a map,
Lρ : Par(WS , LG1)→ Par(WS , LG2).
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Moreover, this map is equivariant, in the sense that for all g1 ∈ G∨1 and all param-
eters φ ∈ Par(WS , LG1), we have
Lρ (g1φ) = ρ
∨(g1)
(
Lρ(φ)
)
.
Thus the L-morphism ρ descends to a well-defined map of equivalence classes
Lρ :
Par(WS , LG1)
G∨1 − conjugation
→ Par(WS ,
LG2)
G∨2 − conjugation
.
Next, consider a natural isomorphism of L-morphisms ρ
∼
=⇒ ρ′, with ρ, ρ′ : LG1 →
LG2. We find two maps of parameter spaces,
Lρ, Lρ′ : Par(WS , LG1)→ Par(WS , LG2),
and an element a ∈ Z∨2 such that Lρ′ is obtained from Lρ by conjugation by a.
It follows that Lρ and Lρ′ induce the same map on equivalence classes,
Lρ = Lρ′ :
Par(WS , LG1)
G∨1 − conjugation
→ Par(WS ,
LG2)
G∨2 − conjugation
.
Suppose that an L-group LG is defined up to L-equivalence, and the L-equivalence
defined up to unique natural isomorphism. Then the set of equivalence classes of
parameters
Par(WS , LG)
G∨ − conjugation
is uniquely defined up to unique isomorphism.
Remark 5.5. Refinements of the Langlands parameterization for quasisplit groups
suggest that one should look not only at equivalence classes of (Weil or Weil-
Deligne) parameters, but also irreducible representations of the component group
of the centralizer of a parameter. Or, following Vogan [Vog93], one can look at
G∨-equivariant perverse sheaves on a suitable variety of parameters. The fact that
conjugation by a ∈ Z∨2 commutes with the conjugation action of G∨2 implies that
conjugation by a preserves not only the equivalence class of a Weil parameter for
LG2, but also the equivalence class of such a refined parameter. If an L-group is
defined up to L-equivalence, and the L-equivalence defined up to unique natural
isomorphism, then the set of equivalence classes of refined parameters is uniquely
defined up to unique isomorphism.
5.3. L-functions. Let G∨ →֒ LG։ GalS be an L-group, and φ : WS → LG a Weil
parameter (or we may take φ to be a Weil-Deligne parameter in the local case).
Let (ρ, V ) be an L-representation of LG. Then
ρ ◦ φ : WS → GL(V )
is a Weil representation (or Weil-Deligne representation in the local case). As such
we obtain an L-function (as defined by Weil and discussed in [Tat79, §3.3]),
L(φ, ρ, s) := L(ρ ◦ φ, s).
Choosing an additive character ψ as well gives an ǫ-factor (see [Tat79, §3.4], based
on work of Langlands and Deligne),
ǫ(φ, ρ, ψ, s) := ǫ(ρ ◦ φ, ψ, s).
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In the local integral case S = Spec(O), we have WS = 〈Fr〉, and we define the
L-functions and ǫ-factors to be those coming from the unramified representation of
WF by pullback.
In the setting of Langlands L-groups, a zoo of L-representations arises from com-
plex algebraic representations of G∨, yielding well-known “standard” L-functions,
symmetric power and exterior power L-functions, etc..
But in our very broad setting, we limit our discussion to adjoint L-functions,
as these play an important role in representation theory and their definition is
“internal.” Consider any L-morphism ρ : LH → LG of L-groups.
H∨ LH GalS
G∨ LG GalS
ρ∨ Lρ =
For example, we might consider the case where H∨ is a Levi subgroup of G∨ (as
arises in the Langlands-Shahidi method, [Sha81]).
Let g∨ be the complex Lie algebra of G∨. The homomorphism Lρ followed by
conjugation gives an adjoint representation:
Adρ :
LH → GL (g∨) .
Suppose we have a decomposition of g∨ as a representation of LH ,
(5.1) g∨ =
h⊕
i=0
g∨i .
For example, when H∨ is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic P∨ ⊂ G∨, we may de-
compose g∨ into h∨ and the steps in the nilradical of the Lie algebra of P∨ and its
opposite.
A decomposition (5.1) gives representationsAdi : LH → GL (g∨i ). When φ : WS →
LH is a Weil parameter, we obtain L-functions
L(φ,Adi, s) := L(Adi ◦ φ, s).
In particular, when LH = LG, and ρ = Id, we write Ad for the adjoint represen-
tation of LG on g∨. This yields the adjoint L-function L(φ,Ad, s) for any Weil
parameter φ : WS → LG. When H∨ is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic in G∨,
and Adi arises from a step in the nilradical of the parabolic, we call L(φ,Adi, s) a
Langlands-Shahidi L-function.
Remark 5.6. The importance of such L-functions for covering groups is suggested by
recent work of D. Szpruch [Szp13a], who demonstrates that the Langlands-Shahidi
construction of L-functions carries over to the metaplectic group. But it is not
clear how to extend the Langlands-Shahidi method to other covering groups, where
uniqueness of Whittaker models often fails. The thesis work of Gao Fan [Gao] takes
some promising steps in this direction. The general machinery of adjoint L-functions
also suggests an analogue, for covering groups, of the Hiraga-Ichino-Ikeda conjecture
[HII08, Conjecture 1.4] on formal degrees (see Ichino-Lapid-Mao [ILM14]). It is also
supported by the simpler observation that theta correspondence for the metaplectic
group S˜p2n provides a definition of adjoint L-functions independently of choices of
additive characters.
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5.4. The L-group of a cover. Now we define the L-group of a cover. Let G˜
be a degree n cover of a quasisplit group G over S. Fix an injective character
ǫ : µn →֒ C×. Choose a separable closure F¯/F , yielding a geometric base point
s¯→ S and the absolute Galois group GalS = πe´t1 (S, s¯).
Recall the constructions of the previous three sections.
• G˜∨ denotes the dual group of G˜, a local system on Se´t of pinned reduc-
tive groups over Z, with center Z˜∨. It is endowed with a homomorphism
τQ : µ2 → Z˜∨.
• Eǫ(G˜) is the gerbe associated to G˜, a gerbe on Se´t banded by Z˜∨ = Z˜∨(C).
• µ2 →֒ G˜alS ։ GalS is the metaGalois group.
Define Z˜∨ = Z˜∨s¯ = Z˜
∨
s¯ (C). This is the center of the complex pinned reductive
group G˜∨ = G˜∨s¯ = G˜
∨
s¯ (C). Note that GalS acts by pinned automorphisms on G˜
∨.
Pushing out G˜alS via τQ : µ2 → Z˜∨ defines an L-group,
(5.2) Z˜∨ →֒ (τQ)∗G˜alS ։ GalS .
From Theorem 19.7, the fundamental group of the gerbe Eǫ(G˜) at the base point s¯
is an L-group, well-defined up to L-equivalence, and the L-equivalence well-defined
up to unique natural isomorphism,
(5.3) Z˜∨ →֒ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), s¯)։ GalS .
Remark 5.7. The extensions (5.2) and (5.3) play the role of the first and second
twist in [Wei14a]. In fact (5.2) is canonically isomorphic to the first twist in the
split case; the extension (5.3) may not coincide with the second twist under some
circumstances, and the construction here is more general than [Wei14a] in both
cases.
The Baer sum of (5.2) and (5.3) is an L-group which will be called LZ˜,
Z˜∨ →֒ LZ˜ ։ GalS .
The L-group of G˜ is defined to be the pushout of LZ˜ via the inclusion Z˜∨ →֒ G˜∨,
G˜∨ →֒ LG˜։ GalS .
More explicitly, this pushout is in the GalS-equivariant sense. In other words,
LG˜ =
G˜∨ ⋊ LZ˜
〈(z, z−1) : z ∈ Z˜∨〉 ,
where the semidirect product action LZ˜ → Aut(G˜∨) is given by projection LZ˜ →
GalS followed by the action GalS → Aut(G˜∨).
By construction, LG˜ is well-defined by G˜ and ǫ up to L-equivalence, and the
equivalence defined uniquely up to unique natural isomorphism. To describe LG˜ on
the nose (not “up to L-equivalence”), one must choose a geometric base point z¯ for
the gerbe Eǫ(G˜) over s¯.
5.5. Well-aligned functoriality. Our notation here follows that of Section 3.4:
consider a well-aligned homomorphism ι˜ : G˜1 → G˜2 of covers, each endowed with
Borel subgroup and maximally split maximal torus, i.e., a morphism in the category
WACS . Fix ǫ as before. We have constructed gerbes Eǫ(G˜1) and Eǫ(G˜2) associ-
ated to G˜1 and G˜2, banded by Z˜∨1 and Z˜
∨
2 , respectively. We have constructed a
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homomorphism of dual groups ι∨ : G˜∨2 → G˜∨1 in Section 2.3, which (after taking
C-points) restricts to ι∨ : Z˜∨2 → Z˜∨1 . This homomorphism ι∨ is compatible with the
2-torsion elements, i.e. ι∨ ◦ τQ2 = τQ1 . In Section 3.4, we constructed a functor of
gerbes i : Eǫ(G˜2)→ Eǫ(G˜1), lying over ι∨ : Z˜∨2 → Z˜∨1 .
Define Z˜∨1 = Z˜
∨
1,s¯(C) and Z˜
∨
2 = Z˜
∨
2,s¯(C). These are the centers of the complex
pinned reductive groups G˜∨1 = G˜
∨
1,s¯(C) and G˜
∨
2 = G˜
∨
2,s¯(C).
The compatibility ι∨ ◦ τQ2 = τQ1 defines an L-morphism,
(5.4)
Z˜∨2 (τQ2)∗G˜alS GalS
Z˜∨1 (τQ1)∗G˜alS GalS
=
The functor of gerbes i : Eǫ(G˜2)→ Eǫ(G˜1) defines an L-morphism, well-defined up
to unique natural isomorphism.
(5.5)
Z˜∨2 π
e´t
1 (Eǫ(G˜2), s¯) GalS
Z˜∨1 π
e´t
1 (Eǫ(G˜1), s¯) GalS
=
Applying Baer sums to (5.4) and (5.5) yields an L-morphism,
Z˜∨2
LZ˜2 GalS
Z˜∨1
LZ˜1 GalS
=
Pushing out yields an L-morphism, well-defined up to natural isomorphism,
G˜∨2
LG˜2 GalS
G˜∨1
LG˜1 GalS
ι∨ Lι =
In this way, the construction of the L-group is contravariantly functorial for
well-aligned homomorphisms.
5.6. Local-global compatibility. Suppose that γ : F →֒ Fv is the inclusion of
a global field F into its localization at a place. Let G˜ be a degree n cover of a
quasisplit group G over F , and let ǫ : µn →֒ C× be an injective character. Let
F¯ →֒ F¯v be an inclusion of separable closures, inducing an inclusion GalFv →֒ GalF
of absolute Galois groups. Write S = Spec(F ) and Sv = Spec(Fv), and s¯→ S and
s¯v → Sv for the geometric base points arising from F¯ →֒ F¯v.
Write G˜v for the pullback of G˜ via Spec(Fv) → Spec(F ). Similarly, write Qv
for its Brylinski-Deligne invariant. The results of Section 2.4 identify G˜∨ = G˜∨s¯ (C)
with the corresponding dual group for G˜v (relative to the separable closure F¯v).
Thus we simply write G˜∨ for their dual groups and Z˜∨ for the centers thereof.
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The results of Sections 2.4 and 4.1.4 together provide an L-morphism, unique up
to unique natural isomorphism.
(5.6)
Z˜∨ (τQv )∗
LG˜alFv GalFv
Z˜∨ (τQ)∗
LG˜alF GalF
=
The results of Section 3.6 and following Theorem 19.7 give an L-morphism,
unique up to unique natural isomorphism.
(5.7)
Z˜∨ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜v), s¯v) GalFv
Z˜∨ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), s¯) GalF
=
Applying Baer sums to (5.6) and (5.7), and pushing out via Z˜∨ →֒ G˜∨, yields
an L-morphism, unique up to unique natural isomorphism.
G˜∨ LG˜v GalFv
G˜∨ LG˜ GalF
=
In this way, we identify the L-group of G˜v with the pullback of the L-group of G˜,
via the inclusion of Galois groups GalFv →֒ GalF .
5.7. Parabolic subgroups. Return to a degree n cover G˜ of a quasisplit groupG
over S, and let P ⊂G be a parabolic subgroup defined over S. As before, consider
a Levi decomposition P =MN and the resulting cover M˜. Fix ǫ : µn →֒ C×.
Compatibility of the dual groups from Section 2.5 gives inclusions
Z˜∨ →֒ Z˜∨M →֒ M˜∨ →֒ G˜∨,
where Z˜∨ denotes the center of G˜∨, and Z˜∨M denotes the center of M˜
∨. As these
inclusions are compatible with the 2-torsion elements in Z˜∨ and Z˜∨M , we find an
L-morphism.
(5.8)
Z˜∨ (τQ)∗
LG˜alF GalS
Z˜∨M (τQM)∗
LG˜alF GalS
=
Section 3.7 provided a functor of gerbes i : Eǫ(G˜)→ Eǫ(M˜), lying over Z˜∨ →֒ Z˜∨M.
This defines an L-morphism of étale fundamental groups, up to unique natural
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isomorphism.
(5.9)
Z˜∨ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), s¯) GalS
Z˜∨M π
e´t
1 (Eǫ(M˜), s¯) GalS
=
Applying Baer sums to (5.8) and (5.9) yields an L-morphism, uniquely defined
up to unique natural isomorphism.
Z˜∨ LZ˜ GalS
Z˜∨M
LZ˜M GalS
=
The universal property of pushouts yields an L-morphism.
M˜∨ LM˜ GalS
G˜∨ LG˜ GalS
=
This L-morphism is well-defined up to conjugation by Z˜∨M .
As a special case, when P = B = TU, we find an L-morphism
T˜∨ LT˜ GalS
G˜∨ LG˜ GalS
=
A principal series parameter for G˜ is a Weil parameter φ : WS → LG˜, which factors
through a Weil parameter WS → LT˜ via the L-morphism above. By [Raj04, Theo-
rem 2], principal series parameters exist, i.e., there exist Weil parametersWS → LT˜ .
5.8. The Weyl-group action on the L-group of a cover of torus. We keep the
degree n cover G˜ of a quasisplit group G ⊃ B ⊃ T over S. As before, Z˜∨ = Z˜s¯(C)
and similarly T˜∨ = T˜ s¯(C) and G˜∨ = G˜s¯(C). Write N˜∨ for the normalizer of T˜∨
in G˜∨. Define W = Ws¯, a finite group endowed with GalS-action. As a group
endowed with GalS-action, W is identified with W˜∨ = N˜∨/T˜∨. Assume in this
section (as in Section 2.6) that T splits over a cyclic Galois cover of S.
For convenience, write O×s¯ = Gm,s¯; thus O×s¯ = F¯× if F is a local or global field,
and O×s¯ is endowed with an action of GalS .
Choose a geometric base point z¯ = (H, h, j) ∈ Eǫ(G˜)s¯. Such a geometric base
point defines a geometric base point x¯ = (H, h) ∈ Eǫ(T˜)s¯, and a commutative
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diagram
Z˜∨ π1(Eǫ(G˜), z¯) GalS
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
=
Taking the Baer sum with (τQ)∗G˜alS , we find an L-morphism
Z˜∨ LZ˜z¯ GalS
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
=
Here we place z¯ and x¯ in subscripts to emphasize the dependence on geometric base
point. We must be careful here to discuss L-morphisms “on the nose” and not just
up to natural isomorphism.
This L-morphism identifies LT˜x¯ with (LZ˜z¯ ⋉ T˜∨)/〈(u, u−1) : u ∈ Z˜∨〉. As de-
scribed in the previous section, the universal property of pushouts yields an L-
morphism,
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
G˜∨ LG˜z¯ GalS
=
In this way, we find a chain of subgroups, LZ˜z¯ →֒ LT˜x¯ →֒ LG˜z¯ lying over GalS . The
inclusion LT˜x¯ →֒ LG˜z¯ is an inclusion of semidirect products,
LT˜x¯ =
LZ˜z¯ ⋉ T˜
∨
〈(u, u−1) : u ∈ Z˜∨〉 →֒
LZ˜z¯ ⋉ G˜
∨
〈(u, u−1) : u ∈ Z˜∨〉 =
LG˜z¯ .
For all ζ ∈ LZ˜z¯, g∨ ∈ G˜∨, we write [ζ, g∨] for the corresponding element of LG˜z¯.
Let w˙ ∈ N[S] represent an element of the Weyl group w ∈ W[S] = WGalS . Let
w∨ denote the element of W˜∨ corresponding to the element w. There exists a GalS-
invariant representative n∨ ∈ N˜∨ for w∨ (by [Bor79, Lemma 6.2]). Conjugation by
n∨ gives an L-morphism Int(n∨) : LT˜x¯ → LT˜x¯.
The GalS-invariant representative n∨ of w∨ is unique up to multiplication by
(T˜∨)GalS . Hence the L-morphism Int(n∨) depends only on w∨, which in turn
depends only on w. Therefore we write Int(w∨) instead of Int(n∨), as we describe
the L-morphism below.
(5.10)
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
Int(w∨) Int(w∨) =
Proposition 5.8. For all w ∈W[S], and all ζ ∈ LZ˜z¯ ⊂ LT˜x¯, we have Int(w∨)ζ = ζ.
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Proof. We compute directly, writing γ for the image of ζ in GalS , and n∨ for a
GalS-invariant representative of w∨ in N˜∨.
Int(w∨)ζ = Int(n∨)[ζ, 1] (in the group LG˜z¯),
= [1, n∨] · [ζ, 1] · [1, (n∨)−1],
= [1, n∨] · [ζ, 1] · [1, (n∨)−1] · [ζ, 1]−1[ζ, 1],
= [1, n∨] · [1, γ(n∨)−1] · [ζ, 1],
= [ζ, 1] = ζ (since n∨ is GalS-invariant).

The previous proposition describes the automorphism Int(w∨) of LT˜x¯. For any
element [ζ, t∨] ∈ LT˜x¯, we find that
Int(w∨)[ζ, t∨] = [ζ, Int(w∨)t∨].
There is another action of the Weyl group on LT˜x¯, arising as in Sections 2.6 and
3.8 from the well-aligned homomorphism Int(w˙).
K2 T
′ T
K2 T
′ T
= Int(w˙) Int(w)
From Section 5.5, the well-aligned homomorphism defines an L-equivalence lying
over Int(w)∨, up to natural isomorphism.
(5.11)
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
T˜∨ LT˜x¯ GalS
Int(w)∨ L Int(w˙) =
From Section 2.6, we know that Int(w∨) = Int(w)∨, as automorphisms of the
dual torus T˜∨. The rest of this section will be devoted to demonstrating that the
L-morphism Int(w∨) in (5.10) is naturally isomorphic to the L-morphism L Int(w˙)
in (5.11). For this, we must describe L Int(w˙) in much more detail.
The well-aligned homomorphism Int(w˙) gives an equivalence of gerbes,
Int(w˙) : Eǫ(T˜)→ Eǫ(T˜),
lying over the homomorphism Int(w)∨ : T˜∨ → T˜∨. This equivalence sends the object
x¯ = (H, h) to the object Int(w˙)x¯ = (wH, w˙ ◦ h). The latter object is described in
Section 3.8.
Suppose that ρ˙ : x¯→ Int(w˙)x¯ is an isomorphism in the gerbe Eǫ(T˜). Then Int(w˙)
and the isomorphism ρ˙ define an L-equivalence we call I(w˙, ρ˙),
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
Int(w)∨ I(w˙, ρ˙) =
Explicitly, if φ : x¯→ γ x¯ is an element of π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) lying over γ ∈ GalS ,
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ = γ ρ˙−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ ◦ ρ˙.
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I(w˙, ρ˙)φ fits into the commutative diagram below.
x¯ γ x¯
Int(w˙)x¯ Int(w˙)γ x¯
ρ˙
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ
γ ρ˙
Int(w˙)φ
On the right side of the diagram, we use the fact that γ(w˙) = w˙, and therefore
Int(w˙)γ x¯ = γ (Int(w˙)x¯) .
Proposition 5.9. Allowing w˙ to vary over representatives for w in N[S], and al-
lowing ρ˙ to vary over isomorphisms from x¯ to Int(w˙)x¯, the family of L-equivalences
I(w˙, ρ˙) defines an L-equivalence I(w) up to unique natural isomorphism.
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
Int(w)∨ I(w) =
Proof. We first vary representatives of w. If w˙, w¨ ∈ N[S] are two representatives of
w ∈W[S], then the unique element t ∈ T[S] satisfying w¨ = w˙t determines a natural
isomorphism of functors A(t) : Int(w¨)⇒ Int(w˙), according to Proposition 3.15.
If ρ˙ : x¯ → Int(w˙)x¯ is an isomorphism, define ρ¨ : x¯ → Int(w¨)x¯ by ρ¨ = A(t)−1x¯ ◦ ρ˙,
as in the commutative triangle below.
Int(w¨)x¯
x¯ Int(w˙)x¯
A(t)x¯
ρ˙
ρ¨
Naturality of A(t) implies that the following diagram commutes.
Int(w¨)x¯ Int(w¨)γ x¯
Int(w˙)x¯ Int(w˙)γ x¯
Int(w¨)φ
A(t)x¯ A(t)γ x¯ =
γ
A(t)x¯
Int(w˙)φ
It follows that
I(w¨, ρ¨)φ = γ ρ¨−1 ◦ Int(w¨)φ ◦ ρ¨
= γ ρ˙−1 ◦ γA(t)x¯ ◦ Int(w¨)φ ◦ A(t)−1x¯ ◦ ρ˙
= γ ρ˙−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ ◦ ρ˙ = I(w˙, ρ˙)φ.
Hence I(w¨, ρ¨) = I(w˙, ρ˙).
Next, we consider varying the isomorphism ρ˙ while keeping w˙ fixed. Consider
another isomorphism ρ˘ : x¯ → Int(w˙)x¯. There exists a unique τ∨ ∈ T˜∨ such that
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ρ˘ = ρ˙ ◦ τ∨. It follows that γ ρ˘ = ρ˙ ◦ γ(τ∨). Therefore,
I(w˙, ρ˘)φ = γ ρ˘−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ ◦ ρ˘
=
1
γ(τ∨)
◦ γ ρ˙−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ ◦ ρ˙ ◦ τ∨
=
τ∨
γ(τ∨)
◦ (γ ρ˙−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ ◦ ρ˙)
=
τ∨
γ(τ∨)
◦ I(w˙, ρ˙)φ.
Therefore, τ∨ defines a natural isomorphism from the L-equivalence I(w˙, ρ˙) to the
L-equivalence I(w˙, ρ˘).
Hence, as w˙ and ρ˙ vary, the L-equivalence I(w˙, ρ˙) varies by uniquely-determined
natural isomorphism. Thus we find an L-equivalence I(w) defined uniquely up to
unique natural isomorphism. 
The following lemma will allow us to study I(w˙, ρ˙), in an important special case.
As we work in the geometric fibre throughout, recall that T˜∨ = T˜
∨
s¯ , and define
H = Hs¯, Spl(DQ,n) = Spl(DQ,n)s¯, and Tˆ = Tˆs¯. Define Φ = Φs¯ for the set of
absolute roots. Write YQ,n = YQ,n,s¯, so that
Tˆ = Hom(YQ,n,O×s¯ ), T˜∨ = Hom(YQ,n,C×).
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that w˙ = rβ(ee−e) arises from a relative root β, for which
2β is not a root, as in Theorem 3.17. Then there exists a pair (ρ˙, a˙), with ρ˙ an
isomorphism x¯
∼−→ Int(w˙)x¯ in the gerbe n√Spl(DQ,n), and a˙ ∈ H = Hs¯, such that
ρ˙(a˙) = a˙.
Proof. Since we work in the geometric fibre, there exists a splitting σ ∈ Spl(DQ,n)
such that σ is aligned with w˙ (aligned as in Theorem 3.17). Moreover, h : H →
Spl(DQ,n) is surjective (Definition 1.2(3) implies that Tˆ
n−→ Tˆ is surjective), so there
exists a ∈ H such that h(a) = σ.
Let ρ : x¯→ Int(w˙)x¯ be any isomorphism. We find that ρ : H → wH satisfies
σ = h(a) = w˙(h(ρ(a)).
There exists a unique r ∈ Tˆ such that ρ(a) = r ∗ a. From this it follows that
σ = w˙(h(r ∗ a)) = w˙(rn ∗ σ) = w−1(r)n ∗ w˙(σ).
Let {α1, . . . , αℓ} denote the roots in Φ which restrict to the relative root β.
Define β˜ : O×s¯ → Tˆ = Hom(YQ,n,O×s¯ ) by
β˜(u)(y) =
ℓ∏
i=1
u〈α˜i,y〉.
Since w =
∏
wαi (orthogonal root reflections), w(β˜(u)) = β˜(u)
−1
Theorem 3.17 gives the formula w˙(σ) = β˜(±1) ∗ σ, where the sign is −1 if and
only if qβ and n/2 are both odd. Hence
σ = w−1(rn) ∗ β˜(±1) ∗ σ.
Since w(β˜(±1)) = β˜(±1), we have
rn = β˜(±1).
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Let ξ ∈ O×s¯ be an element satisfying ξn = ±1 (the same sign as above). Here we
use the fact that n is coprime to the characteristics of all residue fields of prime ideals
in S. Thus β˜(ξ)/r ∈ Tˆ[n]. Choose a square root
√
ξ of ξ in O×s¯ . (In characteristic
2, we have −1 = 1, and we may take ξ = 1 and √ξ = 1.)
View β˜(ξ)/r as an automorphism of Int(w˙)x¯ in n
√
Spl (DQ,n) and define
ρ˙ = (β˜(ξ)/r) ◦ ρ, a˙ = β˜(
√
ξ) ∗ a.
Then we find
ρ˙(a˙) = ρ˙
(
β˜(
√
ξ) ∗ a
)
= β˜(
√
ξ)−1 ∗ ρ˙(a)
= β˜(
√
ξ)−1 ∗ β˜(ξ)
r
∗ ρ(a)
= β˜(
√
ξ)−1 · β˜(ξ) ∗ a
= β˜(
√
ξ)−1 · β˜(ξ) · β˜(
√
ξ)−1 ∗ a˙ = a˙.

The functor of gerbes Eǫ(G˜)→ Eǫ(T˜) sends z¯ to x¯ and induces an L-morphism,
Z˜∨ π1(Eǫ(G˜), z¯) GalS
T˜∨ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯) GalS
=
In this way we view π1(Eǫ(G˜), z¯) as a subset of π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯).
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that φ : z¯ → γ z¯ is an element of π1(Eǫ(G˜), z¯) lying
over γ ∈ GalS. Suppose that w˙ = rβ(ee−e) arises from a relative root β as in the
previous lemma, and choose ρ˙ : x¯→ Int(w˙)x¯ and a˙ ∈ Hs¯ as in that lemma. Then
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ = φ.
Proof. We continue to work in the geometric fibre throughout this proof. Note
that a˙ ∈ H and every point of H can be expressed as τˆ ∗ a˙ for some τˆ ∈ Tˆ . Since
ρ˙(a˙) = a˙, we have for all τˆ ∈ Tˆ ,
ρ˙(τˆ ∗ a˙) = w−1(τˆ) ∗ a˙.
Since ρ˙ intertwines h and w˙ ◦ h, we find that
h(a˙) = w˙(h(ρ˙(a˙))) = w˙(h(a˙)).
Now we consider an isomorphism φ : z¯ → γ z¯ in the gerbe Eǫ(G˜). Such an
isomorphism can be written as a contraction φ = t∨ ∧ φ0, where φ0 : x¯→ γ x¯ is an
isomorphism in n
√
Spl (DQ,n) and t∨ ∈ T˜∨ = Hom(YQ,n,C×).
The object γ z¯ is equal to (γH, γh, γj), where γH is the torsor with the same
underlying sheaf of sets H, and torsor structure given by
τˆ ∗γ a = γ−1(τˆ) ∗ a for all a ∈ H.
The isomorphism φ0, viewed as a morphism of Tˆ -torsors from H to γH lying
over γ : Tˆ → Tˆ , satisfies φ0(a˙) = fˆ ∗ a˙ for some fˆ ∈ Tˆ . For all τˆ ∈ Tˆ ,
φ0(τˆ ∗ a˙) = γ−1(τˆ) ∗ fˆ ∗ a˙.
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The isomorphism φ = t∨ ∧ φ0 is therefore determined by the element
t∨ ∧ fˆ ∈ T˜∨ ∧Tˆ[n] Tˆ =
T˜∨ × Tˆ
〈(ǫ(ζ), ζ−1) : ζ ∈ Tˆ[n]〉
.
Recall that j : p∗H → µ∗Whit is an isomorphism in the gerbe Escǫ (T˜). Since φ
is an isomorphism in Eǫ(G˜), the following diagram commutes in E
sc
ǫ (T˜).
p∗H µ∗Whit
p∗
γH µ∗Whit
j
p∗φ γ
γj
The commutativity of this diagram is equivalent to the fact that
t∨ ∧ fˆ ∈ Ker
(
p : T˜∨ ∧Tˆ[n] Tˆ → T˜
∨
sc ∧Tˆsc,[n] Tˆsc
)
.
Note that Tˆ = Hom(YQ,n, F¯×) and T˜∨ = Hom(YQ,n,C×), and they are contracted
over Tˆ[n] = Hom(YQ,n, µn) via ǫ. The map p is given by restricting homomorphisms
from YQ,n to Y scQ,n. Recall that {α1, . . . , αℓ} are the roots restricting to the given
relative root β.
Since t∨ ∧ fˆ ∈ Ker(p), there exist ζi ∈ µn for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, such that
t∨(α˜∨i ) = ǫ(ζi)
−1, fˆ(α˜∨i ) = ζi.
For each y ∈ YQ,n the simple root reflection acts by wαi(y) = y−〈α˜i, y〉α˜∨i . There-
fore, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, we have
wαi(t
∨) = t∨ · α˜i(ǫ(ζi))−1, wαi(fˆ) = fˆ · α˜i(ζi).
Here α˜i(ζi) denotes the element of Tˆ[n] = Hom(YQ,n, µn) given by
α˜i(ζi)(y) = ζ
〈α˜i,y〉
i ,
and similarly α˜i(ǫ(ζi)) is an element of T˜∨[n].
Hence, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, we have
wαi(t
∨ ∧ fˆ) = t∨ · α˜i(ǫ(ζi))−1 ∧ fˆ · α˜i(ζi) = t∨ ∧ fˆ.
As w =
∏ℓ
i=1 wαi , we have w(t
∨ ∧ fˆ) = t∨ ∧ fˆ .
Now we compute
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ0(a˙) =
[
γ ρ˙−1 ◦ Int(w˙)φ0 ◦ ρ˙
]
(a˙)
= ρ˙−1 (φ0 (ρ˙(a˙)))
= ρ˙−1 (φ0(a˙))
= ρ˙−1
(
fˆ ∗ a˙
)
= w(fˆ) ∗ a˙
= w(fˆ) · fˆ−1 ∗ φ0(a˙).
Therefore,
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ0 =
w(fˆ)
fˆ
∗ φ0.
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Since φ = t∨ ∧ φ0, we compute
I(w˙, ρ˙)φ = I(w˙, ρ˙)(t∨ ∧ φ0)
= w(t∨) ∧ I(w˙, ρ˙)φ0
= w(t∨) ∧
(
w(fˆ)
fˆ
∗ φ0
)
= t∨
w(t∨)
t∨
∧
(
w(fˆ)
fˆ
∗ φ0
)
= t∨ ∧ φ0 = φ.
The last step follows from the identity w(t∨) ∧ w(fˆ) = t∨ ∧ fˆ . 
Remark 5.12. The notation may be difficult to follow in the above argument. In
the contraction of torsors T˜∨ ∧Tˆ[n] Hom(x¯, γ x¯), we have
τ∨1 ∧ (uˆ1 ∗ φ0) = τ∨2 ∧ (uˆ2 ∗ φ0)
whenever τ∨1 ∧ u1 = τ∨2 ∧ u2 in T˜∨ ∧Tˆ[n] Tˆ .
Theorem 5.13. For any w ∈ WGalS , the L-morphism L Int(w˙) : LT˜ → LT˜ is natu-
rally isomorphic to the L-morphism Int(w∨).
Proof. Suppose first that w˙ = rβ(ee−e), and ρ˙ is chosen as in the previous propo-
sition. Then the L-morphism
I(w˙, ρ˙) : π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯)→ π1(Eǫ(T˜), x¯)
restricts to the identity on π1(Eǫ(G˜), z¯).
The Weyl action on (τQ)∗G˜alF is also trivial, and so we find that the L-morphism
L Int(w˙) : LT˜x¯ → LT˜x¯
restricts to the identity on LZ˜z¯. (Strictly speaking, L Int(w˙) is only defined up to
natural isomorphism; but fixing ρ˙ defines L Int(w˙) on the nose.)
The semidirect product decomposition,
LT˜x¯ =
LZ˜z¯ ⋉ T˜
∨
〈(u, u−1) : u ∈ z˜∨〉 ,
implies that there is a unique L-morphism from LT˜x¯ to itself which acts as the
identity on LZ˜z¯ and acts via Int(w∨) = Int(w)∨ on T˜∨. Proposition 5.8 implies
that
L Int(w˙) is naturally isomorphic to Int(w∨).
Since WGalS is generated by relative root reflections (for relative roots β such
that 2β is not a relative root), we find that L Int(w˙) is naturally isomorphic to
Int(w∨) for all w ∈WGalS . 
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Part 2. Genuine representations
In this part, we review basic facts about the ǫ-genuine representations (admis-
sible and automorphic) of covering groups G˜. Most of these facts are corollaries
of previous works by many authors, consolidated and organized for convenience.
However, a new feature of representation theory is the organization of representa-
tions into pouches based on their character. As we review features of the ǫ-genuine
representation theory, we introduce corresponding features of L-groups.
6. Local fields
Let F be a local field, and let G be a quasisplit reductive group over F . Let n be
a positive integer and let G˜ = (G′, n) be a degree n cover of G over F (Definition
1.2). Fix an injective character ǫ : µn →֒ C×.
The cover G˜ yields a short exact sequence
(6.1) K2(F ) →֒ G′(F )։ G(F ).
Define G =G(F ). The Hilbert symbol provides a homomorphism Hilbn : K2(F )→
µn. (When F ∼= C, the Hilbert symbol is trivial; otherwise the Hilbert symbol is
surjective). Pushing out (6.1) via Hilbn yields a central extension of groups
(6.2) µn →֒ G˜։ G.
As a topological group, G˜ is described in [B-D, Construction 10.3]. When F is
nonarchimedean, G˜ is a totally disconnected locally compact group. When F is
archimedean, G˜ is a real-reductive group in the sense of Harish-Chandra. When
F ∼= C, the Hilbert symbol is trivial, and the extension G˜→ G splits canonically.
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, and let K˜ denote its preimage in
G˜. Then K˜ is a maximal compact subgroup of G˜. Define Π(K˜) to be the set of
equivalence classes of continuous irreducible finite-dimensional representations of
K˜ on complex vector spaces (the irreps of K˜).
Definition 6.1. Suppose that F is nonarchimedean. An admissible representation
of G˜ is a pair (π, V ) where V is a complex vector space and π : G˜ → GL(V ) is a
group homomorphism, such that
(1) For all [χ] ∈ Π(K˜), the (K˜, [χ])-isotypic subspace V[χ] is finite-dimensional;
(2) As a representation of K˜, V =
⊕
[χ]∈Π(K˜) V[χ].
When F is archimedean, write g for the complexified Lie algebra of G˜; this is
naturally identified with the complexified Lie algebra of G.
Definition 6.2. Suppose that F is archimedean. An admissible representation of
G˜ will mean an admissible (g, K˜)-module V . In particular, V decomposes as a
direct sum of finite-dimensional K˜-isotypic representations, V =
⊕
[χ]∈Π(K˜) V[χ] as
in the nonarchimedean case.
In both nonarchimedean and archimedean cases, an admissible representation V
of G˜ is called ǫ-genuine if for all ζ ∈ µn and all v ∈ V , we have π(ζ)v = ǫ(ζ) · v.
Note that µn ⊂ K˜, so an admissible representation is ǫ-genuine if and only if all
of its K˜-isotypic components are ǫ-genuine. Define Πǫ(G˜) (or Πǫ(G˜/F ) in case of
confusion) to be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine
representations of G˜.
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In the nonarchimedean case, write Hǫ(G˜) for the convolution algebra
Hǫ(G˜) = {f ∈ C∞c (G˜) : f(ζg˜) = ǫ(ζ) · f(g˜) for all ζ ∈ µn, g˜ ∈ G˜}.
Here we fix a Haar measure on G˜, and convolution is given by
[f1 ∗ f2](g) =
∫
G
f1(x) · f2(x−1g)dx.
As f1 and f2 are “ǫ-genuine functions,” the integrand is a well-defined function on
G = G˜/µn.
In the archimedean case, write Hǫ(G˜) for the convolution algebra of ǫ-genuine,
left and right K˜-finite distributions on G˜ supported on K˜. In both cases, we have
a faithful functor from the category of admissible ǫ-genuine representations of G˜ to
the category of (nondegenerate) Hǫ(G˜)-modules.
6.1. Unitary, discrete series, and tempered representations.
Definition 6.3. A unitary representation of G˜ is a pair (π, Vˆ ), where Vˆ is a sepa-
rable Hilbert space, and π : G˜→ U(Vˆ ) is an action of G˜ on Vˆ by unitary transfor-
mations, such that the resulting map G˜× Vˆ → Vˆ is continuous.
A unitary representation (π, Vˆ ) of G˜ is called irreducible if the only closed G˜-
invariant subspaces of Vˆ are 0 and Vˆ . Write Πunitǫ (G˜) for the set of equivalence
classes of irreducible ǫ-genuine unitary representations of G˜.
The following theorem combines a few fundamental results, essentially due to
Harish-Chandra. See [Wal88] for proofs in the (more difficult) archimedean case.
Theorem 6.4. If (π, Vˆ ) is an irreducible unitary representation of G˜, then the sub-
space V ⊂ Vˆ of K˜-finite vectors inherits the structure of an irreducible admissible
representation of G˜. This defines an injective function,
Πunitǫ (G˜) →֒ Πǫ(G˜).
Definition 6.5. Suppose that (π, Vˆ ) is an irreducible unitary ǫ-genuine represen-
tation of G˜. For all v1, v2 ∈ Vˆ , the matrix coefficient mv1,v2 : G˜→ C is the function
mv1,v2(g) = 〈v1, π(g)v2〉.
We say that (π, Vˆ ) is a discrete series (respectively, tempered) representation if for
all K˜-finite vectors v1, v2 ∈ Vˆ ,
mv1,v2 ∈ L2(G˜/Z(G˜)), (resp., L2+ǫ(G˜/Z(G˜)) for all ǫ > 0).
WriteΠdiscǫ (G˜) (respectivelyΠ
temp
ǫ (G˜)) for the set of equivalence classes of discrete
series (resp. tempered) ǫ-genuine unitary representations of G˜.
In this way, we organize the irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representations of
G˜ in a nested fashion.
Πdiscǫ (G˜) ⊂ Πtempǫ (G˜) ⊂ Πunitǫ (G˜) ⊂ Πǫ(G˜).
This mirrors the familiar “uncovered” case, where there are inclusions,
Πdisc(G) ⊂ Πtemp(G) ⊂ Πunit(G) ⊂ Π(G).
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6.2. Tori. In previous papers [Wei09] [Wei15], we have studied the ǫ-genuine rep-
resentations of covers of tori over local and global fields. Here we review the main
results over local fields. Let T be a torus over a local field F , and let T˜ be a degree
n cover of T. The resulting central extension
µn →֒ T˜ ։ T
is a “Heisenberg” type group, and its irreducible representations are therefore de-
termined by their central character. Let Z(T˜ ) denote the center of T˜ . For any
[π] ∈ Πǫ(T˜), let χ[π] be its central character. Then we have
χ[π] ∈ Homǫ(Z(T˜ ),C×),
the set of ǫ-genuine continuous homomorphisms.
Theorem 6.6. The map [π]→ χ[π] gives a bijection Πǫ(T˜) ∼−→ Homǫ(Z(T˜ ),C×).
Proof. A proof of this analogue of the Stone von-Neumann theorem can be found in
[Wei09, Theorem 3.1] and [Ada+07, Proposition 2.2] (for the archimedean case). 
Let Y be the cocharacter lattice of T. Let Q be the first Brylinski-Deligne
invariant of the cover T˜, and define
YQ,n = {y ∈ Y : n−1BQ(y, y′) ∈ Z for all y′ ∈ Y },
as in [Wei09]. Write TQ,n for the F -torus with cocharacter lattice YQ,n. The in-
clusion YQ,n →֒ Y corresponds to an isogeny TQ,n → T, and we define C†(T ) =
Im(TQ,n(F ) → T(F )). Define C(T˜ ) for the preimage of C†(T ) in T˜ . The group
C(T˜ ) is called the central core of T˜ .
The following result is contained in [Wei09, Theorem 1.3].
Theorem 6.7. C(T˜ ) is a finite-index subgroup of Z(T˜ ). If T is split then C(T˜ ) =
Z(T˜ ).
Let T˜Q,n be the pullback of the cover T˜ to TQ,n. Then T˜Q,n is abelian and
C(T˜ ) = Im(T˜Q,n → T˜ ). If [π] ∈ Πǫ(T˜), then define ωπ ∈ Πǫ(T˜Q,n) to be the
pullback of the central character of π to T˜Q,n. The character ωπ is called the
central core character of [π].
Definition 6.8. If [π1], [π2] ∈ Πǫ(T˜), we say that [π1] and [π2] belong to the same
pouch if they share the same central core character. In other words, pouches for
covers of tori are the fibres of the central core character map
ω : Πǫ(T˜)→ Πǫ(T˜Q,n).
If T is split, then the pouches are singletons. The image of ω is a subject for
another paper.
On the L-group side, note that the map T˜Q,n → T˜ is well-aligned. Hence it
corresponds to an L-morphism,
T˜∨ LT˜ GalF
T˜∨Q,n
LT˜Q,n GalF
=
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Here the dual groups T˜∨ and T˜∨Q,n are both equal to Hom(YQ,n,C
×), the homo-
morphism T˜∨ → T˜∨Q,n is the identity, and the above diagram is an L-isomorphism.
Hence there is a natural bijection of Weil parameters,
Lω : Πǫ(T˜)→ Πǫ(T˜Q,n).
6.3. Central core character. An element g ∈ G is called regular semisimple if
it is semisimple and the neutral component of its centralizer Z◦G(g) is a maximal
torus in G. In this case, g is certainly an element of this maximal torus since
it centralizes the maximal torus. Write Greg for the locus of regular semisimple
elements of G = G(F ); this is a dense open subset of G. Define G˜reg to be the
preimage of Greg in G˜.
Let S = Z◦(G) be the neutral component of the center of G, i.e., the maximal
torus contained in the center of G. Let S˜ the degree n cover of S obtained by
pulling back G˜. If T is any maximal torus of G, then S ⊂ T. The cocharacter
lattice of S is naturally identified with the sublattice Y W of Weyl-invariants in Y .
Define YWQ,n = YQ,n ∩ YW , and let SQ,n be the F -torus with cocharacter lattice
YWQ,n. The inclusion Y
W
Q,n →֒ Y W corresponds to an F -isogeny SQ,n → S, and we
define
C†(G) = Im(SQ,n(F )→ S(F )).
Definition 6.9. The central core of G˜ is the preimage C(G˜) of C†(G) in G˜.
Alternatively, pulling back G˜ yields a cover S˜Q,n and a continuous map S˜Q,n →
S˜. The central core of G˜ is the image:
C(G˜) = Im
(
S˜Q,n → S˜
)
.
Note that
YWQ,n ⊂ (Y W )Q,n = {y1 ∈ Y W : BQ(y1, y2) ∈ nZ for all y2 ∈ YW }.
It follows that C†(G) ⊂ C†(S), and so C(G˜) ⊂ C(S˜).
Proposition 6.10. The central core C(G˜) is a finite-index subgroup of Z(G˜).
Proof. Suppose that g ∈ Greg, and let T = Z◦G(g) denote the neutral component
of its centralizer (a maximal F -torus in G). Since Y WQ,n ⊂ YQ,n ⊂ Y , we find that
C(G˜) ⊂ Z(T˜ ),
by Theorem 6.7. Hence if g˜ ∈ G˜reg is a lift of g, then g˜ ∈ T˜ , and so C(G˜) commutes
with g˜. Since C(G˜) commutes with every regular semisimple element g˜ ∈ G˜reg, the
density of G˜reg in G˜ implies that C(G˜) ⊂ Z(G˜).
Since the isogeny SQ,n → S has degree coprime to the characteristic of F , the
image C†(G) has finite index in S. We find a chain of subgroups of G and finite-
index inclusions C†(G) ⊂ S ⊂ Z(G). Writing Z†(G) for the image of Z(G˜) in G,
we have C†(G) ⊂ Z†(G) ⊂ Z(G) and therefore C†(G) has finite index in Z†(G).
Thus C(G˜) has finite index in Z(G˜). 
Definition 6.11. For any [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜), let ωπ be the pullback of the central charac-
ter of [π] to S˜Q,n. The character ωπ ∈ Πǫ(S˜Q,n) is called the central core character
of [π].
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In this way, the central core character provides a map,
ω : Πǫ(G˜)→ Πǫ(S˜Q,n).
Observe that the map S˜Q,n → G˜ is well-aligned. Therefore, it induces an L-
morphism,
G˜∨ LG˜ GalF
S˜∨Q,n
LS˜Q,n GalF
=
Hence there is a natural map of Weil parameters, generalizing the case of tori,
Lω : Πǫ(G˜)→ Πǫ(S˜Q,n).
6.4. Characters and pouches. Just as we partitioned Πǫ(T˜) into pouches, we
can partition Πǫ(G˜) into pouches using the character distribution (occasionally
assuming char(F ) = 0). When [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜), the character of [π] is a conjugation-
invariant distribution Tr[π] on G˜. Let Θπ denote the restriction of [π] to G˜reg, i.e.,
to test functions supported in the regular locus. The following theorem in harmonic
analysis is a result of many extensions to a deep result of Harish-Chandra.
Theorem 6.12. Θπ coincides, after choice of Haar measure, with a smooth (real
analytic in the archimedean case, locally constant in the nonarchimedean case) func-
tion on G˜reg. In other words, there exists a smooth function Θπ : G˜reg → C such
that for every test function f ∈ C∞c (G˜reg) we have
Tr[π](f) =
∫
G˜reg
Θπ(x)f(x)dx.
Proof. The key ideas are in the work of Harish-Chandra for semisimple groups
at first; see [HC55]. The idea extends in a straightforward way for real-reductive
groups in the Harish-Chandra class (including our covering groups); see [Wal88,
§8.4.1] for a treatment. For a large class of p-adic groups, see Clozel [Clo87]; the
extension to covering groups requires no new ideas. In characteristic p, we refer to
Gopal Prasad’s appendix to [AD04] and the treatment of Bushnell and Henniart
[BH96, Corollary A.11]. 
Theorem 6.13. Suppose that F has characteristic zero. If [π1], [π2] ∈ Πǫ(G˜) and
Θπ1 = Θπ2 , then [π1] = [π2]. In other words, the character distribution, restricted
to the regular locus, determines the isomorphism class of a genuine irreducible rep-
resentation.
Proof. The character Tr[π] determines the equivalence class [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜). This
result follows from [Kna01, §X.1, Theorem 10.6] when F is archimedean, and from
[BZ76, Corollary 2.20] when F is nonarchimedean. In characteristic zero, it is known
[Li12, Corollaire 4.3.3] that the character distribution Tr[π] is locally integrable, and
determined by the function Θπ: for all test functions f ∈ C∞c (G˜) (not necessarily
supported on the regular locus!),
Tr[π](f) =
∫
G˜reg
Θπ(x)f(x)dx.

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Remark 6.14. If F has characteristic p 6= 0, the local integrability of characters is
an open question (see Rodier [Rod85] and Lemaire [Lem04] for two cases where the
characters are proven locally integrable). For this reason, in characteristic p, we do
not know whether each equivalence class [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜) is determined by Θπ.
Definition 6.15. Suppose that x˜ ∈ G˜reg, mapping to x ∈ Greg. Let T = Z◦G(x)
be the maximal torus centralizing x. We say that x˜ is genuinely supportive if
x˜ ∈ Z(T˜ ). Let G˜greg denote the set of genuinely supportive elements of G˜reg.
Proposition 6.16. If [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜) then Θπ is supported on G˜greg.
Proof. Θπ is a conjugation-invariant function on G˜reg. If x˜ ∈ G˜reg and x˜ is not
genuinely supportive, then there exists t ∈ T ⊂ ZG(x) and ζ ∈ µn such that
Int(t)x˜ = ζ · x˜, and 1 6= ζ.
It follows that Θπ(x˜) = Θπ(Int(t)x˜) = ǫ(ζ) ·Θπ(x˜). Hence Θπ(x) = 0. 
For purposes of parameterization, it seems appropriate to place irreducible rep-
resentations in the same “pouch” if their characters agree on a locus called the
“regular core.”
Definition 6.17. Suppose that x˜ ∈ Greg, mapping to x ∈ Greg. Let T = Z◦G(x).
We say that x˜ is in the regular core of G if x˜ ∈ C(T˜ ), the central core of T˜ . Define
G˜creg to be the regular core of G˜.
Write Gcreg for the image of G˜creg in G. Since C(T˜ ) ⊂ Z(T˜ ), we find that
C(G˜) ∩ G˜reg ⊂ G˜creg ⊂ G˜greg.
The following definition generalizes Definition 6.8 from tori to reductive groups.
Definition 6.18. Suppose that [π1], [π2] ∈ Πǫ(G˜). We say that [π1] and [π2]
belong to the same pouch if Θπ1 and Θπ2 (functions on G˜
reg by Theorem 6.12)
coincide on G˜creg.
Lemma 6.19. Assume that F has characteristic zero. Suppose that [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜).
Then there exists g˜ ∈ G˜creg such that Θπ(g˜) 6= 0.
Proof. From [Li12, Théorème 4.3.2], in characteristic zero, there exists an open
neighborhood 0 ∈ U ⊂ gF in the Lie algebra of G on which the local character
expansion of Harish-Chandra and Howe is valid:
Θπ(exp(X)) =
∑
O
cO(π) · µˆO(X), for all X ∈ U ∩ gregF .
Here greg denotes the regular semisimple locus. We use the fact that the cover
G˜ → G splits over an open subgroup, and any two such splittings coincide on a
(possibly smaller) open subgroup. This allows us to interpret exp(X) as an element
of G˜, when X is close to 0 ∈ gF .
On the other hand, for any maximal torus T ⊂ G, the subgroup C(T˜ ) is open
of finite index in T˜ . There are finitely many G(F )-conjugacy classes of F -rational
maximal tori in G. It follows that for a sufficiently small open neighborhood 0 ∈
U ⊂ gF , exp(U ∩ greg) ⊂ G˜creg.
Hence, if Θπ(g˜) = 0 for all G˜creg, then we find that cO(π) = 0 for all nilpotent
orbits O. But this cannot occur; the character Θπ of an irreducible admissible
representation cannot vanish in a neighborhood of the identity. 
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Proposition 6.20. Suppose that F has characteristic zero. If [π1] and [π2] belong
to the same pouch in Πǫ(G˜), then the central core character of [π1] equals the
central core character of [π2].
Proof. Fix an element g˜ ∈ G˜creg for which Θπ1(g˜) 6= 0. If c˜ ∈ C(G˜), we claim
that c˜ · g˜ ∈ G˜creg as well. Indeed, since c˜ ∈ C(G˜) and C(G˜) ⊂ Z(G˜), we find
that T = Z◦G(g˜) = Z
◦
G(c˜ · g˜). In particular, c˜ · g˜ ∈ G˜reg. Since g˜ ∈ C(T˜ ) and
c˜ ∈ C(G˜) ⊂ C(T˜ ), we find that c˜ · g˜ ∈ C(T˜ ). Thus c˜ · g˜ ∈ G˜creg as claimed.
We now find that
ωπ1(c˜) ·Θπ1(g˜) = Θπ1(c˜ · g˜) = Θπ2(c˜ · g˜) = ωπ2(c˜) ·Θπ2(g˜) = ωπ2(c˜) ·Θπ1(g˜).
Hence ωπ1(c˜) = ωπ2(c˜). 
6.5. Twisting. Let ξ : G → C× be a smooth homomorphism. Then ξ pulls back
to a smooth character of G˜ as well. When [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜), the twist [ξ · π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜)
as well. This gives an action
Tw: Hom(G,C×)×Πǫ(G˜)→ Πǫ(G˜).
It is possible that [π] = [ξ · π], even if ξ is nontrivial.
Definition 6.21. Let ξ : G → C× be a smooth homomorphism. We say that ξ
is genuinely trivial if ξ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ Ggreg. We say that ξ is core-trivial if
ξ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ Gcreg.
Proposition 6.22. Assume that F has characteristic zero. Suppose that [π] ∈
Πǫ(G˜) and ξ ∈ Hom(G,C×) is genuinely trivial. Then [π] = [ξ · π].
Proof. If ξ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ Ggreg, then
Θπ(g˜) = Θπ(g˜) · ξ(g) = Θξ·π(g˜)
for all g˜ ∈ G˜greg mapping to g ∈ Ggreg. But Θπ and Θξ·π are supported on G˜greg,
and so we find that Θπ = Θξ·π. Hence [π] = [ξ · π] by Theorem 6.13. 
Proposition 6.23. Suppose that [π] ∈ Πǫ(G˜) and ξ ∈ Hom(G,C×) is core-trivial.
Then [π] and [ξ · π] belong to the same pouch.
Proof. This follows almost from the definition; if ξ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ Gcreg then
Θπ(g˜) = Θπ(g˜) · ξ(g) = Θξ·π(g˜)
for all g˜ ∈ G˜creg mapping to g ∈ Gcreg. Hence [π] and [ξ · π] belong to the same
pouch. 
On the dual group side, let Z∨ = Hom(Y/Y sc,C×) denote the center of the
dual group G∨. If η ∈ H1(WF , Z∨), then one may associate a character ξ ∈
Hom(G,C×). Let Z˜∨ = Hom(YQ,n/Y scQ,n,C
×) denote the center of the dual group
G˜∨. Then restriction gives a Galois-equivariant homomorphism Z∨ → Z˜∨, and
thus a homomorphism
H1(WF , Z∨)→ H1(WF , Z˜∨).
Twisting a LG˜-valued Weil parameter by a Z˜∨-valued cocycle, we find a map
LTw: H1(WF , Z∨)×Φǫ(G˜)→ Φǫ(G˜).
We might expect η ∈ H1(WF , Z∨) to correspond to a core-trivial character ξ ∈
Hom(G,C×), if its image in H1(WF , Z˜∨) is trivial.
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6.6. Langlands classification. Let B be a Borel subgroup of G, defined over F .
Let A be a maximal F -split torus in G, whose centralizer T is a maximal torus in
B. Let ΦF = ΦF (G,A) be the resulting set of relative roots, and Φ
+
F the positive
roots determined by B, and ∆F the simple positive roots therein. Our treatment
of the Langlands classification closely follows Ban and Jantzen [BJ13], who extend
the Langlands classification to coverings of p-adic groups.
A standard parabolic will mean an F -parabolic subgroup of G containing B.
If P = MN is a standard parabolic subgroup of G, write ∆F,M ⊂ ∆F for the
corresponding set of simple roots. Let AM be the maximal split torus contained in
the center of M, a subgroup of A. Define a∗M = HomF (M,Gm)⊗Z R. Restriction
of a character from M to AM extends to an identification of real vector spaces,
a∗M = HomF (M,Gm)⊗Z R ≡ Hom(AM ,Gm)⊗Z R.
An inclusion of standard Levi subgroups L ⊂ M gives an inclusion AM ⊂ AL.
The identifications above yield R-linear maps,
rLM : a
∗
L ։ a
∗
M , i
L
M : a
∗
M →֒ a∗L.
Write a∗ = Hom(A,Gm) ⊗ R. We find an injective linear map iM : a∗M →֒ a∗ and
a surjective linear map rM : a∗ ։ a∗M . The relative Weyl group WF = WF (G,A)
acts on a∗, and there is a unique-up-to-scaling WF -invariant inner product 〈·, ·〉 on
a∗.
If ν = ξ ⊗ r ∈ a∗M is a basic tensor, and m˜ ∈ M˜ lies over m ∈M , define
exp(ν)m˜ = |ξ(m)|r.
This extends to give a homomorphism
exp: a∗M → Hom(M˜,R×>0).
Elements exp(ν) ∈ Hom(M˜,R×>0) are unramified characters of M˜ .
Within the real vector space a∗M , define an open cone,
(aM )
∗
+ = {ν ∈ a∗M : 〈ν, rM (α)〉 > 0 for all α ∈ ∆F −∆F,M}.
Now, fix a standard parabolic subgroup P =MN. The central extension K2 →֒
G′ ։ G splits uniquely over N, and thus we have a canonical splitting N →֒ N˜ .
Pulling back G˜ to covers P˜ and M˜, we find a semidirect product structure
P˜ = M˜ ⋉N.
The adjoint action of M˜ on N has the same modular character δP as the adjoint
action of M on N .
Suppose that (σ, Hˆ) is an ǫ-genuine irreducible unitary representation of M˜ .
Choose ν ∈ a∗M , so exp(ν) : M˜ → R×>0 is an unramified character. Let H be the
subset of Hˆ consisting of smooth vectors. Define
I∞(P˜, σ, ν) = {f : G˜→ H : f is smooth, and
f(nm˜g˜) = δP (m˜)
1/2σ(m˜) exp(ν)(m˜) for all n ∈ N, m˜ ∈ M˜, g˜ ∈ G˜}.
Let I(P˜, σ, ν) denote the space of K-finite vectors therein. We find that I(P˜, σ, ν)
is an ǫ-genuine admissible representation of G˜. This is a result of Ban and Jantzen
[BJ13, §3] in the nonarchimedean case, and follows from Borel and Wallach [BW00,
§III.3.2] in the archimedean case.
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Theorem 6.24 (Langlands classification). If σ is an ǫ-genuine irreducible tem-
pered representation of M˜ and ν ∈ (aM )∗+, then the admissible representation
I(P˜, σ, ν) has a unique irreducible quotient, which we call J(P˜, σ, ν). This J(P˜, σ, ν)
is an ǫ-genuine irreducible admissible representation of G˜.
If π is an ǫ-genuine irreducible admissible representation of G˜, then there exists
a unique triple (P, [σ], ν), where P = MN is a standard parabolic subgroup of G,
[σ] is an equivalence class of ǫ-genuine irreducible tempered representations of M˜ ,
and ν ∈ (aM )∗+ such that π is equivalent to J(P˜, σ, ν).
Proof. For covering groups in the nonarchimedean case, this is the main result of
Ban and Jantzen [BJ13, Theorem 1.1]. Their restrictions on the characteristic of F
are unnecessary here as we work with covers G˜ coming from central extensions of
G by K2 rather than general topological extensions. Ban and Jantzen rely on the
uniqueness of a splitting of N˜ → N , whereas we can exploit the uniqueness of a
splitting of N′ → N in the algebraic category.
Indeed, for the canonical splitting can: N →֒ N˜ , and every m ∈M , we have
Int(m)−1 ◦ can ◦ Int(m) = can,
since both arise from algebraic splittings ofK2 →֒ N′ ։ N. This suffices to demon-
strate that [BJ13, Lemma 2.7, Proposition 2.11] hold in arbitrary characteristic, for
our class of covers.
Similarly, if U ⊂ G is any unipotent subgroup, and a ∈ G centralizes U, then
the canonical splitting can: U →֒ U˜ satisfies
Int(a) ◦ can = can .
This suffices to demonstrate that [BJ13, Lemma 2.13] holds in arbitrary charac-
teristic, for our class of covers. Thus the main results of [BJ13] hold in arbitrary
characteristic, for the nonarchimedean covering groups considered in this paper.
In the archimedean case, we refer to Borel and Wallach [BW00, IV, Corollary
4.6, Theorem 4.11] (based on earlier work of Harish-Chandra, Casselman, Miličić
and Langlands). 
On the L-group side, a Weil parameter φ ∈ Φǫ(G˜) is called tempered if its image
is bounded, i.e., if the closure of its image in LG˜ is compact. Recall from Section
5.7 that a parabolic subgroup P =MN yields an embedding of L-groups,
M˜∨ LM˜ GalF
G˜∨ LG˜ GalF
=
This arises by pushing out an embedding of L-groups,
Z˜∨ LZ˜ GalF
Z˜∨M
LZ˜M GalF
=
Within Z˜∨M , let Z˜
∨
M,hyp be the subgroup of hyperbolic elements – those whose
eigenvalues are positive real numbers. The following result gives a Langlands clas-
sification for parameters.
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Proposition 6.25. For all φ ∈ Φǫ(G˜), there exists a unique triple (P, φM , η),
where P = MN is a standard parabolic subgroup of G, φM ∈ Φtempǫ (M˜) is a
tempered Weil parameter, and η ∈ H1(WF , Z˜∨M,hyp), such that φ is equivalent to
η ∗ φM (the parameter obtained by twisting φM by η, then including LM˜ →֒ LG˜).
Proof. The proof in the uncovered setting, sketched in various sources, and treated
thoroughly by Silberger and Zink in [SZ14] carries over without significant changes.

7. Spherical representations
Now suppose that O the ring of integers in a nonarchimedean local field F , with
residue field Fq. Let G be a quasisplit reductive group over O. Let A be a maximal
O-split torus in G, and let T be the centralizer of A; then T is a maximal O-torus
in G. Let B = TU be an O-Borel subgroup of G containing T. For convenience,
let E/F be an unramified extension over which T splits, and let Fr be a generator
of Gal(E/F ) which corresponds to the geometric Frobenius automorphism over Fq.
Let Y be the cocharacter lattice of T, viewed as a Z[Fr]-module. Let X be the
character lattice of T. Let W be the (absolute) Weyl group of G with respect to
T. Note that Y Fr is the group of cocharacters of the split torus A.
Let G˜ = (G′, n) be a degree n cover of G over O; such covers are studied in
[Wei14b]. The requirement that G˜ is defined over O implies that n divides q − 1.
This “tameness” gives an exact sequence,
K2(O) →֒ K2(F )
Hilbn−−−−։ µn.
Define G◦ = G(O) and G = G(F ). Pushing out G′(F ) via Hilbn, the central
extension µn →֒ G˜։ G is endowed with a splitting over the hyperspecial maximal
compact subgroup G◦ ⊂ G. We view G◦ as a subgroup of G˜ throughout. Similarly,
we write T ◦ = T(O) and T = T(F ), and we find a central extension µn →֒ T˜ ։ T
endowed with a splitting over T ◦. Define W ◦ = NG◦(T ◦)/T ◦. The inclusion
NG◦(T
◦) →֒ NG(T)(O) yields an identification of W ◦ with WFr.
Fix an injective character ǫ : µn → C× as usual. Suppose that (π, V ) is an
irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representation of G˜. We say that (π, V ) is spherical
if the space of G◦-fixed vectors V G
◦
is nonzero. Define Πǫ(G˜/O) to be the set of
equivalence classes of spherical irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representations of
G˜.
7.1. Hecke algebras. The ǫ-genuine spherical Hecke algebra, denoted Hǫ(G˜, G◦)
is the space of compactly supported functions f : G˜→ C which satisfy
f(ζk1g˜k2) = ǫ(ζ) · f(g˜) for all ζ ∈ µn, k1, k2 ∈ G◦, g˜ ∈ G˜.
Here, we fix the Haar measure on G˜ for which G◦ has measure 1. Then Hǫ(G˜, G◦)
is a subalgebra of Hǫ(G˜),
Hǫ(G˜, G◦) = char(G◦) ∗ Hǫ(G˜) ∗ char(G◦).
When (π, V ) is a smooth ǫ-genuine spherical representation of G˜, the set V G
◦
of G◦-fixed vectors forms a module over the Hecke algebra Hǫ(G˜, G◦). In this way,
Πǫ(G˜/O) is identified with the set of equivalence classes of irreducible Hǫ(G˜, G◦)-
modules.
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The support of Hǫ(G˜, G◦) is
{g˜ ∈ G˜ : f(g˜) 6= 0 for some f ∈ Hǫ(G˜, G◦)}.
Similarly, we may define the spherical Hecke algebra Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦), its support, and
the set of its irreducible modules Πǫ(T˜/O).
The support of Hǫ(G˜, G◦) is a set of the form µnG◦ΛG◦, for some subset Λ ⊂ G˜.
The Cartan decomposition gives
G = G◦Y FrG◦;
in the sense that for any choice of uniformizing parameter ̟, every element of
G can be expressed as k1y(̟)k2 for some y ∈ Y Fr. In this way, the support of
Hǫ(G˜, G◦) corresponds to a W ◦-stable subset of Y Fr. We call this subset of Y Fr
the combinatorial support of Hǫ(G˜, G◦). Similarly, the support of Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) is
determined by its combinatorial support, a subset of Y Fr.
The supports of Hǫ(G˜, G◦) and Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) are given by Mcnamara [McN12, The-
orem 10.1], and by Wen Wei Li in [Li14, §3.2].
Proposition 7.1. The combinatorial supports of Hǫ(G˜, G◦) and Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) coin-
cide. They equal Y FrQ,n.
From [Li14, Lemma 3.2.3], it is known that the Hecke algebra Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) is com-
mutative. It is (noncanonically) isomorphic to a polynomial ring over C in r vari-
ables, where r is the rank of A. The support of Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) is contained in the
centralizer of T ◦ in T˜ (see [Wei15, §3.2]). It follows that W ◦ = NG◦(T ◦)/T ◦ acts
on Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) by the rule
wf(t˜) := f(w˙−1t˜w˙) for all w ∈W ◦ represented by w˙ ∈ NG◦(T ◦).
The Satake isomorphism is a ring homomorphism from the spherical Hecke al-
gebra of an unramified p-adic reductive group to the corresponding Hecke algebra
of a maximal torus. For covering groups, this has been considered by McNamara
[McN12] and Wen Wei Li [Li14].
Write δ : T˜ → R×>0 for the modular character for the adjoint action of T˜ on
U . Suppose that f ∈ Hǫ(G˜, G◦). Define the Satake transform of f , a function
Sf : T˜ → C, by
[Sf ](t˜) = δ(t˜)−1/2
∫
U
f(ut˜)du.
From [Li14, Proposition 3.2.5], we have the following result.
Theorem 7.2. The Satake transform is a ring isomorphism from Hǫ(G˜, G◦) to
Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦)W◦ .
Corollary 7.3. The Hecke algebra Hǫ(G˜, G◦) is a finitely-generated commutative
C-algebra. If (π, V ) is an irreducible ǫ-genuine spherical representation of G˜, then
V G
◦
is one-dimensional.
Corollary 7.4. The Satake isomorphism defines a bijection,
Πǫ(G˜/O) ≡ Hom(Hǫ(G˜, G◦),C) S
∗
−−→ Hom(Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦)W
◦
,C) ≡ Πǫ(T˜/O)/WFr.
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In other words, the Satake isomorphism gives a bijection from the set of equiv-
alence classes of ǫ-genuine spherical irreps of G˜ to the WFr-orbits on the set of
equivalence classes of ǫ-genuine spherical irreps of T˜ . In applying the Satake iso-
morphism, the WFr action arises from the W ◦ action on the Hecke algebra. This
coincides with another action described below.
For w ∈ WFr, conjugation by w defines a homomorphism Int(w) : G → G,
which restricts to a homomorphism Int(w) : T → T. For any representative w˙ ∈
NG(T)(O), we find a well-aligned homomorphism of covers from T˜ to itself, as in
Section 2.6.
K2 T
′ T
K2 T
′ T
= Int(w˙) Int(w)
Pulling back via Int(w˙), we find a map, Int(w˙)∗ : Πǫ(T˜/O)→ Πǫ(T˜/O). Explicitly,
if (π, V ) is an ǫ-genuine spherical irrep of T˜ , then Int(w˙)∗(π, V ) = (π ◦ w˙−1, V ),
where
[π ◦ w˙−1](t˜) := π(w˙−1 t˜w˙).
If w¨ = w˙τ for some τ ∈ T ◦, then
π ◦ w¨−1(t˜) = π(w¨−1 t˜w¨) = π(τ−1w˙−1 t˜w˙τ) = π(τ)−1[π ◦ w¨−1](t˜)π(τ).
Hence π(τ) gives an equivalence of representations from (π◦w˙−1, V ) to (π◦w¨−1, V ).
Therefore, we find a well-defined map (independent of representative),
Int(w)∗ : Πǫ(T˜/O)→ Πǫ(T˜/O).
This gives an action of WFr on Πǫ(T˜/O) which coincides with the action obtained
from the W ◦ action on the Hecke algebra Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦).
8. Automorphic representations
Now let F be a global field, V the set of places of F , and G a quasisplit reductive
group over F . Write GF = G(F ), Gv = G(Fv) for all v ∈ V , and GA = G(A),
where A denotes the ring of adeles of F .
Let G˜ = (G′, n) be a degree n cover of G over F . We may assume (see [B-D,
§10.4]) that G and G′ are defined over the ring OS of S-integers in F , for some
finite subset S ⊂ V .
In this way, for every place v ∈ V , we find a central extension of locally compact
groups, µn →֒ G˜v ։ Gv, endowed with splittings G◦v = Gv(Ov) →֒ G˜v for all
v ∈ V −S. Define ˜˜GA to be the restricted direct product of the extensions G˜v, with
respect to the compact open subgroups G◦v (defined at almost all places).⊕
v∈V
µn →֒ ˜˜GA ։ GA.
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Pushing out via the product map
⊕
v∈V µn → µn yields a central extension G˜A as
in the diagram below. ⊕
v∈V µn
˜˜GA GA
µn G˜A GA
Π =
As explained in [B-D, §10.4], µn →֒ G˜A ։ GA is a central extension of locally
compact groups, split canonically over GF . Write Z˜A for the center of G˜A. Then
GF is discrete in G˜A and Z˜AGF \G˜A has finite volume with respect to a G˜A-invariant
measure.
8.1. Admissible and unitary representations. Our approach to the admissible
and automorphic representations of G˜A coincides with the toral case in [Wei15, §4],
based on Flath [Fla79] and Borel-Jacquet [BJ79]. Let Afin be the finite adeles.
Write ˜˜GAfin for the restricted direct product of G˜v with respect to the compact
open subgroups G◦v, where the product is indexed by only the nonarchimedean
places v ∈ Vfin. Then ˜˜GAfin is a totally disconnected locally compact group, a
central extension as below. ⊕
v∈Vfin
µn →֒ ˜˜GAfin ։ GAfin .
Let ˜˜Kfin be an open compact subgroup of
˜˜GAfin .
Define the ǫ-genuine Hecke algebra,
Hfin,ǫ = {f ∈ C∞c ( ˜˜GAfin) : f((ζv) · ˜˜g) =
∏
v∈Vfin
ǫ(ζv) · f(˜˜g)
for all (ζv) ∈
⊕
v∈Vfin
µn, ˜˜g ∈ ˜˜GAfin}.
As in [Fla79, Example 2], the Hecke algebra Hfin,ǫ is isomorphic to the tensor prod-
uct of the ǫ-genuine Hecke algebras Hv,ǫ = Hǫ(G˜v) with respect to the system of
idempotents char(G◦v) at almost all places. An admissible ǫ-genuine representation
of ˜˜GAfin is a representation (π, V ) of
˜˜GAfin such that
π((ζv)˜˜g) =
∏
v∈Vfin
ǫ(ζv) · π(˜˜g), for all (ζv) ∈
⊕
v∈Vfin
µn, ˜˜g ∈ ˜˜GAfin ,
and which decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible representations of ˜˜Kfin, each
occurring with finite multiplicity.
The commutativity of the spherical Hecke algebrasH(G˜v, G◦v) at almost all places
implies the factorization of irreducible admissible representations. The following is
adapted from [Wei15, Proposition 4.1], and is a direct result of [Fla79, Theorem 2].
Proposition 8.1. For every irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representation πfin of
˜˜GAfin , there exists a unique family of equivalence classes ([πv ])v∈Vfin of irreducible
admissible ǫ-genuine representations of each G˜v, such that πv is spherical for almost
all v ∈ Vfin and πfin is isomorphic to the restricted tensor product of representations⊗
v∈Vfin
πv with respect to some choice of nonzero spherical vectors at almost all
places.
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At the archimedean places v ∈ V∞, we have Lie groups µn →֒ G˜v ։ Gv; for each
such place, choose a maximal compact subgroup Kv with pullback K˜v ⊂ G˜v. Let
gv denote the complexified Lie algebra of Gv. The admissible ǫ-genuine representa-
tions of G˜v (i.e. admissible ǫ-genuine (gv, K˜v)-modules) may be identified with the
admissible modules over Hv,ǫ = Hǫ(G˜v) – the algebra of ǫ-genuine, left and right
K˜v-finite distributions on G˜v with support in K˜v. Define H∞,ǫ =
⊗
v∈V∞
Hv,ǫ.
An ǫ-genuine admissible representation of G˜A is an admissible module over the
Hecke algebra HA,ǫ := Hfin,ǫ ⊗H∞,ǫ.
A unitary representation of G˜A will mean a continuous representation of G˜A by
unitary operators on a Hilbert space. As in [Wei15, §4], following [Fla79, Theorem 4]
and Moore [Moo65, Lemma 6.3], the unitary representations of G˜A can be factored
as Hilbert space tensor products of unitary representations at all places (spherical
almost everywhere). We summarize the results in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2. The restricted tensor product gives a bijection between two sets:
• the set of families ([πv])v∈V , where [πv] ∈ Πǫ(G˜/Fv) for all v ∈ V and
[πv] ∈ Πǫ(G˜/Ov) for almost all v ∈ Vfin;
• the set of irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine representations of G˜A.
Similarly, in the unitary setting, we find a bijection between two sets:
• the set of families ([πv])v∈V , where [πv] ∈ Πunitǫ (G˜/Fv) for all v ∈ V and
[πv] ∈ Πunitǫ (G˜/Ov) for almost all v ∈ Vfin;
• the set of irreducible admissible ǫ-genuine unitary representations of G˜A.
8.2. Automorphic representations.
Definition 8.3. An ǫ-genuine automorphic central character (ǫ-genuine ACC, for
short) for G˜A is a continuous homomorphism χ : Z˜A → C× such that χ is trivial on
GF ∩ Z˜A and the restriction of χ to µn coincides with ǫ.
Proposition 8.4. Every ǫ-genuine ACC χ : Z˜A → C× extends uniquely to a con-
tinuous character GF Z˜A → C× which is trivial on GF .
Proof. Multiplication gives a surjective continuous homomorphism,
GF × Z˜A ։ GF Z˜A.
Since GF × Z˜A is a σ-compact locally compact topological group, the open mapping
theorem implies that the multiplication map above is an open map. Hence Z˜A (the
image of the open subgroup {1} × Z˜A under multiplication) is an open subgroup
of GF Z˜A. Thus the inclusion ZA →֒ GFZA induces a topological isomorphism of
locally compact abelian groups,
Z˜A
GF ∩ Z˜A
∼−→ GF · Z˜A
GF
.
The result follows immediately. 
The following definition is lifted with slight adaptation from [BJ79, §4.2] (and
generalizes [Wei15, Definition 4.9]
Definition 8.5. A function f : G˜A → C is an ǫ-genuine automorphic form if it
satisfies the following conditions.
(1) f(ζγg˜) = ǫ(ζ) · f(g˜) for all γ ∈ GF , ζ ∈ µn, and g˜ ∈ G˜A.
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(2) Pulling back, f is locally constant on G˜Afin and smooth on G˜v for all v ∈ V∞.
(3) There is a simple element ξ = ξfin⊗ ξ∞ ∈ Hfin,ǫ⊗H∞,ǫ such that f ∗ ξ = f .
(4) For every y ∈ G˜A and every place v ∈ V∞, the function G˜v → C, x 7→ f(x·y)
has moderate growth.
(5) The span of {f ∗ ξ : ξ ∈ Hfin ⊗H∞} is an admissible representation of G˜A.
The space of ǫ-genuine automorphic forms will be written AF ǫ(G˜A).
Definition 8.6. An ǫ-genuine automorphic representation of G˜A is an irreducible
admissible subquotient of AF ǫ(G˜A). Define Πǫ(G˜/F ) to be the set of equivalence
classes (as admissible representations of G˜A) of ǫ-genuine automorphic representa-
tions of G˜A.
By Schur’s Lemma, every ǫ-genuine automorphic representation of G˜A has an
ǫ-genuine automorphic central character. If χ is an ǫ-genuine ACC, then we also
write χ for its extension to GF · Z˜A. If χ is unitary, define L2χ(GF \G˜A) to be the
unitary representation of G˜A, induced (in the sense of Blattner [Bla61]) from the
unitary character χ of GF · Z˜A. Let L2,cuspχ (GF \G˜A) be the cuspidal subspace,
discussed for example in the work of Moeglin and Waldspurger [MW95].
An L2 automorphic representation of G˜ with central character χ is an irreducible
unitary subrepresentation of L2χ(GF \G˜A). An automorphic representation is called
cuspidal if it lies within L2,cuspχ (GF \G˜A). Define Πunitχ (G˜/F ) to be the set of equiv-
alence classes (as unitary representations of G˜A) of L2 automorphic representations
of G˜ with central character χ. Let Πcuspχ (G˜/F ) be the subset consisting of cuspidal
automorphic representations.
From the work of Harish-Chandra, Gelfand, and Piatetski-Shapiro, see also
[MW95, §I.2.18], the cuspidal automorphic spectrum decomposes as nicely as pos-
sible.
Proposition 8.7. Let χ be a unitary ǫ-genuine ACC. Then L2,cuspχ (GF \G˜A) de-
composes discretely into Hilbert space direct sum of ǫ-genuine unitary irreps, each
with finite multiplicity.
L2,cuspχ (GF \G˜A) ∼=
⊕̂
π∈Πcuspǫ (G˜/F )
mπ · [π].
Part 3. Parameters for split tori
9. A tale of two functors
Here we consider the simplest case in which we can give a one-to-one param-
eterization of irreducible genuine representations by Weil parameters: the case of
sharp covers of split tori over local fields. This case underlies more difficult cases
to follow.
Here F will denote a local field, and T a split torus over F . Fix a separable
closure F¯/F . Let Y be the cocharacter lattice of T, and X the character lattice.
We identify T = T(F ) with Y ⊗ F×; for y ∈ Y and u ∈ F×, we write uy for
y⊗ u ∈ T . Similarly, we write T∨ = X ⊗C× for the complex dual torus; for x ∈ X
and z ∈ C×, we write zx instead of x⊗ z.
Let n be a positive integer for which µn = {ζ ∈ F× : ζn = 1} has n elements.
Fix an injective character ǫ : µn →֒ C×.
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Let Covn(T) be the category of covers T˜ = (T
′, n) of T of degree n over F ,
as in Definition 1.2. Each such cover yields a quadratic form Q : Y → Z (its first
Brylinski-Deligne invariant) and hence a lattice YQ,n ⊂ Y . Let Cov♯n(T) be the full
subcategory whose objects are those extensions (T′, n) for which Y = YQ,n, and
for which Q is even-valued if n is odd. These are the sharp covers of degree n, and
they form a Picard groupoid.
If α : S
∼−→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, then pulling back gives an equiva-
lence of Picard groupoids α∗ : Cov♯n(T)→ Cov♯n(S).
9.1. The functor of genuine characters. Suppose that T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) is a sharp
degree n cover of T over F . Let Q : Y → Z be its first Brylinski-Deligne invariant.
The sharp cover T˜ defines a short exact sequences of locally compact abelian
groups (the construction of [B-D, §10.3], abelian by [Wei09, Proposition 4.1]),
µn →֒ T˜ ։ T.
Define Π(T) = Hom(T,C×) (continuous homomorphisms). Recall that
Πǫ(T˜) = Homǫ(T˜ ,C
×),
the set of continuous ǫ-genuine homomorphisms (those that restrict to ǫ on µn).
Then Πǫ(T˜) is a Π(T)-torsor by twisting.
A morphism f : T˜1 → T˜2 in Cov♯n(T) yields an isomorphism f : T˜1 → T˜2 (an
isomorphism of extensions of T by µn). The map χ 7→ χ ◦ f gives a morphism of
Π(T)-torsors from Πǫ(T˜2) to Πǫ(T˜1).
Proposition 9.1. The construction above defines a contravariant additive functor
of Picard groupoids,
Πǫ : Cov
♯
n(T)→ Tors(Π(T)).
Proof. The only thing to check is compatibility with Baer sums. If T˜ = T˜1∔ T˜2 is
the Baer sum of two objects of Cov♯n(T), then the resulting extension µn →֒ T˜ ։ T
is the Baer sum of T˜1 and T˜2. If t ∈ T , then the elements of T˜ lying over t are given
by pairs (t˜1, t˜2) ∈ T˜1 × T˜2 lying over t, modulo the relation (t˜1ζ, t˜2) = (t˜1, ζt˜2) for
all ζ ∈ µn.
If χ1 ∈ Πǫ(T˜1) and χ2 ∈ Πǫ(T˜2), then define
χ(t˜1, t˜2) = χ1(t˜1) · χ2(t˜2).
Since both χ1 and χ2 are ǫ-genuine, χ(t˜1ζ, t˜2) = χ(t˜1, ζt˜2), and so χ descends to
an ǫ-genuine character of T˜ . The map (χ1, χ2) 7→ χ defines a function Πǫ(T˜1) ×
Πǫ(T˜2) → Πǫ(T˜). Checking compatibility with twisting by Π(T), this defines an
isomorphism of Π(T)-torsors,
Πǫ(T˜1)∔Πǫ(T˜2)
∼−→ Πǫ(T˜1 ∔ T˜2).
This isomorphism defines an additive structure on the functor Πǫ. 
If α : S
∼−→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, and T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T), and S˜ = α∗T˜,
then we find a commutative diagram of locally compact abelian groups with exact
rows.
µn S˜ S
µn T˜ T
= α˜ α
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Pulling back characters gives a group isomorphism α∗ : Π(T) → Π(S). Pushing
out torsors via α∗ gives an equivalence of Picard groupoids, which we also write
α∗ : Tors(Π(T)) → Tors(Π(S)). Pulling back genuine characters gives a bijection
α˜∗ : Πǫ(T˜) → Πǫ(S˜). Allowing covers to vary, these bijections define a natural
isomorphism α˜∗ : α∗ ◦Πǫ ⇒ Πǫ ◦ α∗ making the following diagram 2-commute.
(9.1)
Cov♯n(T) Tors(Π(T))
Cov♯n(S) Tors(Π(S))
Πǫ
α∗ α∗
Πǫ
9.2. The functor of Weil parameters. Since T is a split torus over F , and
Y = YQ,n, the L-group of T (see Section 5.4) is a central extension of locally
compact groups,
T∨ →֒ LT˜ ։ GalF ,
with T∨ = X ⊗ C×. Since T is split, the L-group is well-defined up to unique
isomorphism, without specifying a base point in the associated gerbe.
Define Φ(T) = Hom(WF , T∨), the abelian group of Weil parameters for T.
Define Φǫ(T˜) to be the set of Weil parameters from WF to LT˜ . Then Φǫ(T˜) is
naturally a torsor for Φ(T).
A morphism f : T˜1 → T˜2 in Cov♯n(T) is automatically a well-aligned isomor-
phism. It induces an equivalence of L-groups, by Section 5.5.
T∨ LT˜2 GalF
T∨ LT˜1 GalF
= Lf =
Composition with Lf defines an isomorphism of Φ(T)-torsors, from LT˜2-valued
parameters to LT˜1-valued parameters.
Proposition 9.2. This defines a contravariant additive functor of Picard groupoids,
Φǫ : Cov
♯
n(T)→ Tors(Φ(T)).
Proof. We have described such a functor Φǫ, at the level of objects and morphisms.
To check that Φǫ respects the additive structure, we must see how the construction
of the L-group behaves for the Baer sum of two covers. So consider two objects T˜1
and T˜2 of Cov
♯
n(T), and write T˜ for their Baer sum. Write D1,D2,D for the second
Brylinski-Deligne invariants of T˜1, T˜2 and T˜, respectively. The construction of the
second Brylinski-Deligne invariant respects Baer sums, and so we find extensions
of sheaves on Fe´t,
Gm →֒ Di ։ Y, for i = 1, 2,
and D = D1 ∔D2. The Hom(Y,Gm)-torsor of splittings Spl(D) is naturally iden-
tified with the contraction of the torsors Spl(D1) and Spl (D2). This gives an
equivalence from the gerbe of nth roots of Spl(D) to the contraction of gerbes,
n
√
Spl(D)
∼−→ n
√
Spl(D1)∔
n
√
Spl(D2).
If z1, z2 are base points (over some finite Galois F ′/F ), objects of n
√
Spl(D1) and
n
√
Spl(D2) respectively, then we find a base point z = z1 ∧ z2 of n
√
Spl(D).
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This defines a map, for all γ ∈ GalF
Hom(z1,
γz1)×Hom(z2, γz2)→ Hom(z, γz).
Assembling these, we find an isomorphism of extensions of GalF by T∨,
(9.2) π1(Eǫ(T˜), z¯)
∼−→ π1(Eǫ(T˜1), z¯1)∔ π1(Eǫ(T˜2), z¯2).
Let Q,Q1, Q2 be the first Brylinski-Deligne invariants of T˜, T˜1, T˜2, respectively.
Then Q = Q1 +Q2. This gives an isomorphism of extensions of GalF by T∨,
(9.3) (τQ)∗G˜alF
∼−→ (τQ1)∗G˜alF ∔ (τQ2)∗G˜alF .
Taking the Baer sums of (9.2) and (9.3), we find an L-equivalence of L-groups,
LT˜
∼−→ LT˜1 ∔ LT˜2,
This L-equivalence defines an isomorphism of Φ(T)-torsors, from the LT˜ -valued
Weil parameters Φǫ(T˜) to the contraction of Φ(T)-torsors Φǫ(T˜1)∔Φǫ(T˜2). This
defines the additive structure on the functor Φǫ as required. 
If α : S
∼−→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, and T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T), and S˜ = α∗T˜,
then we find a well-aligned isomorphism,
K2 S
′ S
K2 T
′ T
= α′ α
This defines an equivalence of L-groups,
T∨ LT˜ GalF
S∨ LS˜ GalF
α∨ Lα =
The isomorphism α∨ : T∨ → S∨ gives a group isomorphism α∨ : Φ(T)→ Φ(S).
Composition with Lα gives a bijection Lα : Φǫ(T˜) → Φǫ(S˜). Allowing covers to
vary, these bijections define a natural isomorphism Lα : α∨ ◦Φǫ ⇒ Φǫ ◦α∨ making
the following diagram 2-commute.
(9.4)
Cov♯n(T) Tors(Φ(T))
Cov♯n(S) Tors(Φ(S))
Φǫ
α∗ α∨
Φǫ
9.3. The goal. Class field theory gives a group isomorphism (the simplest case of
[Lan97]),
L : Π(T) ∼−→ Φ(T).
Indeed, if rec : WabF ∼−→ F× is the isomorphism of class field theory (normalized
so that a geometric Frobenius corresponds to a uniformizing parameter, in the
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nonarchimedean case), then L is the isomorphism given by composing the sequence
of isomorphisms,
L : Π(T) = Hom(T,C×) = Hom(Y ⊗ F×,C×)
canY−−−→ Hom(F×, X ⊗ C×)
rec∗−−→ Hom(WF , X ⊗ C×) = Hom(WF , T∨) = Φ(T).
Here and later, canY : Hom(Y ⊗ F×,C×) ∼−→ Hom(F×, X ⊗ C×) is the natural
isomorphism arising from the duality of X and Y .
The goal for the next few sections is the construction of a natural isomorphism
Lǫ : L◦Πǫ ⇒ Φǫ of additive functors, which makes the following diagram of Picard
groupoids and additive functors 2-commute.
(9.5)
Tors(Π(T))
Cov♯n(T) ⇓ Lǫ?
Tors(Φ(T))
L
Πǫ
Φǫ
Here we abuse notation slightly, and write L not only for the isomorphismΠ(T) ∼−→
Φ(T), but also for the equivalence of Picard groupoids given by pushing out via L,
Tors(Π(T))
∼−→ Tors(Π(Φ(T))).
This pushout isomorphism L is naturally isomorphic to the functor which sends
an Π(T)-torsor V to the Φ(T)-torsor with underlying set V and action given by
φ ∗ v = L−1(φ) ∗ v for all v ∈ V, φ ∈ Φ(T).
In this way, viewing L as the identity map on underlying sets, the natural isomor-
phism Lǫ will give a bijection from Πǫ(T˜) to Φǫ(T˜), for any cover T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T).
We will also prove that Lǫ is compatible with pullbacks, in the following sense.
If α : S→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, and and T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T), and S˜ = α∗T˜,
then L is compatible with pullbacks in the sense that the following diagram of
groups and isomorphisms commutes.
Π(T) Φ(T)
Π(S) Φ(S)
L
α∗ α∗
L
We will find a commutative diagram of additive functors and natural isomor-
phisms.
(9.6)
α∗ ◦ L ◦Πǫ α∗ ◦Φǫ
L ◦ α∗ ◦Πǫ
L ◦Πǫ ◦ α∗ Φǫ ◦ α∗
Lǫ
Lα
α˜∗
Lǫ
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In other words, given an ǫ-genuine character of a cover T˜ , we may proceed in two
directions: first, we may parameterize it by a LT˜ -valued Weil parameter, and then
push that parameter to find a LS˜-valued Weil parameter. Second, we may pull back
the character to find an ǫ-genuine character of the cover S˜, and then parameterize
by an LS˜-valued Weil parameter. The resulting LS˜-valued Weil parameters will be
the same, according to the diagram above.
Thus Lǫ : L ◦Πǫ ∼=⇒ Φǫ will parameterize ǫ-genuine characters by Weil param-
eters, for sharp covers of split tori. Formulating Lǫ as a natural isomorphism of
additive functors means that our parameterization of ǫ-genuine representations will
be compatible with morphisms of covers, Baer sums, twisting, and pullbacks (via
isomorphisms of tori). The proof requires some intermediate steps, and we will
proceed through two more functors and three natural isomorphisms, according to
the roadmap below.
(9.7) L ◦Πǫ rec∗ ◦ΠDǫ rec∗ ◦ΦAǫ Φǫ.D P A
10. Deligne’s construction
Here we utilize an idea of Deligne (personal communication) which relates the
genuine characters of one extension to splittings of a “dual” extension. This provides
a natural isomorphism from the functor canY ◦Πǫ to a functor ΠDǫ which will be
easier to work with later. We fully credit Deligne with the elegant idea of this
construction, and we take responsibility for any sloppiness in exposition.
10.1. Dual extensions. We give a very general construction here; suppose that
J and C are locally compact abelian groups (with composition written multiplica-
tively), and X and Y are finite-rank free abelian groups in duality as before. There
is a group isomorphism,
Ext(Y ⊗ J,C) ∼= Ext(J,X ⊗ C),
where Ext denotes the group of isomorphism classes of extensions (of locally com-
pact abelian groups). This follows from the fact that Ext distributes over finite
direct sums. We can beef this up to an equivalence of Picard groupoids as follows:
Let Ext(Y ⊗ J,C) be the Picard groupoid of extensions of locally compact abelian
groups, and E an object therein,
C →֒ E ։ Y ⊗ J.
Tensoring with X yields an extension of locally compact abelian groups,
X ⊗ C →֒ X ⊗ E ։ X ⊗ Y ⊗ J.
Pulling back via the canonical inclusion ι : Z →֒ X ⊗ Y yields an extension
X ⊗ C →֒ ι∗(X ⊗ E)։ J.
Proposition 10.1. This defines an equivalence of Picard groupoids,
DY = ι
∗(X ⊗ •) : Ext(Y ⊗ J,C)→ Ext(J,X ⊗ C).
Proof. We begin by checking that the construction DY gives a bijection on isomor-
phism classes. Choosing a Z-basis {y1, . . . , yr} of Y , and dual basis {x1, . . . , xr} of
X yields group isomorphisms Ext(Y ⊗J,C) ∼=⊕ri=1 Ext(J,C) and Ext(J,X⊗C) ∼=⊕r
i=1 Ext(J,C).
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The canonical map ι : Z →֒ X ⊗ Y satisfies ι(1) = ∑ri=1 xi ⊗ yi. It follows that
the construction gives a commutative diagram.
Ext(Y ⊗ J,C) Ext(J,X ⊗ C)
⊕r
i=1 Ext(J,C)
⊕r
i=1 Ext(J,C).
DY
∼ ∼
⊕
DZ
But the functor DZ is (naturally isomorphic to) the identity functor on the category
Ext(J,C). Thus the bottom row of the commutative diagram is an isomorphism,
and so the top row is an isomorphism.
To demonstrate that DY is an equivalence of categories, we trace through an
automorphism of an extension C →֒ E ։ Y ⊗ J . Such an automorphism is given
by an element a ∈ Hom(Y ⊗ J,C) (a continuous homomorphism). With respect
to the chosen basis, a =
∏
ξxii for some family of homomorphisms ξi : J → C. In
other words, a(jy) =
∏
i ξi(j)
〈xi,y〉.
If e ∈ E lies over jy ∈ Y ⊗ J , then the automorphism ηa ∈ Aut(E) is given by
ηa(e) = e ·
∏
i
ξi(j)
〈xi,y〉.
The resulting automorphism of X ⊗C →֒ X ⊗E ։ X ⊗ Y ⊗ J is characterized by
ηa,X(x⊗ e) = (x⊗ e) ·
∏
i
ξi(j)
〈xi,y〉·x,
if x ∈ X , and e ∈ E lies over jy ∈ Y ⊗ J . Thus in the pullback via ι : Z →֒ X ⊗ Y ,
we find that the automorphism of DYE := ι∗(X ⊗ E) is given by
DY ηa(j˜) = j˜ ·
∏
i
ξi(j)
〈xi,yi〉·xi = j˜ ·
∏
i
ξi(j)
xi ,
for all j˜ ∈ DY E lying over j ∈ J .
The automorphism group of E is canonically identified with Hom(Y ⊗J,C). The
automorphism group of DYE is canonically identified with Hom(J,X ⊗ C). The
computations above demonstrate that the functor DY coincides on automorphism
groups with the canonical isomorphism,
DY = canY : Hom(Y ⊗ J,C) ∼−→ Hom(J,X ⊗ C).
Therefore DY is an equivalence of Picard groupoids. Compatibility with Baer sums
is left to the reader. 
The equivalence DY depends functorially on C and J as well. For example, if
j : J1 → J2 is a homomorphism of locally compact abelian groups, then a natural
isomorphism makes the square below 2-commute.
(10.1)
Ext(Y ⊗ J2, C) Ext(J2, X ⊗ C)
Ext(Y ⊗ J1, C) Ext(J1, X ⊗ C)
DY
j∗ j∗
DY
Here the vertical arrows are additive functors given by pullback via j.
The equivalence DY also depends functorially on Y , at least for isomorphisms.
Let α : Y1 → Y2 be an isomorphism of finite-rank free abelian groups, and write
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α∨ : X2 → X1 for the dual isomorphism. Then a natural isomorphism makes the
square below 2-commute.
(10.2)
Ext(Y2 ⊗ J,C) Ext(J,X2 ⊗ C)
Ext(Y1 ⊗ J,C) Ext(J,X1 ⊗ C)
DY
α∗ α
∨
∗
DY
10.2. Genuine characters and splittings. Now consider an extension of locally
compact abelian groups,
µn →֒ E ։ Y ⊗ J,
Pushing out via ǫ : µn →֒ C× yields a commutative diagram
µn E Y ⊗ J
C× ǫ∗E Y ⊗ J
ǫ =
Giving an ǫ-genuine character of E is the same, by the universal property of
pushouts, as giving a splitting of the bottom row of this diagram. In this way,
we find an isomorphism of Hom(Y ⊗ J,C×)-torsors,
(10.3) Homǫ(E,C
×)
∼−→ Spl(ǫ∗E).
Applying the functor DY = ι∗(X ⊗ •) to ǫ∗E yields an extension
X ⊗ C× →֒ DY ǫ∗E ։ J.
A splitting of ǫ∗E is the same as an isomorphism from ǫ∗E to the trivial extension
(i.e., zero object) in the Picard groupoid Ext(Y ⊗J,C×). Since DY is an equivalence
of Picard groupoids, it defines a bijection,
(10.4) DY : Spl(ǫ∗E)
∼−→ Spl(DY ǫ∗E).
Assembling (10.3) and (10.4), we have a bijection,
(10.5) Homǫ(E,C×)
∼−→ Spl(DY ǫ∗E),
which intertwines the Hom(Y ⊗J,C×)-action on Homǫ(E,C×) with the Hom(J,X⊗
C×) action on Spl(DY ǫ∗E), the intertwining passing through the isomorphism canY .
10.3. A natural isomorphism. If µn →֒ T˜ ։ T arises from a sharp cover T˜ as
before, then define DT˜ = DY ǫ∗T˜ . This is an extension of locally compact abelian
groups,
X ⊗ C× →֒ DT˜ ։ F×.
Define ΠDǫ (T˜) = Spl(
DT˜ ). We have described a bijection,
D : Πǫ(T˜) = Homǫ(T˜ ,C×) ∼−→ Spl(DT˜ ) = ΠDǫ (T˜).
Define ΠD(T) = Hom(F×, X ⊗ C×), so canY : Π(T) → ΠD(T) is an isomor-
phism. We find that ΠDǫ (T˜) is naturally a Π
D(T)-torsor. Moreover, D intertwines
the Π(T)-torsor structure on Πǫ(T˜) with the Π
D(T)-torsor structure on ΠDǫ (T˜),
via canY .
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Putting everything together, we find the following diagram of Picard groupoids
and additive functors, made 2-commutative by D : canY ◦Πǫ ⇒ ΠDǫ .
Cov♯n(T) Ext(Y ⊗ F×, µn) Tors(Π(T))
Ext(F×, X ⊗ C×) Tors(ΠD(T))
Πǫ
ΠDǫ
DY ǫ∗
Homǫ(•,C
×)
canY
Spl
For reference, we trace an object T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) through this diagram.
T˜ T˜ Homǫ(T˜ ,C
×)
DT˜ Spl
(
DT˜
)
Πǫ
ΠDǫ
Compressing the diagram down a bit, we find that D : canY ◦Πǫ ⇒ ΠDǫ is a
natural isomorphism of additive functors, making the following diagram of Picard
groupoids and additive functors 2-commute.
(10.6)
Tors(Π(T))
Cov♯n(T) ⇓ D
Tors(ΠD(T))
canY
Πǫ
ΠDǫ
Composing with rec∗, and recalling that L = rec∗ ◦ canY , we have constructed a
natural isomorphism
(10.7) D : L ◦Πǫ =⇒ rec∗ ◦ΠDǫ .
The natural isomorphism D is compatible with pullbacks in the following way.
Suppose that α : S→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) and S˜ is the
pullback of T˜. The following diagram of additive functors and natural isomorphisms
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commutes.
(10.8)
α∗ ◦ L ◦Πǫ α∗ ◦ rec∗ ◦ΠDǫ
L ◦ α∗ ◦Πǫ
L ◦Πǫ ◦ α∗ rec∗ ◦ΠDǫ ◦ α∗
D
Dα˜
α˜∗
D
Indeed, rec∗ and L are compatible with pullback. From (10.2), the construction
of the “dual extension” is compatible with pullback. In particular, α induces an
isomorphism Dα˜ : DT˜ → DS˜ lying over α∨ : T∨ → S∨.
Given an ǫ-genuine character of T˜ , we may proceed in two directions: first, one
can construct a splitting of DT˜ , and then push via Dα˜ to find a splitting of DS˜.
Second, we can pull back to find an ǫ-genuine character of S˜, and use that to
construct a splitting of DS˜. The above diagram states that the resulting splitting
of DS˜ will be the same.
11. Weil parameters as splittings
The natural isomorphism D : canY ◦Πǫ ⇒ ΠDǫ relates genuine characters to
splittings of a central extension. Here we define a natural isomorphism which
relates Weil parameters to splittings of another central extension.
Begin with the L-group T∨ →֒ LT˜ ։ GalF . Since H2(GalF ,C×) = 0, this
extension splits. While there is no canonical splitting of LT˜ , the splitting over
the commutator subgroup [GalF ,GalF ] is canonical; indeed, two splittings of LT˜
differ by an element of Hom(GalF , T∨), and such a homomorphism is trivial on
[GalF ,GalF ] since T∨ is abelian. From this observation, we get an extension of
abelian groups,
(11.1) T∨ →֒ LT˜/[GalF ,GalF ]։ GalabF .
Let AT˜ be the pullback of (11.1) via F×
rec−1−−−→WabF →֒ GalabF ,
T∨ →֒ AT˜ ։ F×.
(A stands for abelian.) Define ΦAǫ (T˜) = Spl(
AT˜ ), viewed as a Hom(F×, T∨)-torsor.
Proposition 11.1. Every Weil parameter φ : WF → LT˜ descends uniquely to a
homomorphism WabF → AT˜ . This defines a bijection,
A : Φǫ(T˜)→ ΦAǫ (T˜),
which intertwines the Φ(T) = Hom(WF , T∨)-torsor structure on the left with the
ΠD(T) = Hom(F×, T∨)-torsor structure on the right, via the reciprocity isomor-
phism rec∗ : ΠD(T)
∼−→ Φ(T).
Proof. Let σ : GalF → LT˜ be any splitting and write σ′ : WF → LT˜ for its pullback
via the canonical map WF → GalF . If φ ∈ Φǫ(T˜) is a Weil parameter, then both
σ′ and φ are homomorphisms from WF to LT˜ , and there exists a unique function
τ : WF → T∨ such that φ(w) = σ(w) · τ(w), for all w ∈ WF .
Since T∨ is contained in the center of LT˜ , we find that τ : WF → T∨ is a homo-
morphism. Hence φ = σ · τ sends the commutator subgroup of WF to the image
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of [GalF ,GalF ] in LT˜ . Thus φ descends uniquely to a homomorphism WabF → AT˜ .
Pulling back via the reciprocity isomorphism rec−1 : F×
∼−→ WabF yields a homo-
morphism A(φ) : F× → AT˜ as claimed. This homomorphism A(φ) is a splitting
of AT˜ , and the construction of A(φ) from φ is compatible with twisting by Φ(T)
throughout. 
The construction of the L-group gives an additive functor of Picard categories,
Cov♯n(T) → CExt(GalF , T∨) (the latter category is a Picard groupoid with one
isomorphism class, since H2(GalF , T∨) is trivial). The construction of AT˜ from
the (split) extension LT˜ comes from another additive functor of Picard categories,
CExt(GalF , T
∨)→ Ext(F×, T∨). Here Ext(F×, T∨) is the Picard groupoid of exten-
sions of locally compact abelian groups. It can be proven that every such extension
splits. Finally we apply the additive functor of splittings Spl,
Spl : Ext(F×, T∨)→ Tors(Hom(F×, T∨)).
Recall that ΠD(T) denotes Hom(F×, T∨). As the composition of three additive
functors, ΦAǫ is an additive functor,
ΦAǫ : Cov
♯
n(T)→ Tors(ΠD(T)).
The bijection φ 7→ A(φ), from the set of Weil parameters to Spl(AT˜ ), gives a natural
isomorphism of additive functors, A : Φǫ ∼=⇒ rec∗ ◦ΦAǫ .
(11.2)
Tors(Φ(T))
Cov
♯
n(T) ⇓ A
Tors(ΠD(T))
Φǫ
ΦAǫ
rec∗
The natural isomorphism A is compatible with pullbacks in the following way.
Suppose that α : S→ T is an isomorphism of split tori, T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) and S˜ is the
pullback of T˜. Then we find the L-morphism Lα˜ : LT˜ → LS˜. This descends to a
morphism of extensions Aα˜ as below.
T∨ AT˜ F×
S∨ AS˜ F×
α∨ Aα˜ =
In this way, α yields a bijection Aα : Spl(AT˜ )→ Spl(AS˜).
The following diagram of additive functors and natural isomorphisms commutes.
(11.3)
α∗ ◦Φǫ α∗ ◦ rec∗ ◦ΦAǫ
Φǫ ◦ α∗ rec∗ ◦ΦAǫ ◦ α∗
A
Lα˜ Aα˜
A
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Given a Weil parameter valued in LT˜ , we may proceed in two directions: first, one
can push via Lα˜ to find a Weil parameter valued in LS˜, which descends to a splitting
of AS˜. Second, one can descend the original parameter to find a splitting of AT˜ ,
and then push via Aα˜ to find a splitting of AS˜. The above diagram states that the
resulting splitting of AS˜ will be the same.
12. Parameterization
With (10.7) and (11.2), we have now constructed additive functors and natural
isomorphisms as below:
L ◦Πǫ rec∗ ◦ΠDǫ rec∗ ◦ΦAǫ ΦǫD A
The real work comes here, as we define a natural isomorphism of functorsΠDǫ ⇔ ΦAǫ
linking the middle terms. For this, we will define isomorphisms P(T˜) : DT˜ ∼−→ AT˜ ,
in the category of extensions of F× by T∨.
A morphism j : T˜1 → T˜2 in Cov♯n(T) yields two morphisms in Ext(F×, T∨).
Dj : DT˜2 → DT˜1, Aj : AT˜2 → AT˜1.
We will demonstrate that our isomorphisms P are compatible with morphisms in
Cov♯n(T), i.e., the following diagram commutes for all j : T˜1 → T˜2.
DT˜2
DT˜1
AT˜2
AT˜1
Dj
P(T˜2) P(T˜1)
Aj
This will provide a natural isomorphism of torsors
ΠDǫ (T˜) = Spl(
DT˜ )
P(T˜)−−−→ Spl(AT˜ ) = ΦAǫ (T˜).
In the work that follows, we frequently refer to extensions which are “incarnated”
by bimultiplicative cocycles, so we fix some terminology here. Suppose that J and
C are locally compact abelian groups. A bimultiplicative cocycle
θ : J × J → C
is a continuous function which factors through J ⊗Z J → C. (The usual 2-cocycle
identity follows from this). Such a cocycle allows one to define a central extension
C →֒ J ×θ C ։ J,
where J ×θ C = J × C as sets, and multiplication is given by
(j1, c1) · (j2, c2) = (j1j2, c1c2 · θ(j1, j2)).
We often write c instead of (1, c), viewing C as a subgroup of J ×θ C. But we
typically write s(j) = (j, 1), using the letter s for the section (not often a homo-
morphism) from J to J ×θ C.
For a bimultiplicative cocycle θ, induction gives a formula for powers,
(12.1) (j, 1)g = (jg, 1) · θ(j, j) g(g−1)2 for all j ∈ J, g ∈ Z>0.
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12.1. Incarnated covers. Suppose that T˜ = (T′, n) is a sharp cover incarnated
by C ∈ X ⊗X as in [B-D, §3]. We often utilize an ordered basis B = (y1, . . . , yr)
of Y and dual basis (x1, . . . , xr) of X in what follows. Write C =
∑
i,j c
ij
B xi ⊗ xj
with respect to this basis. Thus T′ = T×θC K2 (as sheaves of sets on FZar), where
θC : T×T→ K2 is the bimultiplicative cocycle (a map of sheaves of sets),
θC(t1, t2) =
∏
i,j
{xi(t1), xj(t2)}c
ij
B .
Note that the right side depends on C, but not on the choice of basis. Hence T′
depends only on C and not on the choice of basis.
The isomorphism class of T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) is determined by the associated quadratic
form Q(y) = C(y, y). If C0 ∈ X ⊗ X , and C0(y, y) = C(y, y) for all y ∈ Y ,
define A = C − C0, the alternating bilinear form represented by the matrix (aijB ),
aijB = c
ij
B − cijB,0. Write T˜0 for the degree n cover incarnated by C0. Associated to
A is an isomorphism ιB,A : T˜0 → T˜ given by
ιB,A(t, κ) =
t, κ ·∏
i<j
{xi(t), xj(t)}a
ij
B
 .
For any element uˆ =
∏
i u
xi
i ∈ X ⊗ F×, define an automorphism juˆ ∈ Aut(T˜) by
juˆ(t, κ) =
(
t, κ ·
∏
i
{xi(t), ui}
)
.
From [B-D, §3], it suffices to study incarnated covers and morphisms as above.
Proposition 12.1. The category Cov♯n(T) is equivalent to its full subcategory whose
objects are the covers incarnated by elements of X ⊗ X. Every morphism in this
full subcategory can be expressed as the composition of a morphism ιB,A (for some
alternating form A) and an automorphism of type juˆ (for some uˆ ∈ X ⊗ F×).
Proof. The isomorphism classes in Cov♯n(T) are in bijection with quadratic forms
Q : Y → Z such that Y = YQ,n and such that Q is even-valued if n is odd. Since
every quadratic form Q : Y → Z can be written as Q(y) = C(y, y) for some C ∈
X ⊗X , we find that every isomorphism class contains an incarnated cover.
The proposition now follows, since the category Cov♯n(T) is a groupoid, the
isomorphisms of type ιB,A link all objects within the same isomorphism class, and
the automorphism group of each object is identified with X⊗F× by [B-D, §3]. 
12.2. The extension DT˜ . For T˜ a sharp cover incarnated by C ∈ X ⊗X , every
ordered basis B of Y yields a section of DT˜ . We describe this here, and track the
dependence on basis and the effect of morphisms of covers.
First, T˜ yields an extension C× →֒ ǫ∗T˜ ։ T , with ǫ∗T˜ = T ×θC,ǫ C× and
incarnating cocycle
θC,ǫ(t1, t2) =
∏
i,j
Hilbǫn(xi(t1), xj(t2))
cij
B .
Hereafter we write Hilbǫn = ǫ ◦Hilbn : F× × F× → µn(C).
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An element of T = Y ⊗ F× can be written uniquely as ∏i uyii with ui ∈ F× for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Similarly, an element of T∨ = X ⊗ C× can be written uniquely as∏
i z
xi
i with zi ∈ C× for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
To construct DT˜ , we first tensor with X to obtain
X ⊗ C× →֒ X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ ։ X ⊗ Y ⊗ F×.
The basis B determines a section s⊗B : X⊗Y ⊗F× → X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ = X⊗ (T ×θC,ǫ C×),
s⊗B
 r∏
i=1
r∏
j=1
u
xi⊗yj
ij
 = r∏
i=1
 r∏
j=1
u
yj
ij , 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
an element of ǫ∗T˜
xi
∈ X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ .
Define a bimultiplicative cocycle θ⊗B : (X ⊗ Y ⊗ F×)× (X ⊗ Y ⊗ F×)→ X ⊗ C×,
θ⊗B
(
uxi⊗yj , vxk⊗yℓ
)
=
{
Hilbǫn(u, v)
cjℓ
B
xi , if i = k;
1 otherwise.
The section s⊗B defines a group isomorphism,
σ⊗B : (X ⊗ Y ⊗ F×)×θ⊗
B
(X ⊗ C×)→ X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ ,
characterized by σ⊗B (u
xi⊗yj , t∨) = t∨ · s⊗B (uxi⊗yj) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, u ∈ F×.
Recall that DT˜ = ι∗(X⊗ǫ∗T˜ ), where ι : Z →֒ X⊗Y sends 1 to
∑
i xi⊗yi. Define
θB : F
× × F× → X ⊗ C× to be the pullback of θ⊗B via ι. Thus
θB(u, v) = θ
⊗
B
∏
i
uxi⊗yi ,
∏
j
vxj⊗yj

=
∏
i,j
θ⊗B
(
uxi⊗yi , vxj⊗yj
)
=
∏
i
θ⊗B
(
uxi⊗yi , vxi⊗yi
)
=
∏
i
Hilbǫn(u, v)
ciiBxi =
∏
i
Hilbǫn(u, v)
Q(yi)xi .
(12.2)
Pulling back σ⊗B via ι gives a group isomorphism,
σB : F
× ×θB T∨ ∼−→ DT˜ ,
characterized by σB(u, t∨) = t∨ · s⊗B (ι(u)) for all u ∈ F×.
Lemma 12.2. For all u, v ∈ F×, we have
θB(u, v) =
r∏
i=1
Hilbǫn(u, v)
Q(yi)xi = τQ(Hilb2(u, v)).
In particular, θB is independent of basis.
Remark 12.3. If char(F ) = 2, then n is odd, so τQ(±1) = 1, and one should interpret
the lemma as θB(u, v) ≡ 1 since the quadratic Hilbert symbol is not defined.
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Proof. Recall that τQ : µ2 → T∨ = X⊗C× is dual to the homomorphism Y → 12Z/Z
given by y 7→ n−1Q(y). Thus τQ can be expressed using the basis B,
τQ(−1) =
∏
i
e2πin
−1Q(yi)·xi .
Since T˜ is a sharp cover, Y = YQ,n, and so 2Q(y) ∈ nZ for all y ∈ Y . If n is odd
(in particular if char(F ) = 2), this implies that Q(yi) ∈ nZ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and
so θB(u, v) = 1 = τQ(Hilb2(u, v)) as claimed.
If n is even, then Hilb2(u, v) = Hilbn(u, v)n/2 and so
Hilbǫn(u, v)
Q(yi) = Hilb2(u, v)
2Q(yi)/n =
{
Hilb2(u, v), if n−1Q(yi) 6∈ Z;
1, if n−1Q(yi) ∈ Z.
The result follows from our previous computation of θB(u, v) in (12.2). 
Hereafter, we write simply θ rather than θB. Thus σB gives an isomorphism in
Ext(F×, T∨),
σB : F
× ×θ T∨ → DT˜ .
The cocycle θ(u, v) = τQ(Hilb2(u, v)) is independent of basis, but the isomorphism
σB depends on the basis.
We trace through morphisms of extensions here. First, consider an element
uˆ =
∏
ℓ u
xℓ
ℓ ∈ X ⊗ F× = Aut(T˜). This defines an automorphism of ǫ∗T˜ , given by
juˆ(t, z) =
(
t, z ·
∏
ℓ
Hilbǫn(xℓ(t), uℓ)
)
.
On the other hand, for any extension E ∈ Ext(F×, T∨), uˆ defines an automor-
phism j∨uˆ ∈ Aut(E) by
(12.3) j∨uˆ (e) = e ·
∏
ℓ
Hilbǫn(v, uℓ)
xℓ , for all e ∈ E lying over v ∈ F×.
In particular, the automorphism j∨uˆ coincides with
Djuˆ on the extension DT˜ . If
E1, E2 ∈ Ext(F×, T∨), and η : E1 → E2 is a morphism of extensions, then
j∨uˆ ◦ η = η ◦ j∨uˆ .
From this, we directly obtain compatibility of σB with automorphisms.
Proposition 12.4. The isomorphisms σB are compatible with automorphisms juˆ,
i.e., the following diagram commutes.
F× ×θ T∨ DT˜
F× ×θ T∨ DT˜
σB
j∨uˆ j
∨
uˆ =
Djuˆ
σB
Next we consider a morphism ιB,A : T˜0 → T˜, given by two elements C0, C ∈
X ⊗X with C(y, y) = C0(y, y) for all y ∈ Y . The matrix (aijB ) is defined by aijB =
cijB − cijB,0, and the morphism of covers ιB,A induces an isomorphism ιB,A : ǫ∗T˜0 →
ǫ∗T˜ ,
ιB,A(t, z) =
t, z ·∏
i<j
Hilbǫn(xi(t), xj(t))
aij
B
 .
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Write σ0,B : F× ×θ T∨ → DT˜0 for the isomorphism defined analogously to σB.
Proposition 12.5. The isomorphisms σB and σ0,B fit into a commutative diagram.
F× ×θ T∨ DT˜
F× ×θ T∨ DT˜0
σB
= DιB,A
σ0,B
Proof. It suffices to check that the diagram commutes for elements of the form
(u, 1) ∈ F× ×θ T∨. Observe that the vertical map DιB,A is the restriction of a
homomorphism [X ⊗ ιB,A] : X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜0 → X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ ,
[X ⊗ ιB,A]
(∏
ℓ
(tℓ, 1)
xℓ
)
=
∏
ℓ
tℓ,∏
i<j
Hilbǫn(xi(tℓ), xj(tℓ))
aij
B
xℓ .
If (u, 1) ∈ F× ×θ T∨, then
σB(u, 1) = s
⊗
B
(∏
ℓ
uxℓ⊗yℓ
)
=
∏
ℓ
(uyℓ , 1)xℓ ∈ X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜ .
Similarly,
σ0,B(u, 1) =
∏
ℓ
(uyℓ , 1)xℓ ∈ X ⊗ ǫ∗T˜0.
Thus we find
DιB,A(σ0,B(u, 1)) = [X ⊗ ιB,A]
(∏
ℓ
(uyℓ , 1)xℓ
)
=
∏
ℓ
uyℓ ,∏
i<j
Hilbǫn(xi(u
yℓ), xj(u
yℓ))a
ij
B
xℓ
=
∏
ℓ
(uyℓ , 1)
xℓ = σB(u, 1).
The simplification of the inner product is based on the following observation:
xi(u
yℓ) = 1 unless i = ℓ and xj(uyℓ) = 1 unless j = ℓ, but the product is in-
dexed by only those i, j with i < j. 
12.3. Change of basis. If B′ = (y′1, . . . , y′r) is another ordered basis of Y , then
we find another isomorphism, σB′ : F× ×θ T∨ → DT˜ . Consider the change of basis
matrix (gij) ∈ GLr(Z), so that x′i =
∑
j gijxj and
∑
i gijy
′
i = yj . For what follows,
define
∆ij = c
ii
B′
gij(gij − 1)
2
, Γkℓj = c
kℓ
B′gkjgℓj ,
χ(u) = Hilbǫn(u, u) for all u ∈ F×.
(12.4)
Proposition 12.6. Define the automorphism fB,B′ ∈ Aut(F× ×θ T∨), in the cat-
egory Ext(F×, T∨),
fB,B′(u, t
∨) =
u, t∨ ·∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )xj
 .
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This fits into a commutative diagram in Ext(F×, T∨).
F× ×θ T∨
DT˜
F× ×θ T∨
σB
fB,B′
σB′
Proof. There exists a unique isomorphism fB,B′ making the diagram above com-
mute, given by fB,B′(u, t∨) = (u, δ(u)t∨), where δ(u) = s
⊗
B (ι(u)) · s⊗B′(ι(u))−1. Now
we compute
s⊗B′(ι(u)) = s
⊗
B′
(∏
i
ux
′
i⊗y
′
i
)
,
=
r∏
i=1
(uy
′
i , 1)x
′
i , (noting that (uy
′
i , 1) ∈ ǫ∗T˜ = T ×θC,ǫ C×)
=
r∏
i=1
(uy
′
i , 1)
∑r
j=1 gijxj ,
=
r∏
i,j=1
(uy
′
i , 1)gijxj ,
=
∏
j
∏
i
(
ugijy
′
i , 1
)xj ·∏
i,j
χ(u)∆ij·xj , by (12.1)
=
∏
j
(∏
i
ugijy
′
i , 1
)xj
·
∏
i,j
χ(u)∆ij ·xj ·
∏
j
∏
k<ℓ
χ(u)Γ
kℓ
j xj ,
=
∏
j
(uyi, 1)
xj ·
∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )xj ,
= s⊗B
∏
j
uxj⊗yj
 ·∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )xj ,
= s⊗B (ι(u)) ·
∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )xj .
The proposition follows immediately. 
12.4. Parameters. We begin with the same data, a degree n sharp cover T˜ of
a split torus T over F , incarnated by C ∈ X ⊗ X , and an ordered basis B =
(y1, . . . , yr) of the cocharacter lattice Y . The second Brylinski-Deligne invariant of
T˜ is an extension Gm →֒ D։ Y of sheaves on Fe´t, and we can describe D in terms
of C ∈ X ⊗X .
Tracing through the construction of the second Brylinski-Deligne invariant [B-D,
§3.12], consider T′(F ((υ))) for a formal parameter υ. This fits into a short exact
sequence
K2(F ((υ))) →֒ T′(F ((υ)))։ T(F ((υ))).
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This extension is incarnated by the bimultiplicative cocycle θυ satisfying
θB,υ(f
yi , gyj) = {f, g}cijB , for all f, g ∈ F ((υ)), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r.
Pushing out via the tame symbol ∂ : K2(F ((υ))) → K1(F ) = F×, and pulling
back via Y → T(F ((υ))), y 7→ υy, we find the extension F× →֒ D[F ] ։ Y . This
extension is incarnated by the bimultiplicative cocycle θB,D satisfying
θB,D(yi, yj) = ∂{υ, υ}c
ij
B = (−1)cijB .
This construction applies equally well over a finite Galois extension of F . Thus the
basis B determines an isomorphism
σB,D : Y ×θB,D Gm → D,
of extensions of sheaves of groups on Fe´t. Sharpness of T˜ implies that D is a sheaf
of abelian groups on Fe´t.
The choice of basis B gives a splitting of D: since Y is a constant sheaf of
free abelian groups, there exists a unique splitting dB : Y → D which satisfies
dB(yi) = σB,D(yi, 1), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Thus the choice of basis trivializes the
Hom(Y,Gm) = Tˆ-torsor Spl (D). This trivialization, in turn, neutralizes the gerbe
of nth roots n
√
Spl(D) over F . Explicitly, define zB ∈ n
√
Spl(D)[F ] by zB = (Tˆ, hB)
with hB : Tˆ → Spl(D) given by
(12.5) hB(aˆ) = aˆn ∗ dB.
This neutralizes the pushout Eǫ(T˜), and we find an isomorphism in CExt(GalF , T∨),
(12.6) λB : GalF ×T∨ → πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), zB),
The Baer sum with (τQ)∗G˜alF yields an isomorphism in CExt(GalF , T∨),
(12.7) λB : (τQ)∗G˜alF → LT˜zB .
Here LT˜zB denotes the L-group with respect to the base point zB. Note that
(τQ)∗G˜alF = GalF ×T∨ as sets, with multiplication given by the cocycle,
(γ1, γ2) 7→ τQ (Hilb2(rec γ1, rec γ2)) .
From (12.7), taking the quotient by [GalF ,GalF ], and pulling back via F× →
WabF → GalabF , we find an isomorphism in Ext(F×, T∨),
(12.8) λB : F× ×θ T∨ → AT˜zB ,
where we recall that θ(u, v) = τQ(Hilb2(u, v)). For what follows, it helps to describe
λB : F
× ×θ T∨ → AT˜zB in more detail. For an element (u, 1) ∈ F× ×θ T∨, take the
following steps:
• Choose γ ∈ WF ⊂ GalF such that rec(γ) = u.
• Since zB is defined over F , Hom(zB, γzB) = Hom(zB, zB). Thus we have an
element IdB,γ ∈ Hom(zB, γzB) ⊂ πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), zB).
• We also have an element (γ, 1) ∈ (τQ)∗G˜alF lying over γ ∈ GalF . Hence
((γ, 1), IdB,γ) ∈ LT˜zB = (τQ)∗G˜alF ∔ πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), zB).
• λB(u, 1) is the image of ((γ, 1), IdB,γ) in the quotient AT˜zB .
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As in Proposition 12.4, the isomorphisms λB are compatible with automorphisms
of covers. If uˆ ∈ X⊗F×, then we have the resulting automorphism juˆ ∈ Aut(T˜). As
before, let j∨uˆ denote the automorphism of any extension in Ext(F
×, T∨) associated
to uˆ. Since juˆ is well-aligned, we also get an automorphism of the L-group LT˜zB ,
which descends to an automorphism Ajuˆ of AT˜zB .
Proposition 12.7. For all uˆ ∈ X ⊗ F×, j∨uˆ = Ajuˆ, making the following diagram
commute.
F× ×θ T∨ AT˜B
F× ×θ T∨ AT˜B
λB
j∨uˆ j
∨
uˆ =
Ajuˆ
λB
Proof. We trace the automorphism juˆ through the construction of LT˜zB . It has no
effect on (τQ)∗G˜alF . On the other hand, the automorphism juˆ corresponds to the
automorphism of Gm →֒ D։ Y ,
d 7→ d · uˆ(y), for all d ∈ D lying over y ∈ Y.
Here and later, uˆ ∈ X ⊗ F× = Hom(Y, F×), so uˆ(y) ∈ F×.
If s ∈ Spl(D), then j∗uˆ(s) = uˆ−1 ∗ s is the pullback of s via juˆ. (See Section 3.4
for conventions on well-aligned functoriality). From this, juˆ gives an equivalence of
gerbes n
√
j∗uˆ :
n
√
Spl(D) → n
√
Spl(D), which sends the base point zB = (Tˆ, hB) to
z′B = (Tˆ, uˆ ◦ hB). Here uˆ ◦ hB : Tˆ → Spl (D) satisfies
(12.9) [uˆ ◦ hB](aˆ) = aˆnuˆ−1 ∗ dB.
Choose any isomorphism ρ : zB → z′B in n
√
Spl(D)[F¯ ]. Concretely, ρ : Tˆ → Tˆ must
be a map of Tˆ-torsors, so there exists τˆ ∈ Tˆ such that ρ(aˆ) = τˆ ∗ aˆ, for all aˆ ∈ Tˆ.
Moreover, since ρ intertwines hB and uˆ ◦ hB, (12.5) and (12.9) imply that τˆn = uˆ.
Now, for any f ∈ πe´t1 ( n
√
Spl (D), zB) = Hom(zB, zB), define an isomorphism
f ′ ∈ πe´t1 ( n
√
Spl(D), z′B) by the rule f
′(aˆ) = f(aˆ) for all aˆ ∈ Tˆ. (Here we note that
zB = (Tˆ, hB) and z′B = (Tˆ, uˆ ◦ hB), so f and f ′ are both given by functions from Tˆ
to itself). Then f ′ is the image of f , under the equivalence of gerbes n
√
juˆ.
Define
ρf ∈ πe´t1 ( n
√
Spl (D), zB) =
γρ−1 ◦ f ′ ◦ ρ ∈ Hom(zB, γzB).
Then we compute
ρf(aˆ) = γρ−1(f ′(ρ(aˆ))) = γρ−1(f ′(τˆ ∗ aˆ)) = τˆ
γ(τˆ)
∗ f(aˆ).
Pushing out via ǫ and taking the Baer sum with (τQ)∗G˜alF , we find that f 7→ ρf
induces an automorphism Ljuˆ of the extension
T∨ →֒ LT˜zB ։ GalF ,
given by
Ljuˆ(f) = ǫ
(
n
√
uˆ
γ( n
√
uˆ)
)
· f.
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for all f lying over γ ∈ GalF . For uℓ ∈ F× and γ ∈ WF ⊂ GalF , the relationship
between the Artin symbol and Hilbert symbol gives
γ n
√
uℓ
n
√
uℓ
= Hilbn(uℓ, rec γ) = Hilbn(rec γ, uℓ)
−1.
Hence, Ljuˆ descends to an automorphism Ajuˆ of the extension
T∨ →֒ AT˜zB ։ F×,
given by
Ajuˆ(e) = e ·
∏
ℓ
Hilbǫn(v, uℓ)
xℓ ,
for all e ∈ AT˜zB lying over v ∈ F×. Hence Ajuˆ = j∨uˆ as defined in (12.3). 
Next, as in Proposition 12.5, consider two elements C0, C ∈ X ⊗ X such that
C0(y, y) = C(y, y) for all y ∈ Y . Let A = C−C0, giving an isomorphism ιB,A : T˜0 →
T˜ of the incarnated covers. Write D0, d0,B, z0,B, AT˜0,z0,B , etc., for the analogues of
D, dB, zB, AT˜zB , using C0 instead of C.
Proposition 12.8. The homomorphism AιB,A : AT˜zB → AT˜0,z0,B , induced by the
well-aligned isomorphism ιB,A, fits into a commutative square.
F× ×θ T∨ AT˜zB
F× ×θ T∨ AT˜0,z0,B
λB
= AιB,A
λ0,B
Proof. The isomorphism ιB,A : T˜0 → T˜ gives an isomorphism of extensions below.
Gm D0 Y
Gm D Y
= ιB,A =
Using the presentation of D0 and D by cocycles from C0 and C, respectively, we
find that
ιB,A(y, 1) =
y,∏
i<j
(−1)〈xi,y〉·〈xj,y〉·aijB
 ,
for all y ∈ Y . Recall that the basis B gave splittings of D0 and D respectively,
satisfying d0(yi) = (yi, 1) and d(yi) = (yi, 1). Since ιB,A(yi, 1) = (yi, 1), we find
that ιB,A ◦ d0 = d.
We may use ιB,A to pull back splittings of D to splittings of D0. We find that
this map of Tˆ-torsors
ι∗B,A : Spl(D)→ Spl(D0)
sends the trivialization d to the trivialization d0. It follows that ι∗B,A gives a functor
of gerbes,
ι∗B,A :
n
√
Spl(D)→ n
√
Spl(D0)
which sends the base point zB to the base point z0,B. As both are base points defined
over F , we find that ι∗B,A sends the identity morphism IdB,γ ∈ Hom(zB, γzB) =
Hom(zB, zB) to the corresponding identity morphism Id0,B,γ ∈ Hom(z0,B, γz0,B).
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It follows that AιB,A sends λB(u, 1) to λ0,B(u, 1) for all u ∈ F×. The proposition
follows. 
12.5. Change of basis. If B′ = (y′1, . . . , y′r) is another basis, then we find from
it another splitting dB′ : Y → D characterized by d′B(y′i) = (y′i, 1). This provides
another trivialization of the torsor Spl(D), and thus another object zB′ = (Tˆ, hB′)
of n
√
Spl(D)[F ].
An isomorphism ι : zB → zB′ in n
√
Spl(D)[F¯ ] produces an isomorphism Lι : LTzB →
LTzB′ in CExt(GalF , T
∨), and any two such isomorphisms ι1, ι2 produce the same
isomorphism Lι1 = Lι2. It follows that there is a unique automorphism rB,B′ of
F× ×θ T∨ in the category Ext(F×, T∨), which makes the following diagram com-
mute.
F× ×θ T∨ ATzB
F× ×θ T∨ ATzB′
λB
rB,B′ Aι
λB′
Consider the change of basis matrix (gij) ∈ GLr(Z), so that x′i =
∑
j gijxj and∑
i gijy
′
i = yj . Define ∆ij , Γ
kℓ
j , and χ as in (12.4).
Proposition 12.9. The automorphism rB,B′ ∈ Aut(F× ×θ T∨) satisfies
rB,B′(u, t
∨) =
u, t∨ ·∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )·xj
 .
Proof. Giving an isomorphism ι : zB → zB′ is the same as giving a morphism f : Tˆ →
Tˆ of Tˆ-torsors, f(aˆ) = eˆ·aˆ, satisfying dB′ = eˆn∗dB. This condition on eˆ is equivalent
to the following, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
eˆ(yj)
n = dB(yj)
−1 · dB′(yj),
= (yj , 1)
−1 · dB′
(∑
i
gijy
′
i
)
,
= (yj , 1)
−1 ·
∏
i
(y′i, 1)
gij ,
= (yj , 1)
−1 ·
∏
i
(gijy
′
i, 1) · (−1)∆ij ,
= (yj , 1)
−1 ·
(∑
i
gijy
′
i, 1
)
·
∏
i
(−1)∆ij ·
∏
k<ℓ
(−1)Γkℓj ,
=
∏
i
(−1)∆ij ·
∏
k<ℓ
(−1)Γkℓj .
In other words, giving a morphism ι : zB → zB′ (defined over F¯ ) is the same as
giving an element eˆ ∈ Tˆ[F¯ ] = X ⊗ F¯× satisfying
(12.10) eˆn =
∏
j
(−1)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )·xj .
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Now consider an element (u, 1) ∈ F× ×θ T∨. Let γ ∈ WF be an element such
that rec(γ) = u, and IdB,γ ∈ Hom(zB, γzB) the resulting element of πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), zB).
Similarly, let IdB′,γ ∈ Hom(zB′ , γzB′) be the resulting element of πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), zB′)
The following diagram of objects and morphisms in n
√
Spl (D) commutes.
zB
γzB = zB
zB′
γzB′ = zB′
IdB,γ
eˆ γ eˆ
(γ eˆ/eˆ) · IdB′,γ
Here we label morphisms among zB and z′B by elements of Tˆ, since all morphisms
are morphisms of Tˆ-torsors from Tˆ to itself. Projecting from LT˜zB to
AT˜zB , we find
that
Aι
(
λAB(u, 1)
)
=
γ eˆ
eˆ
· λAB′ (u, 1).
The relationship between the Artin symbol and Hilbert symbol gives
ǫ
(
γ( n
√−1)
n
√−1
)
= Hilbǫn(−1, u) = Hilbǫn(u, u) = χ(u),
since rec(γ) = u. Hence equation (12.10) yields
Aι(λAB(u, 1)) = λ
A
B′(u, 1) ·
∏
j
χ(u)(
∑
i∆ij+
∑
k<ℓ Γ
kℓ
j )·xj .
The proposition follows. 
12.6. Isomorphism of functors. For each basis B of Y , and each cover T˜ of
T incarnated by C, we have constructed isomorphisms σB : F× ×θ T∨ → DT˜ and
λB : F
× ×θ T∨ → AT˜ . Here we write AT˜ rather than AT˜zB , since AT˜ is defined up
to unique isomorphism by T˜ without reference to base point.
There exists a unique isomorphism PB in Ext(F×, T∨) which makes the following
diagram commute.
DT˜
F× ×θ T∨
AT˜
PB
σB
λB
Theorem 12.10. If B and B′ are two bases of Y , then PB = PB′ .
Proof. Propositions 12.6 and 12.9 imply that the change of basis functions fB,B′
and rB,B′ coincide, yielding
PB′ = λB′ ◦ σ−1B′
= λB ◦ rB,B′ ◦ (σB ◦ f−1B,B′)−1
= λB ◦ rB,B′fB,B′ ◦ σ−1B
= λB ◦ σ−1B = PB.
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Here we use the fact that rB,B′ and fB,B′ not only coincide, but they have order 1 or
2 (the character χ has values in ±1). Thus rB,B′fB,B′ = Id in Aut(F× ×θ T∨). 
From this theorem, we write simply P : DT˜ ∼−→ AT˜ without reference to a ba-
sis. Recall that ΠDǫ (T˜) = Spl(
DT˜ ), and ΦAǫ (T˜) = Spl(
AT˜ ). Thus P defines an
isomorphism of ΠD(T)-torsors,
P(T˜) : ΠDǫ (T˜) ∼−→ ΦAǫ (T˜).
Theorem 12.11. Allowing the cover to vary, the system of isomorphisms P defines
a natural isomorphism of additive functors,
P : Cov♯n(T) ∼=⇒ Tors(ΠD(T)).
Proof. It suffices to work with the full subcategory of Cov♯n given by the incarnated
covers – those that arise from elements C ∈ X ⊗ X . We have constructed iso-
morphisms P : ΠDǫ (T˜) ∼−→ ΦAǫ (T˜) for each such incarnated cover T˜. For naturality,
recall that all morphisms among incarnated covers are composites of automorphisms
juˆ for uˆ ∈ X ⊗ F× and isomorphisms ιB,A for alternating forms A ∈ X ⊗X .
Consider first an automorphism juˆ and a fixed cover T˜. In the diagram below,
Proposition 12.4 gives the commutativity of the top face and Proposition 12.7 the
bottom face. Front and back faces commute by the definition of P . Hence the right
face commutes.
DT˜
F× ×θ T∨ DT˜
F× ×θ T∨ AT˜
AT˜
P
σB
λB
Djuˆ
P
j∨uˆ
σB
λB
Ajuˆ
Next consider C0, C ∈ X ⊗X such that C0(y, y) = C(y, y), and let A = C −C0.
This gives an isomorphism ιB,A : T˜0 → T˜. In the diagram below, Proposition 12.5
gives commutativity of the top triangle and Proposition 12.8 the bottom. Left and
right triangles commute by the definition of P . Hence the outer square commutes.
DT˜ DT˜0
F× ×θ T∨
AT˜ AT˜0
DιB,A
P(T) P(T0)
σB σ0,B
λB λ0,B
AιB,A
By Proposition 12.1, commutativity of the previous two diagrams implies that P is
a natural isomorphism of functors.
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To check that P is a natural isomorphism of additive functors, we may use
the monoidal structure on incarnated covers arising from addition of elements of
X ⊗X . In other words, if T˜1 is incarnated by C1 ∈ X ⊗X , and T˜2 is incarnated
by C2 ∈ X ⊗X , then T˜ = T˜1 ∔ T˜2 may be identified with the cover incarnated
by C1 + C2. Such identifications allow us to identify the following, for incarnated
covers:
DT˜1 ∔
DT˜2 ≡ DT˜ , AT˜1 ∔ AT˜2 ≡ AT˜ .
As P is defined by identifying extensions given by the same cocycle θ, we find that
P is compatible with the additive structure of the functors ΠDǫ and ΦAǫ . 
The natural isomorphism P is compatible with pullbacks in the following way.
If α : S → T is an isomorphism of split tori, and T˜ ∈ Cov♯n(T) is incarnated by
C ∈ X ⊗ X , and S˜ is the pullback of T˜, then S˜ is incarnated by the pullback of
C. If B is a basis of Y , then we may pull back B to form a basis of the cocharacter
lattice of S. We find a commutative diagram of groups and isomorphisms.
DS˜
F× ×θ S∨ DT˜
F× ×θ T∨ AS˜
AT˜
PS
σB,S
λB,S
Dα˜
PT
α∨
σB,T
λB,T
Aα˜
Indeed, the definition of σB and λB (for S and T ) yields the commutativity of the
top and bottom squares. The front and back faces commute by definitions of PT
and PS , respectively. This makes the right face commute as well.
We find a commutative diagram of additive functors and natural isomorphisms.
(12.11)
α∗ ◦ΠDǫ α∗ ◦ΦAǫ
ΠDǫ ◦ α∗ ΦAǫ ◦ α∗
P
Dα˜ Aα˜
P
This completes the chain of additive functors and natural isomorphisms, com-
patible with pullbacks throughout by (10.8), (12.11), (11.3).
rec∗F ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗F ◦ΠDǫ rec∗F ◦ΦAǫ ΦǫD P A
Assembling commutative diagrams, we have proven the following result.
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Theorem 12.12. Define L = rec∗F ◦ canY and Lǫ = A−1◦P◦D. Then Lǫ : L◦Πǫ ⇒
Φǫ is a natural isomorphism of additive functors.
Tors(Π(T))
Cov♯n(T) ⇓ Lǫ
Tors(Φ(T))
L
Πǫ
Φǫ
When α : S → T is an isomorphism of split tori, the natural isomorphisms Lǫ for
S and T commute with pullback as in the diagram (9.6).
This theorem gives a parameterization of genuine characters by Weil parameters,
functorial in the (sharp) cover, and compatibly with Langlands’ parameterization
of characters of algebraic tori over local fields.
13. The integral case
Now consider T, a split torus over O, the ring of integers in a nonarchimedean
local field F . We may consider the category Cov♯n(T/O) of sharp covers defined
over O. By [Wei14b], the objects of Covn(T/O) are classified by pairs (Q,D) just
as in the case of tori over fields, and each object is isomorphic to one incarnated
by an element C ∈ X ⊗ X . The automorphism group of a cover T˜ = (T′, n) is
naturally isomorphic to Hom(Y,O×) = X ⊗O×.
Given a sharp cover T˜ = (T′, n) over O, write T ◦ = T(O), T = T(F ), and
µn →֒ T˜ ։ T for the resulting extension of locally compact abelian groups. As T˜
is defined over O, this comes with a splitting σ◦ : T ◦ →֒ T˜ . Thus we may consider
the set Homǫ(T˜/σ◦(T ◦),C×) ⊂ Homǫ(T˜ ,C×) of T ◦-spherical ǫ-genuine characters.
13.1. Parameterization by splittings. We abbreviate
Π◦(T) = Π(T/O) = Hom(T/T ◦,C×) ≡ T∨,
Π◦ǫ (T˜) = Πǫ(T˜/O) = Homǫ(T˜/σ◦(T ◦),C×).
Then Π◦ǫ (T˜) is a Π
◦(T)-torsor. Write
ι◦ : Π◦(T) →֒ Π(T) = Π(T/F ),
for the inclusion of the T ◦-spherical characters of T into the group of all characters
of T . There is a natural isomorphism of Π(T)-torsors,
(ι◦)∗Π
◦
ǫ (T˜)
∼−→ Πǫ(T˜).
We identified Πǫ(T˜) with the set of splittings of an extension DT˜ . This works as
well for T ◦-spherical characters as follows. The cover T˜ overO yields a commutative
diagram with exact rows, with top row split by σ◦.
C× ǫ∗T˜
◦ T ◦
C× ǫ∗T˜ T
=
σ◦
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Recalling that ι : Z →֒ X ⊗ Y was the canonical inclusion, and DY = ι∗(X ⊗ •),
we may tensor the above diagram by X and pull back via ι to form a commutative
diagram with exact rows, again with top row split by a homomorphism we call Dσ◦,
T∨ DY ǫ
∗T˜ ◦ O×
T∨ DT˜ F×
=
Dσ◦
Just as there is a natural bijection D : Πǫ(T˜) → ΠDǫ (T˜) = Spl(DT˜ ), the T ◦-
spherical characters correspond to those splittings from Spl(DT˜ ) which pull back
to the splitting Dσ◦ of the top row above. Thus define ΠD,◦ǫ (T˜) to be the subset
of splittings pulling back to Dσ◦. The commutative diagrams above extend to a
diagram of categories and functors below.
Proposition 13.1. There is a natural isomorphism of additive functors,
D◦ : can◦Y ◦Π◦ǫ ⇒ ΠD,◦ǫ .
Proof. Consider the following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors.
Tors(T∨)
Cov♯n(T/O) Tors(Π◦(T))
Tors(ΠD(T))
Cov♯n(T/F ) Tors(Π(T))
ι◦∗
ι◦∗
Π◦ǫ
ΠD,◦ǫ
can◦Y
ι◦∗
Πǫ
ΠDǫ canY
The bottom face is the diagram (10.6), in which we found a natural isomorphism
D : canY ◦Πǫ ⇒ ΠDǫ .
The lateral faces of the prism 2-commute by the commutative diagrams discussed
just above. There are natural isomorphisms
α : ι◦∗ ◦ can◦Y ◦Π◦ǫ ⇒ canY ◦Πǫ ◦ ι◦∗, β : ι◦∗ ◦ΠD,◦ǫ ⇒ ΠDǫ ◦ ι◦∗.
There is a unique natural isomorphismD◦ : can◦Y ◦Π◦ǫ ⇒ ΠD,◦ǫ making the following
diagram of functors and natural isomorphisms commute.
ι◦∗ ◦ can◦Y ◦Π◦ǫ canY ◦Πǫ ◦ ι◦∗
ι◦∗ ◦ΠD,◦ǫ ΠDǫ ◦ ι◦∗
α
D◦ D
β

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13.2. Unramified Weil parameters. We continue to write ι◦ : O →֒ F for the
inclusion, and for all maps and functors resulting from this inclusion. Given a sharp
cover T˜ over O, and fixing ǫ : µn →֒ C× as always, we have constructed the L-group
T∨ →֒ LT ◦ ։ GalO = 〈Fr〉prof .
This is an extension of abelian groups, defined uniquely up to unique isomorphism
from T˜ and ǫ.
The construction of the L-group is compatible with base extension from O to F
(see, e.g., Section 3.6), and we find a commutative diagram,
(13.1)
T∨ LT˜ GalF
T∨ LT˜ ◦ GalO
=
τ◦
This identifies the complex L-group LT˜ with the pullback of LT˜ ◦. As such, the top
row is endowed with a splitting τ◦ : IF → LT˜ over the inertial subgroup of GalF .
The set of Weil parameters Φǫ(T˜) = Φǫ(T˜/F ) consists of continuous homo-
morphisms ρ : WF → LT˜ , lying over the canonical map WF → GalF . A subset is
given by the unramified Weil parameters Φ◦ǫ (T˜) = Φǫ(T˜/O), consisting of those
ρ : WF → LT˜ whose restriction to inertia coincides with τ◦. The unramified param-
eters Φ◦ǫ (T˜) are identified, in turn, with the homomorphisms WO = 〈Fr〉 → LT˜ ◦
lying over the canonical map WO → GalO. The set Φ◦ǫ (T˜) is naturally a torsor for
Φ◦(T) = Hom(WO, T∨), the set of unramified parameters for T.
These sets of Weil parameters, Φ◦ǫ (T˜) ⊂ Φǫ(T˜) can be identified with split-
tings sequences of exact sequences as follows: the canonical splitting of LT˜ over
[GalF ,GalF ] coincides with the splitting τ◦ on [GalF ,GalF ] ∩ I. In this way, the
previous commutative diagram (14.1) gives a commutative diagram,
T∨ LT˜/[GalF ,GalF ] Gal
ab
F
T∨ LT˜ ◦ GalO
=
Pulling back via WabF →֒ GalabF , and WO →֒ GalO, and via the reciprocity iso-
morphisms recF : WabF ∼−→ F×, recO : WO ∼−→ Z, we obtain a commutative diagram
of locally compact abelian groups,
T∨ AT˜ F×
T∨ AT˜ ◦ Z
= val
This identifies AT˜ wth the pullback of AT˜ ◦ via val : F× → Z. In particular, AT˜
is endowed with a canonical splitting Aλ◦ : O× → AT˜ . Recall that ΦAǫ (T˜) denotes
the set of splittings Spl(AT˜ ), and define ΦA,◦ǫ (T˜) to be the set of splittings of
AT˜ ◦.
Equivalently, ΦA,◦ǫ (T˜) is the set of splittings in Spl(
AT˜ ) which restrict to Aλ◦ on
O×. This gives an inclusion ΦA,◦ǫ (T˜) →֒ ΦAǫ (T˜).
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Proposition 13.2. There is a natural isomorphism of additive functors,
A◦ : Φ◦ǫ ∼=⇒ rec∗O ◦ΦA,◦ǫ .
Proof. Consider the following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors.
Tors(T∨)
Cov♯n(T/O) Tors(Φ◦(T))
Tors(ΠD(T˜))
Cov♯n(T/F ) Tors(Φ(T))
ι◦∗
rec∗O
ι◦∗
Φ◦ǫ
ΦA,◦ǫ
ι◦∗
rec∗F
Φǫ
ΦAǫ
The proof mirrors Proposition 13.1. The bottom face 2-commutes via the natural
isomorphism A from (11.2). The lateral faces 2-commute by examining the com-
mutative diagrams just above. This family of natural isomorphisms determines a
natural isomorphism A◦ making the top face 2-commute as well. 
13.3. Spherical/Unramified comparison. The connection between genuine char-
acters and Weil parameters was made through a sequence of three natural isomor-
phisms,
rec∗F ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗F ◦ΠDǫ rec∗F ◦ΦAǫ Φǫ.D P A
We have found a spherical analogue of D and an unramified analogue of A, giving
the following sequence of functors and natural isomorphisms,
rec∗O ◦ canY ◦Π◦ǫ rec∗O ◦ΠD,◦ǫ rec∗O ◦ΦA,◦ǫ Φ◦ǫ .D
◦ A◦
The natural isomorphism P : ΠDǫ ⇒ ΦAǫ arose from the full subcategory of in-
carnated covers, where any basis of Y yields a pair of isomorphisms σB and λB,
DT˜
F× ×θ T∨
AT˜
P
σB
λB
A unique isomorphism P (independent of the choice of basis) makes this diagram
commute; it yields a natural isomorphism from Spl(DT˜ ) to Spl(AT˜ ).
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For sharp covers T˜ over O incarnated by C ∈ X ⊗ X , the same steps yield
isomorphisms σ◦B and λ
◦
B,
DT˜
O× ×θ T∨
AT˜
P
σ◦B
λ◦B
As the Hilbert symbol of order n is trivial on O× ×O× (as T˜ is defined over O, n
is coprime to the residue characteristic), we find that O× ×θ T∨ = O× × T∨. In
this way, σ◦B is a splitting of
DT˜ ◦ over O×, and λ◦B is a splitting of AT˜ ◦ over O×.
These coincide with the canonical splittings Dσ◦ and Aλ◦ described in the previous
two sections.
In this way, the isomorphism P sets up a bijection between those splittings of
DT˜ which restrict to Dσ◦, and those splittings of AT˜ which restrict to Aλ◦. In other
words, P restricts to a bijection
P◦ : ΠD,◦ǫ (T˜) ∼−→ ΦA,◦ǫ (T˜).
Proposition 13.3. The following diagram of Picard categories and additive func-
tors 2-commutes.
Cov♯n(T/O) Tors(Hom(F×/O×, T∨))
Cov♯n(T/F ) Tors(Hom(F
×, T∨))
ι◦∗
ΠD,◦ǫ
ΦA,◦ǫ
ι◦∗
ΠDǫ
ΦAǫ
Proof. The natural isomorphismP makes the bottom face of the cylinder 2-commute.
As P pulls back to a bijection P◦ from ΠD,◦ǫ (T˜) to ΦA,◦ǫ (T˜), for any sharp cover
T˜, we find a unique natural isomorphism P◦ : ΠD,◦ǫ ⇒ ΦA,◦ǫ making the diagram
2-commute. 
Assembling these propositions, we find that our parameterizationmakes spherical
characters correspond to unramified parameters. We have two sequences of functors
and natural isomorphisms,
rec∗F ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗F ◦ΠDǫ rec∗F ◦ΦAǫ Φǫ
rec∗O ◦ can◦Y ◦Π◦ǫ rec∗O ◦ΠD,◦ǫ rec∗O ◦ΦA,◦ǫ Φ◦ǫ .
D P A−1
D◦ P◦ (A
◦)−1
Recall that L = rec∗F ◦ canY : Hom(T,C×) → Hom(WF , T∨). Define analogously
L◦ = rec∗O ◦ can◦Y : Hom(T/T ◦,C×)→ Hom(WO, T∨). Recall that Lǫ = A−1 ◦ P ◦
D, and define analogously L◦ǫ = (A◦)−1 ◦ P◦ ◦ D◦.
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Theorem 13.4. The following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors
2-commutes, via the natural isomorphisms L◦ǫ (on the top face) and Lǫ (on the
bottom face).
Tors(Φ◦(T))
Cov
♯
n(T/O) Tors(Π◦(T))
Tors(Φ(T))
Cov♯n(T/F ) Tors(Π(T))
ι◦∗
ι◦∗
Φ◦ǫ
Π◦ǫ
L◦
ι◦∗
Φǫ
Πǫ L
This theorem gives a parameterization of spherical genuine characters of T˜ by
unramified Weil parameters, functorial in the choice of sharp cover, and compatible
with the parameterization of all genuine characters by all Weil parameters. As
in the case of local fields, one may verify that the natural isomorphisms L◦ǫ are
compatible with pullbacks, for isomorphisms of split tori S→ T over O.
14. Global case
Now we consider sharp covers T˜ of a split torus T over a global field F . The
methods are much the same as the previous section, with the inclusion O →֒ F
replaced by the inclusion F →֒ A. Thus we leave a few details to the reader, to
adapt proofs from the previous section as needed.
Given a sharp cover T˜ = (T′, n) over F , write TF = T(F ) and TA = T(A), and
µn →֒ T˜A ։ TA for the resulting extension of locally compact abelian groups. As
T˜ is defined over F , this comes with a splitting σF : TF →֒ T˜A.
14.1. Parameterization by splittings. DefineΠA(T) = Hom(TA,C×), the group
of continuous characters, and ΠA,ǫ(T˜) = Homǫ(T˜A,C×) for the ΠA(T)-torsor of ǫ-
genuine continuous characters. To give such a character, it is equivalent to give
genuine characters of T˜v for all places v of F , almost all of which are T ◦v -spherical;
see [Wei09] and [Wei15, §4] for details.
We abbreviate,
ΠF (T) = Π(T/F ) = Hom(TA/TF ,C
×),
ΠF,ǫ(T˜) = Πǫ(T˜/F ) = Homǫ(T˜/σF (T ),C
×).
Then ΠF,ǫ(T˜) is a ΠF (T)-torsor. Write ιF : ΠF (T) →֒ ΠA(T) for the inclusion of
the automorphic characters of TA into the group of all continuous characters of TA.
There is a natural isomorphism of Π(T)-torsors,
(ιF )∗
(
ΠF,ǫ(T˜)
)
∼−→ ΠA,ǫ(T˜).
Define
ΠDA(T) = Hom(A
×, T∨), ΠDF (T) = Hom(A
×/F×, T∨),
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so there are natural isomorphisms
canA,Y : ΠA(T)
∼−→ ΠDA(T), canF,Y : ΠF (T) ∼−→ ΠDF (T).
We may identify ΠA,ǫ(T˜) with the set of splittings of an extension DT˜A, just as
in the local case. Indeed, begin with the extension µn →֒ T˜A ։ TA. Push out via
ǫ to get an extension C× →֒ ǫ∗T˜A ։ TA. As TA = Y ⊗ A×, we may tensor with X
and pull back via Z →֒ X ⊗ Y to obtain an extension,
T∨ →֒ DT˜A ։ A×.
Define ΠDA,ǫ(T˜) = Spl(
DT˜A), a Π
D
A(T)-torsor. As in the local case, there is a
natural bijection DA : ΠA,ǫ(T˜) → ΠDA,ǫ(T˜), and this is compatible with pullbacks
to local fields. The splitting σF defines a splitting DσF in the following commutative
diagram.
T∨ DT˜F F
×
T∨ DT˜A A
×
=
DσF
The automorphic genuine charactersΠF,ǫ(T˜) ⊂ Πǫ(T˜) correspond to the subset
ΠDF,ǫ(T˜) ⊂ ΠDA,ǫ(T˜) of splittings which restrict to DσF on F×. Then ΠDF,ǫ(T˜) is a
ΠDF (T)-torsor. The commutative diagrams above extend to a diagram of categories
and functors below.
Proposition 14.1. There is a natural isomorphism of additive functors,
DF : canF,Y ◦ΠF,ǫ ∼=⇒ΠDF,ǫ.
Proof. Consider the following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors.
Tors(ΠDF (T))
Cov
♯
n(T) Tors(ΠF (T))
Tors(ΠDA(T))
Cov♯n(T) Tors(ΠA(T))
ιF,∗
=
ΠF,ǫ
ΠDF,ǫ canF,Y
ιF,∗
ΠA,ǫ
ΠDA,ǫ canA,Y
The natural isomorphisms D and D◦ define a natural isomorphism DA making
the bottom face 2-commute. Indeed, ΠA,ǫ(T˜) gives the set of continuous genuine
characters of T˜A – these are described in turn by families of genuine characters of
T˜v for all places, almost all of which are T ◦v -spherical. But these are described, by
splittings of DT˜v for all places, coinciding with the splitting σ◦v at all T
◦
v -spherical
places.
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As in the local integral case, the lateral faces 2-commute, from which we find a
unique natural isomorphism DF making the top face 2-commute by pulling back
DA. 
14.2. Global Weil parameters. Given a sharp cover T˜ over F , we have con-
structed the L-group,
T∨ →֒ LT ։ GalF .
The construction of the L-group is compatible with base extension from F to Fv,
and we find a commutative diagram for every place v of F ,
(14.1)
T∨ LT˜v GalFv
T∨ LT˜ GalF
=
This identifies the L-group LT˜v with the pullback of LT˜ .
The set of Weil parameters ΦF,ǫ(T˜) = Φǫ(T˜/F ) consists of continuous homo-
morphisms ρ : WF → LT˜ , lying over the canonical mapWF → GalF . As in the local
case, the cohomology H2(GalF , T∨) is trivial, yielding the (noncanonical) splitting
of LT˜ . From this it follows that the L-groups split canonically over [GalF ,GalF ].
Taking the quotient LT˜/[GalF ,GalF ] and pulling back via A×/F×
rec−1
F−−−→ WabF →
GalabF yields an extension
T∨ →֒ AT˜F ։ A×/F×.
Pulling back via F×v →֒ A× gives a commutative diagram,
T∨ AT˜v F
×
v
T∨ AT˜F A
×/F×
=
The local extensions T∨ →֒ AT˜v ։ F×v are endowed with splittings σ◦v over O×v
for almost all v. Define the restricted product,
AT˜A =
{(t˜v)v∈V ∈
∏
v
AT˜v : t˜v ∈ σ◦v(O×v ) for almost all v}
Ker
(⊕
v T
∨ Π−→ T∨
) .
This fits into a commutative diagram with exact rows,
T∨ AT˜A A
×
T∨ AT˜F A
×/F×
=
The construction of AT˜A gives a splitting AλF : F× → AT˜A of the top row over F×
Define ΦAF,ǫ(T˜) = Spl(
AT˜F ); this is in natural bijection with the set ΦF,ǫ(T˜) of
Weil parameters for LT˜F . Analogously, define Φ
A
A,ǫ(T˜) = Spl(
AT˜A). Pullback yields
an inclusion Spl(AT˜F ) →֒ Spl(AT˜A), whose image consists of splittings of AT˜A which
restrict to the splitting AλF on F×.
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Tracing through the definitions, Spl(AT˜A) is in natural bijection with the set
of families (φv)v∈V of Weil parameters in Φv,ǫ(T˜) at every place, for which φv is
unramified almost everywhere.
DefineΦF (T) to be the set of Weil parameters forT, i.e. ΦF (T) = Hom(WF , T∨).
Define ΦA(T) to be the set of families (φv)v∈V of Weil parameters in Φv(T) =
Hom(WFv , T∨), which are unramified almost everywhere.
Proposition 14.2. There is a natural isomorphism of additive functors,
AF : ΦF,ǫ ∼=⇒ rec∗F ◦ΦAF,ǫ.
Proof. Consider the following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors.
Tors(ΠDF (T))
Cov♯n(T) Tors(ΦF (T))
Tors(ΠDA(T))
Cov
♯
n(T) Tors(ΦA(T))
ιF,∗
rec∗F
=
ΦF,ǫ
ΦAF,ǫ
ιF,∗
∏
v rec
∗
v
ΦA,ǫ
ΦAA,ǫ
The natural isomorphisms A and A◦ in the local and unramified cases yield a
natural isomorphism AA which makes the bottom face 2-commute. The lateral
faces 2-commute by the local-global compatibility of our constructions. A natural
isomorphism AF making the top face 2-commute follows. 
14.3. Global comparison. Over local fields, we have found a connection between
genuine characters and Weil parameters through a sequence of three natural iso-
morphisms,
rec∗Fv ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗Fv ◦ΠDǫ rec∗Fv ◦ΦAv,ǫ Φv,ǫ
Dv Pv A
−1
v
Each term has an unramified counterpart.
rec∗Ov ◦ canY ◦Π◦ǫ rec∗Ov ◦ΠD,◦v,ǫ rec∗Ov ◦ΦA,◦v,ǫ Φ◦v,ǫ
D◦v P
◦
v (A
◦
v)
−1
Local-global compatibility gives an adelic version.
rec∗A ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗A ◦ΠDA,ǫ rec∗A ◦ΦAA,ǫ ΦA,ǫ
DA PA A
−1
A
We have found an automorphic version, as below.
rec∗F ◦ canY ◦Πǫ rec∗F ◦ΠDF,ǫ rec∗A ◦ΦAF,ǫ ΦF,ǫ
DF A
−1
F
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To link the middle terms, it suffices as before to consider the incarnated covers,
on which any basis of Y yields a pair of isomorphisms σA,B and λA,B,
DT˜A
A× ×θ T∨
AT˜A
PA
σA,B
λA,B
A unique isomorphism PA makes this diagram commute, and is independent of
basis; it yields an isomorphism from Spl(DT˜A) to Spl(AT˜A), from which we find the
natural isomorphism PA : ΠDA,ǫ ⇒ ΦAA,ǫ.
As the global Hilbert symbol of order n is trivial on F××F× (Hilbert reciprocity),
we find that F× ×θ T∨ = F× × T∨. In this way, σA,B gives a splitting σF,B of DT˜A
over F×, and λA,B gives a splitting λF,B of AT˜A over F×. These coincide with the
canonical splittings DσF and AλF described before.
In this way, the isomorphism PA sets up a bijection PF between those splittings
of DT˜A which restrict to DσF on F×, and those splittings of AT˜A which restrict to
AλF on F×. In other words, PF gives a bijection,
PF : ΠDF,ǫ(T˜) ∼−→ ΦAF,ǫ(T˜).
Naturality of this bijection is the following.
Proposition 14.3. There is a natural isomorphism of additive functors, PF : ΠDF,ǫ ⇒
ΦAF,ǫ.
Proof. Consider the following diagram of Picard categories and additive functors.
Cov♯n(T) Tors(Hom(A
×/F×, T∨))
Cov♯n(T) Tors(Hom(A
×, T∨))
=
ΠDF,ǫ
ΦAF,ǫ
ιF,∗
ΠDA,ǫ
ΦAA,ǫ
The natural isomorphism PA makes the bottom face of the cylinder 2-commute.
As PA pulls back to a bijection PF from ΠDF,ǫ(T˜) to ΦAF,ǫ(T˜), we find a unique
natural isomorphism PF : ΠDF,ǫ ⇒ ΦAF,ǫ making the diagram 2-commute. 
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Theorem 14.4. Define LF = recF ◦ canF,Y and Lǫ = A−1F ◦ PF ◦ DF . This gives
a 2-commutative diagram of Picard groupoids and additive functors.
Tors(ΠF (T))
Cov♯n(T) ⇓ Lǫ
Tors(ΦF (T))
LF
ΠF,ǫ
ΦF,ǫ
This theorem gives a parameterization of genuine automorphic characters of T˜A
by global Weil parameters with values with LT˜ , functorial in the choice of sharp
cover, and compatible with the previous local parameterization. As in the case of
local fields, one may verify that the natural isomorphisms Lǫ are compatible with
pullbacks, for isomorphisms of split tori S→ T over F .
15. Split tori
Let S be the spectrum of a local field, a global field, or the ring of integers in
a nonarchimedean local field. Let T be a split torus over S, with character lattice
X and cocharacter lattice Y (constant sheaves on Se´t). Let T˜ be a degree n cover
of T over S. Let Q : Y → Z be the first Brylinski-Deligne invariant. Following
Assumption 3.1, we assume that Q is even-valued if n is odd. But we do not
assume T˜ is a sharp cover here, i.e., we do not assume Y = YQ,n.
We can parameterize the following sets of irreducible genuine representations.
Local case: The cover T˜ over a local field F yields a central extension µn →֒
T˜ ։ T . Recall that Πǫ(T˜/F ) is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
ǫ-genuine admissible representations of T˜ .
Local integral case: The cover T˜ over O (the ring of integers in a nonar-
chimedean local field) yields a central extension µn →֒ T˜ ։ T and a split-
ting T ◦ = T(O) →֒ T˜ . Recall thatΠǫ(T˜/O) is the set of equivalence classes
of irreducible T ◦-spherical ǫ-genuine representations of T˜ .
Global case: The cover T˜ over a global field F yields a central extension
µn →֒ T˜A ։ TA and a splitting TF = T(F ) →֒ T˜A. Recall that Πǫ(T˜/F ) is
the set of equivalence classes of automorphic ǫ-genuine representations of
T˜A.
Let TQ,n denote the split torus over S with cocharacter lattice YQ,n, and define
ιQ,n : TQ,n → T
to be the isogeny (of tori over S) corresponding to the inclusion YQ,n →֒ Y . Pulling
back the cover T˜ via ιQ,n yields a degree n cover T˜Q,n of TQ,n. Note that T˜Q,n
is a sharp cover of TQ,n. Viewing ιQ,n as a well-aligned homomorphism of covers
T˜Q,n → T˜, we find a canonical identification of L-groups, LT˜ ≡ LT˜Q,n.
The results of this section and of [Wei15] imply the following.
Theorem 15.1. In all three cases above, pulling back the central character via the
isogeny ιQ,n gives a one-to-one function (bijective in the local integral case)
Πǫ(T˜/S)→ Πǫ(T˜Q,n/S)
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Composing with the parameterization Lǫ, this gives a one-to-one parameterization
(bijective in the local integral case)
Πǫ(T˜/S)→ Φǫ(T˜/S).
In the local integral case, the parameterization is bijective. In the case of local
fields or global fields, we would like to characterize the images of Πǫ(T˜/S) →
Φǫ(T˜/S) – to find the “relevant” parameters for covers of tori. But we leave such
a characterization for a future paper.
Part 4. Other parameterizations
16. Spherical/Unramified parameterization
Let G be a quasisplit reductive group over O, the ring of integers in a nonar-
chimedean local field F . Let G˜ = (G′, n) be a degree n cover of G defined over
O. Write G = G(F ) and G◦ = G(O). Then we have a central extension of locally
compact groups,
µn →֒ G˜։ G,
and a splitting G◦ →֒ G˜.
We have constructed an L-group,
G˜∨ →֒ LG˜։ GalO,
where G˜∨ is a complex reductive group and GalO = 〈Fr〉prof . This L-group is well-
defined up to L-equivalence, and the L-equivalence is uniquely determined up to
unique natural isomorphism.
16.1. Parameterization. Let Π◦ǫ (G˜) = Πǫ(G˜/O) denote the set of equivalence
classes of ǫ-genuine irreducible G◦-spherical representations of G˜. Write Φ◦ǫ (G˜) =
Φǫ(G˜/O) for the set of equivalence classes (i.e., G˜∨-orbits) of unramified Weil
parameters φ : WO = 〈Fr〉 → LG˜. In five steps below, we define a bijection
Lǫ(G˜) : Π◦ǫ (G˜) ∼−→ Φ◦ǫ (G˜).
Thus the ǫ-genuine irreducible spherical representations of G˜ are parameterized
(bijectively) by Weil parameters.
For this parameterization, let A be a maximal O-split torus in G, and let T be
the centralizer of A in G. Then T is a maximally split maximal torus in G. Let
B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. Let W be the Weyl group of the pair
(G,T), viewed as a sheaf of finite groups on Oe´t. WriteW = W(F¯ ) andW ◦ =WFr.
Let AQ,n be the O-split torus with cocharacter lattice Y FrQ,n. Then the inclusion
Y FrQ,n →֒ Y defines a W ◦-equivariant homomorphism of O-tori AQ,n → T. Let
A˜Q,n be the sharp cover of AQ,n obtained by pulling back the cover T˜.
16.1.1. Satake step. From Corollary 7.4, the Satake isomorphism S : Hǫ(G˜, G◦) ∼−→
Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦)W◦ gives a bijection
S∗ : Π◦ǫ (G˜) ∼−→
Π◦ǫ (T˜)
W ◦
.
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16.1.2. Support step. From Proposition 7.1, restriction gives a W ◦-equivariant iso-
morphism of Hecke algebras, Hǫ(T˜ , T ◦) ∼−→ Hǫ(A˜Q,n, A◦Q,n). See also [Wei15, §3.3]
for a description of this Hecke algebra. This gives a bijection,
Π◦ǫ (T˜)
W ◦
∼−→ Π
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
W ◦
.
16.1.3. Parameterization for sharp covers of split tori. Our parameterization of
Theorem 13.4 gives a bijection,
L◦ǫ (A˜Q,n) : Π◦ǫ (A˜Q,n)→ Φ◦ǫ (A˜Q,n).
Each w ∈ W ◦ can be represented by an element w˙ ∈ G(O). The action of W ◦ on
the sets above can be untangled through the following commutative diagram with
exact rows.
(16.1)
K2 A
′
Q,n AQ,n
K2 Int(w)
∗A′Q,n AQ,n
K2 A
′
Q,n AQ,n
= Int(w˙) =
=
Int(w)−1 ◦ p
= Int(w)
p
The top two rows of (16.1) give a morphism in the category of covers Cov♯n(AQ,n),
Int(w˙) : A˜Q,n → Int(w)∗A˜Q,n.
The functoriality of Lǫ for such morphisms gives a commutative diagram.
Π◦ǫ (A˜Q,n) Φ
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
Π◦ǫ (Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n) Φ
◦
ǫ (Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n)
Lǫ(A˜Q,n)
Lǫ(Int(w˙)) Lǫ(Int(w˙))
Lǫ(Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n)
Compatibility of Lǫ with pullbacks, combined with the bottom two rows of
(16.1), gives a commutative diagram,
Π◦ǫ (Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n) Φ
◦
ǫ (Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n)
Π◦ǫ (A˜Q,n) Φ
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
Lǫ(Int(w)
∗A˜Q,n)
Lǫ(A˜Q,n)
Combining these, we find that the parameterization Lǫ : Π◦ǫ (A˜Q,n)→ Φ◦ǫ (A˜Q,n)
is equivariant for the action of W ◦. This gives a bijective parameterization
Lǫ : Π
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
W ◦
∼−→ Φ
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
W ◦
.
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16.1.4. Split and unramified parameters. The inclusion A˜Q,n → T˜ is a well-aligned
morphism of covers, giving an L-morphism.
Hom(YQ,n,C
×) = T˜∨ LT˜ GalO
Hom(Y FrQ,n,C
×) = A˜∨Q,n
LA˜Q,n GalO
ν ν =
Since the inclusion A˜Q,n →֒ T˜ is W ◦ = WFr-equivariant, we find that the L-
morphism ν : LT˜ → LA˜Q,n satisfies
ν ◦ L Int(w˙) is naturally isomorphic to L Int(w˙) ◦ ν,
for all w ∈WFr and all representatives w˙ ∈ G◦ for w.
The method below follows [Bor79, §6] very closely; minimal changes are required.
Giving an equivalence class of Weil parameters Φ◦ǫ (A˜Q,n) is the same as giving an
A˜∨Q,n-conjugacy class of elements
LA˜Q,n lying over Fr ∈ GalO. Similarly, giving an
equivalence class of Weil parameters in Φ◦ǫ (T˜) is the same as giving a T˜
∨-conjugacy
class of elements in LT˜ lying over Fr ∈ GalO.
As ν : LT˜ → LA˜Q,n is surjective and WFr-equivariant, we find that ν gives a
surjective map,
ν¯ :
Φ◦ǫ (T˜)
WFr
։
Φ◦ǫ (A˜Q,n)
WFr
.
If [φ], [φ′] ∈ Φ◦ǫ (T˜) and ν([φ]) and ν([φ′]) are in the same WFr-oribt, then there
exist t, t′ ∈ LT˜ and w ∈ WFr represented by w˙ ∈ G◦, such that φ(Fr) = t and
φ′(Fr) = t′, and ν(t) = L Int(w˙)(ν(t′)). Thus ν(t) = ν(Int(w˙)t′), and so
t−1 · Int(w˙)t′ ∈ Ker(T˜∨ ։ A˜∨Q,n).
The following sequence is exact, by the same arguments as in [Bor79, §6.3].
Hom(YQ,n,C
×)
Fr−1−−−→ Hom(YQ,n,C×) Res−−→ Hom(Y FrQ,n,C×).
It follows that t−1 · Int(w˙)t′ = τ/Fr(τ) for some τ ∈ T˜∨. Hence
Int(w˙)t′ = τtτ−1.
Hence if ν([φ]) and ν([φ′]) are in the same WFr-orbit, then [φ] and [φ′] are in the
same WFr-orbit. Therefore, ν¯ gives a bijective map,
ν¯ :
Φ◦ǫ (T˜)
WFr
∼−→ Φ
◦
ǫ (A˜Q,n)
WFr
.
16.1.5. Semisimple twisted conjugacy classes. The Weyl group W is canonically
isomorphic to the Weyl group of G˜∨ with respect to T˜∨, as finite groups with GalS-
action. In this way, any element w ∈ WFr corresponds to an element w∨ ∈ (W∨)Fr,
which may be represented by a GalS-invariant element n∨ ∈ N˜∨ ⊂ G˜∨, where
N˜∨ is the normalizer of T˜∨ in G˜∨ (see [Bor79, Lemma 6.2]). From Theorem 5.13,
the L-morphism L Int(w˙) of LT˜ is naturally isomorphic to the L-morphism Int(n∨).
This gives a bijection
Φ◦ǫ (T˜)
WFr
↔ Φ
◦
ǫ (T˜)
(N˜∨)Fr
.
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Finally, from [Bor79, Lemma 6.5], inclusion provides a bijection,
Φ◦ǫ (T˜)
(N˜∨)Fr
∼−→ Φ◦ǫ (G˜).
Theorem 16.1. Assembling the bijections in the five steps above, we have con-
structed a bijection
Lǫ(G˜) : Π◦ǫ (G˜) ∼−→ Φ◦ǫ (G˜).
16.2. Automorphic L-functions. The spherical/unramified parameterization pro-
vides a definition of automorphic L-functions, almost everywhere. Let F be a global
field. Let V be the set of places of F , and let S be a finite subset of V containing all
archimedean places. Suppose that G˜ = (G′, n) is a degree n cover of a quasisplit
reductive group G over the ring of S-integers OS (see [Wei14b, §3.2] for a classifi-
cation). This defines a central extension µn →֒ G˜A ։ GA, endowed with splittings
over GF and over G◦v = G(Ov) for all v 6∈ S.
Let π be an ǫ-genuine automorphic representation of G˜A. Factorization yields
ǫ-genuine spherical irreducible representations [πv], for almost all nonarchmedean
places v ∈ V − S. Each equivalence class [πv] yields an equivalence class of unram-
ified parameters [σv] ∈ Φ◦ǫ (G˜) by our parameterization Lǫ(G˜v) of Theorem 16.1.
Each unramified parameter yields a well-defined semisimple G˜∨-conjugacy class
gv = σv(Fr) ∈ LG˜v. Local-global compatibility in the construction of the L-group
identify gv with semisimple conjugacy classes in the globally-defined L-group LG.
Let ρ : LG˜ → GL(V ) be a representation of the L-group on a finite-dimensional
complex vector space V . Then, for almost all nonarchimedean places v (with residue
fields of cardinality qv), we have a local L-function
Lv(π, ρ, s) = det(IdV −q−sv ρ(gv)|V )−1.
We define the automorphic L-function away from S,
LS(π, ρ, s) =
∏
v 6∈S
Lv(π, ρ, s).
From the remarks of [B-D, §10.5], another choice S ′ of places and an OS′ -model
of G˜ will yield an automorphic L-function LS′(π, ρ, s) which agrees with LS(π, ρ, s)
at almost all places. In this way the automorphic L-function is well-defined from
π and ρ, up to factors at finitely many places. In some cases, these automorphic
L-functions also appear in the recent work of Gan and Gao [GG14, §12.4], [Gao,
§5].
Remark 16.2. Langlands’ argument (see [Bor79, §13] or [Sha10, §2.5] for treat-
ments), together with the spectral decomposition of automorphic forms by Moeglin
andWaldspurger [MW95, §III.2.6], should imply the absolute convergence of LS(π, ρ, s)
in some right half-plane. The only missing ingredient at the moment is the Mac-
donald formula for the spherical function. For split groups, progress has been made
in the work of McNamara [McN12] and the recent thesis of Fan Gao [Gao, §4.3].
But, as I learned from Wee Teck Gan, this is overkill – results of Tadic [Tad88,
Theorem 2.5] imply that the Satake parameters of a unitary spherical irreducible
representation lie in a compact subset of the space of all spherical irreducible rep-
resentations (and Tadic’s argument applies just as well to covering groups); this
in turn implies the convergence of the global L-function in some right half-plane,
without need for the Macdonald formula.
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17. Sharp covers of anisotropic real tori
Let T be an anisotropic torus over R, and let T˜ be a degree 2 sharp cover of T
over R. Write Y = Y[C] for the cocharacter lattice, and σ for complex conjugation.
Thus σ(y) = −y for all y ∈ Y . The cover T˜ yields an extension,
µ2 →֒ T˜ ։ T.
There is a natural identification of Lie groups T = Y ⊗U(1), from which we identify
the topological fundamental group π1(T ) ≡ Y . Connectedness of T implies that T˜
is abelian, and that this extension is rigid; there are no nontrivial automorphisms
of the extension T˜ ∈ Ext(T, µ2). The extension T˜ is determined, up to unique
isomorphism, by an associated homomorphism κ : π1(T ) = Y → 12Z/Z.
The homomorphism κ may be constructed via Pontrjagin duality as follows.
The Pontrjagin dual of T , Π(T) = Hom(T, U(1)), is naturally identified with the
character lattice X = X[C]. Write Xκ for the Pontrjagin dual of T˜ , fitting into a
short exact sequence
X →֒ Xκ ։ Z/2.
The genuine characters of T˜ are then identified with the elements of X−κ = Xκ−X ,
Πǫ(T˜) ≡ X−κ = Xκ −X.
For each such genuine character x ∈ X−κ , 2x ∈ X ; thus there exists a unique
ξ ∈ 12X such that 2x = 2ξ. The map x 7→ ξ provides an embedding, equivariant for
translation by X (i.e., for twisting by Π(T)), X−κ →֒ 12X . As X−κ is an X-torsor,
there exists a unique κ ∈ 12X/X such that
X−κ ≡ {ξ ∈ 12X : ξ = κ mod X}.
The element κ ∈ 12X/X can also be viewed as a homomorphism
κ : π1(T ) = Y → 12Z/Z.
This κ is the homomorphism which determines the double cover T˜ uniquely up to
unique isomorphism.
The Brylinski-Deligne invariants of T˜ consist of a quadratic form Q : Y → Z and
a GalR-equivariant extension
C× →֒ D ։ Y.
Recall that T˜ is a sharp cover; thus Y = YQ,2 and D is commutative. For each
y ∈ Y , write ιy : Z →֒ Y for the homomorphism n 7→ n·y. We get aGalR-equivariant
extension
C× →֒ ι∗yD ։ Z,
where σ ∈ GalR acts by n 7→ −n on Z, and by complex conjugation on C×.
Following [B-D, §12.6], such GalR-equivariant extensions of Z by C× are classified
up to isomorphism by elements of 12Z/Z. (Brylinski and Deligne use Z/2 instead,
but our normalization has advantages to follow). Indeed, take d ∈ ι∗yD lying over
1 ∈ Z. Then d · σ(d) lies over 1 + (−1) = 0 ∈ Z, and so dσ(d) ∈ C×. Since
dσ(d) = σ(dσ(d)), we have dσ(d) ∈ R×. Define η(y) ∈ 12Z/Z so that
sgn(d · σ(d)) = e2πiη(y).
The function η is independent of choices along the way, and defines a homomorphism
η : Y → 12Z/Z.
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The next proposition is a direct consequence of [B-D, §12.6, Proposition 12.7]. It
gives a practical recipe for determining the topological cover T˜ from the Brylinski-
Deligne invariants of T˜.
Proposition 17.1. The homomorphism κ : Y → 12Z/Z is given by
κ(y) = η(y) + 12Q(y) (mod Z).
To see that the Brylinski-Deligne framework is sufficiently strong for work on
Lie groups, the following may be of interest.
Corollary 17.2. Every topological double cover µ2 →֒ T˜ ։ T arises from a sharp
cover T˜ ∈ Cov♯2(T) over R.
Proof. A topological double cover T˜ arises from a homomorphism κ : Y → 12Z/Z.
Choose a basis y1, . . . , yr ∈ Y , and define a quadratic form Q : Y → Z by
Q(a1y1 + · · ·+ aryr) = 2κ(y1)a21 + · · ·+ 2κ(yr)a2r.
Then 12Q(y) = κ(y), mod Z. Moreover, Y = YQ,2 for this quadratic form. By
the classification of [B-D], there exists a central extension K2 →֒ T′ ։ T over R
with first invariant Q and trivial second invariant. The previous proposition gives
a unique isomorphism from T˜ to the topological double cover associated to T′. 
Now, we work on the side of the L-group. The dual group T∨ = T˜∨ = X ⊗ C×
is endowed with the GalR-action σ(t∨) = (t∨)−1 for all t∨ ∈ T∨. The L-group is a
short exact sequence of complex groups,
T∨ →֒ LT˜ ։ GalR .
As κ ∈ 12X/X , we may view e2πiκ as an element of T∨[2] = X ⊗ µ2. Explicitly,
y(e2πiκ) = e2πiκ(y), for all y ∈ Y.
Lemma 17.3. The lifts γ ∈ LT˜ of σ ∈ GalR form a single orbit under T∨-
conjugation, and for any such lift γ,
γ2 = e2πiκ.
Proof. If γ1, γ2 are two lifts of σ, then γ1 = t∨γ2 for some t∨ ∈ T∨. Since squaring
is surjective on T∨, there exists τ∨ ∈ T∨ such that τ∨/σ(τ∨) = (τ∨)2 = t∨. Hence
τ∨ · γ1 · (τ∨)−1 = τ
∨
σ(τ∨)
· γ1 = t∨ · γ1 = γ2.
It follows that γ22 = γ
2
1 and the lifts of σ form a single T
∨ orbit. Therefore, to prove
the theorem, it suffices to prove that γ2 = e2πiκ for a single lift γ of σ.
Recall that LT˜ is the Baer sum of two extensions of GalR by T∨,
LT˜ = (τQ)∗G˜alR ∔ π
e´t
1 (Eǫ(T˜), z¯).
Let γQ be a lift of σ in the extension (τQ)∗G˜alR. In the metaGalois group µ2 →֒
G˜alR ։ GalR, the square of any lift of σ equals −1 (since Hilb2(−1,−1) = −1).
Hence we find γ2Q = τQ(−1). In other words,
y(γ2Q) = (−1)Q(y) = eπiQ(y) for all y ∈ Y.
Next we construct an object z¯ of Eǫ(T˜)[C] and a lift of σ in πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), z¯). Let
Tˆ = Hom(Y,C×), with GalR-action arising from y 7→ −y on Y , and complex
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conjugation on C×. Then Spl(D) is the Tˆ -torsor of splittings of D. Choose any
s ∈ Spl(D). The GalR-action on D gives an action on splittings; we have
σs(y) = σ(s(σ(y))) = σ(s(−y)) = σ(s(y))−1 for all y ∈ Y.
Define a map h : Tˆ → Spl(D) by
h(tˆ) = tˆ2 ∗ s.
Then z¯ = (Tˆ , h) ∈
√
Spl(D) is a square root of the Tˆ -torsor Spl(D), i.e. z¯ is an
object of Eǫ(T˜)[C]. Its complex conjugate σ z¯ is given by σ z¯ = (Tˆ , σh), where
σh(tˆ) = tˆ2 ∗ σs.
Choose f ∈ Hom(z¯, σz¯) ⊂ πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), z¯). Then, as a morphism of Tˆ torsors,
there exists τˆ ∈ Tˆ such that f : Tˆ → Tˆ satisfies f(aˆ) = τˆ ∗ aˆ for all aˆ. The condition
σh ◦ f = h implies that
aˆ2(y)s(y) = aˆ2(y)τˆ2(y) · σ(s(y))−1
for all y ∈ Y . Hence, if y ∈ Y and d = s(y), then
τˆ(y) =
√
dσ(d) ∈ C× (for some square root).
The square of f ∈ Hom(z¯, σz¯) ⊂ πe´t1 (Eǫ(T˜), z¯) is the element of Hom(z¯, z¯) given
by composing morphisms
z¯
f−→ σz¯
σf−−→ σ(σ z¯) = z¯.
As a function from Tˆ to Tˆ , we find that f2(aˆ) = σ τˆ · τˆ · aˆ, for all aˆ ∈ Tˆ . In other
words, f2 = σ τˆ · τˆ as an element of Tˆ[2] ⊂ T∨. We compute
y(f2) = [σ τˆ · τˆ ](y) = σ(τˆ(−y)) · τ(y) =
√
dσ(d)
σ
√
dσ(d)
= sgn(dσ(d)) = e2πiη(y).
Finally, define γ = γQ ∔ f ∈ LT˜ . From Proposition 17.1, we find
y(γ2) = y(γ2Q) · y(f2) = eπiQ(y)+2πiη(y) = e2πiκ(y).

The Weil group of R is WR = C× ⊔ jC×; the map from WR to GalR sends C×
to Id and j to σ. Recall that jzj−1 = z¯ for all z ∈ C×, and j2 = −1. A continuous
homomorphism from C× to T∨ = Hom(Y,C×) has the form z 7→ zx1−x2(zz¯)x2 for
some x1, x2 ∈ X ⊗C satisfying x1 − x2 ∈ X . We abuse notation slightly, and write
zx1 z¯x2 for such a homomorphism, keeping in mind that x1 − x2 ∈ X is necessary
for this expression to make sense.
Recall that κ ∈ 12X/X = Hom(Y, 12Z/Z), and
X−κ = {ξ ∈ 12X : ξ = κ mod X}.
Theorem 17.4. For every Weil parameter φ : WR → LT˜ , there exists a unique
element ξ ∈ X−κ such that
φ(z) = (z/z¯)ξ := z2ξ(zz¯)−ξ.
The map φ 7→ ξ defines a bijection,
Φǫ(T˜) =
Par(WR, LT˜ )
T∨ − conjugation
∼−→ X−κ ≡ Πǫ(T˜).
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Proof. Giving aWeil parameter φ : WR → LT˜ is the same as giving a homomorphism
φ(z) = zx1 z¯x2 for some x1, x2 ∈ X⊗C, x1−x2 ∈ X , and an element γ = φ(j) ∈ LT˜
lying over σ ∈ GalR, which satisfy the following conditions:
• γ2 = φ(−1) = (−1)x1−x2 ;
• γφ(z)γ−1 = φ(z¯) for all z ∈ C×.
From the previous lemma, T∨ acts transitively on the lifts of σ in LT˜ , and all lifts
γ satisfy γ2 = e2πiκ. We find that giving a T∨-orbit on Par(WR, LT˜ ) is the same
as giving a homomorphism φ(z) = zx1 z¯x2 for some x1, x2 ∈ X ⊗ C, x1 − x2 ∈ X ,
which satisfies the following conditions:
• φ(−1) = (−1)x1−x2 = e2πiκ;
• φ(z¯) = z¯x1zx2 = σ(φ(z)) = z−x1 z¯−x2 .
The second condition is equivalent to the condition x1 = −x2; if ξ = x1 = −x2,
note that 2ξ = x1−x2 ∈ X and so ξ ∈ 12X . In this case, the first condition is equiv-
alent to (−1)2ξ = e2πiξ = e2πiκ. We find that giving a T∨-orbit on Par(WR, LT˜ ) is
the same as giving an element ξ ∈ 12X such that ξ = κ mod X . This defines the
bijection. 
18. Discrete series for covers of real semisimple groups
18.1. Harish-Chandra classification. Suppose here that G is a semisimple
quasisplit group over R, with Borel subgroup B containing a maximally split max-
imal torus T. Let G˜ = (G′, 2) be a double cover of G defined over R. Then we
find a topological double cover over Lie groups,
µ2 →֒ G˜։ G.
Remark 18.1. If, in addition, G is simply-connected and absolutely simple, then
there is a unique up to unique isomorphism double cover G˜ whose first Brylinski-
Deligne invariant takes the value 1 on all short coroots. The resulting double
cover µ2 →֒ G˜ ։ G coincides with Deligne’s canonical central extension, after
[B-D, Construction 9.3, 10.3]. In this case, Prasad and Rapinchuk prove that G˜
is the unique nontrivial 2-fold cover of G [PR96, Theorem 8.4 and §8.5]. Thus
the framework of Brylinski-Deligne is sufficient to work with the most interesting
nonlinear double covers of semisimple Lie groups.
Let G◦ be the identity component of the Lie group G, and let G˜◦ be the identity
component of the Lie group G˜. Then G◦ and G˜◦ are connected real semisimple Lie
groups with finite center. The Harish-Chandra classification and the description of
discrete series by Atiyah and Schmid (see [AS77]) apply to G◦ and G˜◦.
Let Πdiscǫ (G˜) be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible ǫ-genuine discrete
series representations of G˜. Here ǫ : µ2(R)→ µ2(C) is the identity map, so we often
refer to “genuine representations” without mention of ǫ. Any irreducible discrete
series representation of G˜ restricts to a finite direct sum of irreducible discrete series
representations of G˜◦, all with the same infinitesimal character. By Frobenius
reciprocity, all irreducible discrete series representations of G˜◦ occur in such a
restriction.
The set Πdiscǫ (G˜) is nonempty if and only if there exists a compact Cartan
subgroup of G˜◦; such a compact Cartan subgroup exists if and only if there exists
a maximal torus S ⊂ G, defined and anisotropic over R. Suppose that S is such a
torus.
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Let S = S(R) and S˜ its preimage in G˜. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup
of G containing S, and K◦ its identity component. Write K˜ for the preimage of K
in G˜, and K˜◦ for the identity component of K˜.
Consider a genuine irreducible discrete series representation (π, V ) of G˜; the K˜-
finite vectors therein form an irreducible admissible (g, K˜)-module. As such, it has
an infinitesimal character χ : Z → C, where Z denotes the center of the universal
enveloping algebra of g. The Harish-Chandra isomorphism gives an isomorphism
of C-algebras,
Z
∼−→ C[s]W ,
where s is the complexified Lie algebra of S, and W is the Weyl group of G with
respect to S. Let X be the cocharacter lattice of S. Then Hom(s,C) is naturally
isomorphic to X ⊗ C. Thus the infinitesimal character defines a map,
inf : Πdiscǫ (G˜)→
X ⊗ C
W − conjugation .
As S = S(R) ≡ Y ⊗U(1), the Pontrjagin dual of S is identified with X . The set
of genuine characters Πǫ(S˜) of S˜ is identified with a X-coset κ+X ⊂ 12X . Here,
the element
κ ∈ 12X/X = Hom(Y, 12Z/Z) = Hom(π1(S), 12Z/Z)
determines the double cover S˜ up to unique isomorphism.
Theorem 18.2. Let ρ be the half-sum of the positive roots of G (with respect
to some Borel subgroup containing S). Let XregQ denote the regular (=nonsingular)
locus in XQ = X⊗Q. The infinitesimal character provides a finite-to-one surjective
map,
inf : Πdiscǫ (G˜)։
(κ+ ρ+X) ∩XregQ
W − conjugation .
Proof. This follows directly from [AS77, Corollary 6.13], together with our remarks
on the restriction from G˜ to G˜◦. 
In the uncovered case, the fibres of the infinitesimal character map are precisely
the L-packets (under our semisimplicity assumption). In what follows, we parame-
terize the genuine discrete series representations by discrete series Weil parameters,
valued in the L-group of the cover G˜.
18.2. Discrete series parameters. Our treatment here is largely based on the
work of Langlands [Lan89, §3]. We have reproduced the structure and arguments
of Langlands, making adaptations and additions where necessary. As before, G is
a semisimple quasisplit group over R and G˜ is a double cover of G over R. The
L-group of G˜ fits into a short exact sequence,
G˜∨ →֒ LG˜։ GalR = {1, σ}.
Recall that the dual group G˜∨ is a pinned complex reductive group, with G˜∨ ⊃
B˜∨ ⊃ T˜∨, associated to the root datum
Ψ˜∨ = (YQ,n, Φ˜
∨, ∆˜∨, XQ,n, Φ˜, ∆˜).
A discrete series Weil parameter is a Weil parameter φ : WR → LG˜ whose
image is not contained in any proper parabolic subgroup LP˜ . (As in [Lan89], a
parabolic subgroup of LG˜ is a subgroup LP˜ whose intersection with G˜∨ is a parabolic
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subgroup and whose projection to GalR is surjective). Let Φ
disc
ǫ (G˜) be the set of
equivalence classes of discrete series Weil parameters.
Suppose that φ0 is a discrete series Weil parameter. Recall thatWR = C×⊔C×j,
where j2 = −1 and jzj−1 = σ(z) for all z ∈ C×.
Lemma 18.3. φ0 is equivalent to a parameter φ such that φ(C×) ⊂ T˜∨ and φ(j)
normalizes T˜∨.
Proof. The reasoning of [Lan89] based on [SS70, §II, Theorem 5.16] demonstrates
that φ(C×) ⊂ G˜∨ is contained in a maximal torus which is normalized by φ(WR).
Replacing φ by a G˜∨-conjugate parameter if necessary, we may assume that φ(C×) ⊂
T˜∨ and φ(WR) normalizes T˜∨. 
Let φ be a discrete series Weil parameter, with φ(C×) ⊂ T˜∨ and γ = φ(j)
normalizing T˜∨. Then conjugation by γ is a C-algebraic automorphism of T˜∨, and
so it arises from
γ : YQ,n → YQ,n.
Lemma 18.4. For all y ∈ YQ,n, γ(y) = −y. Equivalently, for all t∨ ∈ T˜∨,
γt∨γ−1 = (t∨)−1.
Proof. Since j2 = −1, γ acts as an automorphism of order 2 of YQ,n. Thus to
demonstrate that γ acts as −1 on YQ,n, it suffices to demonstrate that γ has no
fixed points in YQ,n ⊗Q.
If λ ∈ YQ,n ⊗Q and γλ = λ, then define P∨λ to be the parabolic subgroup of G˜∨
containg T˜∨, whose roots are those α˜∨ ∈ Φ˜∨ for which
α˜(λ) ≥ 0.
The conjugation action of γ → Aut(G˜∨) stabilizes P˜∨; indeed, it stabilizes T˜∨
and the set of roots of P˜∨. Hence the group LP˜ generated by P˜∨ and γ is a parabolic
subgroup of LG˜. This contradicts the assumption that φ is a discrete series Weil
parameter. 
Now we find that the discrete series Weil parameter φ, with φ(C×) ⊂ T˜∨, satisfies
φ(z) = zx1 z¯x2 ∈ T˜∨,
for some x1, x2 ∈ XQ,n⊗C satisfying x1−x2 ∈ XQ,n. Since jzj−1 = z¯, the previous
lemma implies
zx2 z¯x1 = φ(z¯) = γφ(z)γ−1 = φ(z)−1 = z−x1 z¯−x2.
Hence x2 = −x1. Since x1 − x2 ∈ XQ,n, we find that 2x1 ∈ X . Defining ξ = x1 ∈
1
2XQ,n, we find that
φ(z) = (z/z¯)ξ = arg(z)2ξ for some ξ ∈ 12XQ,n.
In particular, we find
γ2 = φ(j2) = φ(−1) = e2πiξ.
Lemma 18.5. The element ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is regular. In particular, the centralizer of
φ(C×) is the torus T˜∨.
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Proof. This proof follows [Bor79, §10.5]. If ξ were singular, then the centralizer of
φ(C×) would contain a nontrivial semisimple subgroup H∨ ⊂ G˜∨, normalized by γ.
But then Int(γ), as an involution of H∨, would fix (pointwise) a nontrivial torus S∨
in H∨. Thus Im(φ) would be contained in the centralizer of S∨, which is contained
in a proper parabolic subgroup of G˜∨, a contradiction. 
Proposition 18.6. Every discrete series Weil parameter for G˜ is equivalent to a
discrete series Weil parameter φ satisfying φ(z) = (z/z¯)ξ ∈ T˜∨ and φ(j) = γ ∈ LG˜,
where ξ and γ satisfy the following conditions.
(1) ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is regular.
(2) γ lies over σ and γ2 = e2πiξ
(3) γt∨γ−1 = (t∨)−1 for all t∨ ∈ T˜∨.
This gives a bijection, from the set of equivalence classes of discrete series Weil
parameters Φdiscǫ (G˜) to the set of N˜
∨-orbits on the set of pairs (ξ, γ) satisfying (1),
(2), (3) above.
Proof. The previous lemmata demonstrate that every discrete series Weil parameter
for G˜ is equivalent to a parameter φ(z) = (z/z¯)ξ, φ(j) = γ, with ξ and γ satisfying
the conditions above. What remains is to trace through equivalence of parameters.
If φ0 is a discrete series Weil parameter for G˜, then there exists g∨ ∈ G˜∨ such
that Int(g∨)φ0(z) ∈ T˜∨ for all z ∈ C×. Moreover, the regularity of ξ in the previous
lemma implies that g∨ is uniquely determined up to N˜∨.
Hence, to understand the G˜∨-orbits on Φdiscǫ (G˜), it suffices to verify that N˜
∨
acts on the set of pairs (ξ, γ) satisfying (1), (2), and (3). If ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is regular,
and n∨ ∈ N˜∨, then Int(n∨)ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is regular, so (1) is stable under the action of
N˜∨. If γ ∈ LG˜ lies over σ ∈ GalR, and γ2 = e2πiξ, then Int(n∨)γ lies over σ ∈ GalR
and
(Int(n∨)γ)2 = Int(n∨)γ2 = Int(n∨)e2πiξ = e2πi·Int(n
∨)ξ.
Hence (1) and (2) are stable under the action of N˜∨. Finally, if γt∨γ−1 = (t∨)−1
for all t∨ ∈ T˜∨, then
Int(n∨)γ · t∨ · Int(n∨)γ−1 = Int(n∨) (γ (Int(n∨)−1t∨) γ−1) = (t∨)−1.
Hence (1), (2), and (3) are stable under the action of N˜∨. 
Now we examine a pair (ξ, γ) satisfying the conditions (1), (2), (3) of the above
proposition. Recall that the L-group LG˜ is constructed as
LG˜ =
LZ˜ ⋉ G˜∨
〈ζ, ζ−1 : ζ ∈ Z˜∨〉 .
Here Z˜∨ is the center of G˜∨ and LZ˜ fits into a short exact sequence
Z˜∨ →֒ LZ˜ ։ GalR .
In this way, LT˜ can be viewed as a subgroup of LG˜,
LT˜ =
LZ˜ ⋉ T˜∨
〈ζ, ζ−1 : ζ ∈ Z˜∨〉 .
Hence γ = ζn∨ for some n∨ ∈ G˜∨ and some ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ ∈ GalR.
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Lemma 18.7. For any pair (ξ, γ) satisfying conditions (1), (2), (3), we have γ =
ζn∨ for some ζ ∈ LZ˜ and n∨ ∈ G˜∨. The element n∨ is contained in N˜∨, the
normalizer of T˜∨, and represents a σ-fixed involution w∨ ∈ W˜∨. This involution
acts on YQ,n by w∨(y) = −σ(y).
Proof. Conjugation by ζ and conjugation by γ = ζn∨ stabilize T˜∨. Hence conju-
gation by ζ−1 · γ = n∨ stabilizes T˜∨. Thus n∨ ∈ N˜∨, the normalizer of T˜∨ in G˜∨.
Write w∨ for the associated element of the Weyl group W˜∨ = N˜∨/T˜∨.
For all t∨ ∈ T∨, we compute
(t∨)−1 = γt∨γ−1 = ζn∨ · t∨ · (n∨)−1ζ−1
= ζn∨ζ−1 · ζt∨ζ−1 · ζ(n∨)−1ζ−1
= σ(w
∨
t∨).
Hence w∨ = −σ as automorphisms of YQ,n. It follows that σ ◦ w∨ = w∨ ◦ σ, and
w∨ ∈ (W˜∨)σ is a Galois-fixed element of the Weyl group.
Note that γ2 = φ(−1) ∈ T˜∨. Hence
ζn∨ζn∨ = ζζ · ζ−1n∨ζ · n∨ = ζ2σ(n∨)n∨ = φ(−1) ∈ T˜∨.
Since ζ2 ∈ T˜∨, we find that σn∨n∨ ∈ T˜∨ too. Since σw∨ = w∨, we find that w∨ is
an involution in W˜∨. 
The function (ξ, γ) 7→ ξ descends to a function
inf : Φdiscǫ (G˜)→
1
2XQ,n
W − conjugation .
Proposition 18.8. The fibres of the function inf have cardinality zero or one.
Proof. We demonstrate that, if (ξ, γ1) and (ξ, γ2) are two pairs (with the same
ξ) satisfying the conditions (1), (2), (3), then there exists t∨ ∈ T˜∨ such that
γ2 = t
∨γ1(t
∨)−1. Indeed, there exist ζ1, n∨1 , ζ2, n
∨
2 such that
γ1 = ζ1n
∨
1 , γ2 = ζ2n
∨
2 .
The elements n∨1 and n
∨
2 represent the same element w
∨ ∈ W˜∨ by the previous
Lemma. Thus there exists s∨ ∈ T˜∨ such that n∨2 = n∨1 s∨. The elements ζ1, ζ2 ∈ LZ˜
lie over σ ∈ GalR, and so there exists z∨ ∈ Z˜∨ satisfying ζ2 = ζ1z∨. We have
γ1s
∨z∨ = ζ1n
∨
1 s
∨z∨ = ζ1z
∨ · n∨1 s∨ = ζ2n∨2 = γ2.
Since squaring is surjective on T˜∨, let t∨ ∈ T˜∨ be such that (t∨)−2 = s∨z∨. The
previous Lemma describes the action of w∨ on T˜∨, yielding
t∨γ1(t
∨)−1 = t∨ζ1n
∨
1 (t
∨)−1 = ζ1n
∨
1 · σw
∨
t∨(t∨)−1 = γ1(t
∨)−2 = γ1s
∨z∨ = γ2.

To understand the image of inf, we must understand which pairs (ξ, γ) may
occur.
Lemma 18.9. Suppose that there exists w∨ ∈ W˜∨ such that w∨ acts on Y via −σ.
Suppose that ξ is a regular element of 12XQ,n. Let ρ be the half-sum of the positive
roots of G with respect to T. Then ξ occurs in the image of inf if and only if there
exists ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ ∈ GalR such that
(18.1) e2πiξ = e2πiρ · ζ2.
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Proof. For one direction, suppose that (ξ, γ) satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3).
Condition (2) states that γ2 = e2πiξ. We also know that γ = ζn∨ for some ζ ∈ LZ˜
and n∨ ∈ N˜∨ representing w∨. Hence
(18.2) e2πiξ = γ2 = (ζn∨)2 = ζ2 · σn∨n∨.
The computation of σn∨ · n∨ follows from a combinatorial lemma of Langlands,
[Lan89, Lemma 3.2].
(18.3) σn∨n∨ = e2πiρ.
To compare to [Lan89], our n∨ corresponds to Langlands’ a, our ρ corresponds to
Langlands’ δ, and our assumption that G is semisimple implies that Langlands’
µ∧(a) equals 1. Langlands’ Lemma (18.3) and (18.2) imply that (18.1) holds.
Conversely, suppose that that ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is regular and (18.1) holds for some
ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ. Define γ = ζn∨, where n∨ ∈ N˜∨ represents w∨ ∈ W˜∨
(acting by −σ on Y ). Suppose ξ and ζ satisfy (18.1). Define a discrete series Weil
parameter φ by setting
φ(z) = (z/z¯)ξ, φ(j) = γ.
To see that φ defines a discrete series Weil parameter, it suffices to show that
γ2 = (−1)2ξ and γφ(z)γ−1 = φ(z¯). These follow from (18.1) and the fact that n∨
represents the appropriate involution w∨ in W˜∨. 
Remark 18.10. If s∨ ∈ Z˜∨, then we find
s∨ = n∨s∨(n∨)−1 = σ(s∨)−1,
since w∨ acts on T˜∨ by t∨ 7→ σ(t∨)−1. Hence
(ζs∨)2 = ζ2s∨σs∨ = ζ2.
It follows that if (18.1) holds for some ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ, then (18.1) holds for
all ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ.
The previous lemma reduces the study of discrete series Weil parameters to the
study of ζ2 for ζ ∈ LZ˜. This can be related, in turn, to the L-group of an anisotropic
maximal torus in G. The following lemma guarantees the existence of such a torus,
and is essentially the same as [Lan89, Lemma 3.1]
Lemma 18.11. If there exists a discrete series Weil parameter φ ∈ Φdiscǫ (G˜), then
there exists a maximal R-torus S ⊂ G which is anisotropic, i.e., S = S(R) is
compact.
Proof. Let w ∈ W σ be the GalR-fixed element of W corresponding to w∨ above.
Then w∨ acts on Y as −σ, since Y contains YQ,n as a finite-index subgroup. Since
w = σw and w2 = 1, we find an element
[η] ∈ H1(GalR,W ), η∨(Id) = 1, η∨(σ) = w.
Since we assume G is quasisplit, a result of Raghunathan [Rag04] (proven earlier
by Gillé [Gil04]) implies that η occurs as the “type” of a maximal R-torus S ⊂ G.
The character lattice of S is isomorphic to Y , but with the Galois action twisted
by the cocycle η
σS(y) = w(σ(y)).
But w = −σ on Y and so w(σ(y)) = −y. Therefore σS has no fixed points in Y ,
and so S is anisotropic. 
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Now fix such an anisotropic maximal R-torus S ⊂ G. We elaborate on the
connection between S and the σ-fixed involution in W here. Since all maximal tori
are conjugate over C, there exists g ∈ GC = G(C) such that Int(g)S = T. Since S
and T are defined over R, we find that Int(σg)S = T as well. Define w˙ = σg · g−1.
Then we find that Int(w˙)T = T, and so w˙ ∈ NG(T)(C).
Write YS for the cocharacter lattice of S, so Int(g) : YS → Y is an isomorphism
of groups. If w˙ represents w ∈W , then the following diagram commutes.
YS Y
YS Y
Int(g)
σ w ◦ σ
Int(g)
Since S is anisotropic, σ : YS → YS is multiplication by −1. Hence Int(g)−1 ◦w ◦σ ◦
Int(g) = − Id, as automorphisms of Y , and so w = −σ as an automorphism of Y .
Therefore σw = w and w ∈WGalR . Since G is quasisplit, the GalR-fixed element w
can be represented by a GalR-fixed element of NG(T)(C). Hence we may assume,
without loss of generality, that
σw˙ = w˙ = σg · g−1 ∈ G(R).
Since σw˙ · w˙ = 1 and σw˙ = w˙, we find that w˙2 = 1 and w2 = 1. Note that
w ∈ WGalR corresponds to w∨ ∈ W˜∨ discussed earlier.
The inner automorphism Int(g) : GC → GC lifts canonically to an automorphism
Int(g) : G′C → G′C (central extensions of GC by K2 on the big Zariski site over C).
Writing S′ and T′ for the pullbacks of G′, and extending scalars to C, we find a
commutative diagram of sheaves of groups on CZar with exact rows.
(18.4)
K2 S
′
C SC
K2 T
′
C TC
= Int(g) Int(g)
From the diagram (18.4), the first Brylinski-Degline invariant of S′ is the qua-
dratic form
QS(y) = Q(Int(g)y) for all y ∈ YS .
We abbreviate Y ♯ = YQ,n and Y
♯
S = YS,QS,2 in what follows. Then Int(g) restricts
to an isomorphism from Y ♯S to Y
♯.
Write Tˆ = Tˆ[C] = Hom(Y ♯,C×), and similarly Sˆ = Hom(Y ♯S ,C
×). The underly-
ing groups of Tˆ and Sˆ are the same as those of T∨ and S∨, but the GalR-actions are
different: in Tˆ and Sˆ, we consider C× as a GalR-module by complex conjugation,
while in T∨ and S∨, we consider C× as a trivial GalR-module.
The action of W on Y ♯ yields a homomorphism wˆ : Tˆ → Tˆ . The isomorphism
Int(g) : Y ♯S → Y ♯ yields a pullback isomorphism gˆ : Tˆ → Sˆ, fitting into a commuta-
tive diagram.
Tˆ Sˆ
Tˆ Sˆ
gˆ
σ ◦ wˆ σ
gˆ
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Taking the C((υ))-points in (18.4), pushing out viaK2(C((υ)))։ C×, and pulling
back via Y ♯S → S(C((υ))) and Y ♯ →֒ T(C((υ))) yields a commutative diagram of
abelian groups, relating the second Brylinski-Deligne invariants of S˜ and T˜.
(18.5)
C× D♯S Y
♯
S
C× D♯ Y ♯
= Int(g) Int(g)
Recall that w˙ ∈ G = G(R) and w˙·g = σg. It follows that, while Int(g) : D♯S → D♯
is typically not GalR-equivariant, the following diagram commutes.
D♯S D
♯
D♯S D
♯
Int(g)
σ Int(w˙) ◦ σ
Int(g)
Let Spl(D♯) be the Tˆ -torsor of splittings of D♯, and Spl(D♯S) the Sˆ-torsor of
splittings of D♯S . The GalR actions on D
♯ and D♯S yield GalR-actions on Spl(D
♯)
and Spl(D♯S), compatible with those on Tˆ and Sˆ. Moreover, if s ∈ Spl(D♯) then we
find a splitting
g∗s = Int(g)−1 ◦ s ◦ Int(g) ∈ Spl(D♯S).
Similarly, we may construct a splitting w˙∗s = Int(w˙)−1 ◦ s ◦ Int(w˙) ∈ Spl(D♯). The
following diagrams commute, exhibiting the interactions of Galois actions, torsor
structure, Int(w˙), and Int(g).
Spl(D♯) Spl(D♯S)
Spl(D♯) Spl(D♯S)
g∗
w˙∗ ◦ σ σ
g∗
Tˆ × Spl(D♯) Spl(D♯)
Sˆ × Spl(D♯S) Spl(D♯S)
∗
gˆ × g∗ g∗
∗
Let gˆ∗ Spl(D♯) denote the pushout of the torsor Spl(D♯) via gˆ : Tˆ → Sˆ. Thus
gˆ∗ Spl(D
♯) has the same underlying set Spl(D♯), but is now viewed as a Sˆ-torsor.
The commutativity of the diagram above (on the right) demonstrates that
g∗ : gˆ∗ Spl(D
♯)
∼−→ Spl(D♯S)
is an isomorphism of Sˆ-torsors.
Write
√
Spl(D♯) for the groupoid of square roots of the Tˆ -torsor Spl(D♯). Sim-
ilarly, write
√
Spl(D♯S) for the groupoid of square roots of the Sˆ-torsor Spl(S).
If x¯ = (H,h) ∈
√
Spl(D♯), then pushing out yields a square root (gˆ∗H, gˆ∗h) ∈√
gˆ∗ Spl(D♯). Composing with the isomorphism of Sˆ-torsors g∗ : gˆ∗ Spl(D♯) →
Spl(D♯S), we find an object g∗x¯ = (gˆ∗H, g
∗ ◦ gˆ∗h) ∈
√
Spl(D♯S).
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The diagrams and discussions above define functors of groupoids,
σ∗ :
√
Spl(D♯)→
√
Spl(D♯)
σS,∗ :
√
Spl(D♯S)→
√
Spl(D♯S)
w˙∗ :
√
Spl(D♯)→
√
Spl(D♯)
g∗ :
√
Spl(D♯)→
√
Spl(D♯S).
Lemma 18.12. Let w˙ be any element of NG(T)(C) satisfying w˙2 = 1 (e.g, the
element w˙ = σg ·g−1 from before). Let x¯ = (H,h) be any object of
√
Spl(D♯). Then
there exists an isomorphism ρ˙ : x¯ → w˙∗x¯ in the groupoid
√
Spl(D♯) such that the
morphism
ρ˙2 : x¯
ρ˙−→ w˙∗x¯ w˙∗ρ˙−−→ w˙∗w˙∗x¯ = x¯
equals the identity.
Proof. Since w is an involution inW , there exist strongly orthogonal roots α1, . . . , αℓ
with associated root reflections w1, . . . , wℓ ∈ W , such that w =
∏ℓ
i=1 wi (see, for
example, [Mic75, Proposition 1.1]). Let qi = Q(α∨i ) and let ni = nαi . Thus ni = 1
if qi is even, and ni = 2 if qi is odd. Define
β =
ℓ∑
i=1
qiα˜i ∈ XQ,n.
Orthogonality implies that w(β) = −β.
Also, orthogonality implies that the coroots α˜∨i are Q-linearly independently,
and so there exists a splitting s ∈ Spl(D♯) which is aligned in the sense that
(18.6) s(α˜∨i ) = [ei]
ni , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
As in Lemma 3.16, if d ∈ D♯ lies over y ∈ Y ♯, we have
Int(w˙)d = d ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(
[ei]
−ni〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qiε(−ni〈α˜i,y〉)
)
.
Here and below, ε(N) = N(N +1)/2 for any integer N . As in Theorem 3.17, recall
that ε(2N) = N modulo 2, and ε(−N)−N = ε(N) modulo 2.
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When s is aligned as in (18.6), we compute
[w˙∗(s)](y) = Int(w˙)s
y − ℓ∑
j=1
〈α˜j , y〉α˜∨j
 ,
= Int(w˙)s(y) ·
∏
j
Int(w˙)s(α˜∨j )
−〈α˜j ,y〉,
= s(y) ·
∏
i
[ei]
−ni〈α˜i,y〉 · (−1)qiε(−ni〈α˜i,y〉)
·
∏
j
(
s(α˜∨j )
−〈α˜j ,y〉 ·
∏
i
[ei]
ni〈α˜j ,y〉〈α˜i,α˜
∨
j 〉 · (−1)−qi〈α˜j ,y〉ε(−ni〈α˜i,α˜∨j 〉)
)
,
= s(y) · (−1)qiε(−ni〈α˜i,y〉)+qi〈α˜i,y〉ε(−2ni), (by (18.6) and orthogonality)
= s(y) · (−1)qiε(−ni〈α˜i,y〉)−qini〈α˜i,y〉,
= s(y) ·
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qiε(ni〈α˜i,y〉).
If ni = 1, then qi is even and the exponent qiε(ni〈α˜, y〉) is even. If ni = 2 then
ε(ni〈α˜, y〉) has the same parity as 〈α˜, y〉. In both cases, we find
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qiε(ni〈α˜i,y〉) =
ℓ∏
i=1
(−1)qi〈α˜i,y〉.
Hence
Int(w˙)s = (−1)β ∗ s = eiπβ ∗ s.
Since h : H → Spl(D♯) is surjective, let a ∈ H be such that h(a) = s, with s
aligned as above. Let ρ : x¯ → w˙∗x¯ be any isomorphism in the connected groupoid√
Spl(D♯). Then, as a function from H to H , we have ρ(a) = rˆ ∗ a for some rˆ ∈ Tˆ .
We have
s = h(a) = Int(w˙)(h(ρ(a))) = Int(w˙)(h(rˆ ∗ a)) = wˆ(rˆ2) ∗ Int(w˙)(s),
and so
wˆ(rˆ)2 = eiπβ ∈ Tˆ .
Since w(β) = −β, wˆ(eiπβ) = e−iπβ = eiπβ , and so rˆ2 = eiπβ too. Define
ρ˙ = rˆ−1eiπβ/2 ◦ ρ, a˙ = eiπβ/4 ∗ a ∈ H.
Note that rˆ−1eiπβ/2 ∈ Tˆ[2], and so ρ˙ : x¯→ w˙∗x¯ is again a morphism in
√
Spl(D♯).
As in Lemma 5.10, we compute
ρ˙(a˙) = rˆ−1eiπβ/2 ∗ ρ(eiπβ/4 ∗ a),
= rˆ−1eiπβ/2e−iπβ/4 ∗ ρ(a), (since wˆ(eiπβ/4) = e−iπβ/4)
= rˆ−1eiπβ/2e−iπβ/4rˆ ∗ a,
= rˆ−1eiπβ/2e−iπβ/4rˆe−iπβ/4 ∗ a˙ = a˙.
Hence ρ˙(ρ˙(a˙)) = a˙. But ρ˙ ◦ ρ˙ is a Tˆ -torsor isomorphism from H to itself, and so
ρ˙2 = Id. 
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Now fix an object z¯ = (H,h, j) of the groupoid Eǫ(G˜)[C]. Define x¯ = (H,h), an
object of
√
Spl(D♯). Pushing out yields an object g∗x¯ ∈
√
Spl(D♯S).
Theorem 18.13. There exists an L-morphism Lg making the following diagram
commute.
Z˜∨ LZ˜ GalR
S˜∨ LS˜ GalR
g∨ Lg =
Proof. We begin by producing an L-morphism I(g) making the following diagram
commute.
Z˜∨ πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), z¯) GalR
S˜∨ πe´t1 (Eǫ(S˜), g∗x¯) GalR
g∨ I(g) =
Consider a morphism f : z¯ → σ∗z¯ in the groupoid Eǫ(G˜)[C]. Thus f is an element
of πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), z¯) lying over σ. f restricts to an isomorphism from x¯ → σ∗x¯ in the
groupoid Eǫ(T˜)[C].
Choose an isomorphism ρ : x¯→ w˙∗x¯ in the groupoid
√
Spl(D♯) such that ρ2 = Id,
as in the previous lemma. From the proof of Theorem 5.13, the following diagram
in the groupoid Eǫ(T˜)[C] commutes.
x¯ σ∗x¯
w˙∗x¯ w˙∗σ∗x¯ = σ∗w˙∗x¯
f
ρ ρ
f
The equality w˙∗σ∗x¯ = σ∗w˙∗x¯ follows from the fact that w˙ is GalR-invariant. It
follows that f2 = (ρf)2 ∈ Z˜∨.
x¯ σ∗x¯ σ∗w˙∗x¯ = w˙∗σ∗x¯ w˙∗σ∗σ∗x¯ = w˙∗x¯ x¯.
f
f ◦ f
ρ f ρ = ρ−1
To compute g∨(f2), we apply the functor g∗ throughout.
g∗x¯ g∗σ∗x¯ g∗σ∗w˙∗x¯ = g∗w˙∗σ∗x¯ g∗w˙∗σ∗σ∗x¯ = g∗w˙∗x¯ g∗x¯.
g∗f
g∨(f ◦ f)
g∗ρ g∗f g∗ρ
But g∗w˙∗σ∗x¯ = σ∗g∗x¯, so the diagram above yields a commutative diagram in
Eǫ(S˜)[C],
(18.7) g∗x¯ σ∗g∗x¯ g∗x¯
g∗(ρf)
g∨(f ◦ f)
g∗(ρf)
Now we define the L-morphism I(g) as follows. Since f lies over σ ∈ GalR,
πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), z¯) = Z˜
∨ ⊔ f · Z˜∨.
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Define I(g)ζ = g∨(ζ) for all ζ ∈ Z˜∨. Define I(g)f = g∗(ρf). To see that I(g) ex-
tends uniquely to a homomorphism from πe´t1 (Eǫ(G˜), z¯) to π
e´t
1 (Eǫ(S˜), g∗x¯), it suffices
to observe two facts.
• For all ζ ∈ Z˜∨, we have g∨σ(ζ) = g∨(σ(w∨(ζ))) = σ(g∨(ζ)), and so g∨ is
GalR-equivariant.
• Diagram (18.7) implies that I(g)f2 = g∨(f2) = (g∗(ρf))2 = (I(g)f)2.
To finish the proof, we recall that the first Brylinski-Deligne invariant of S˜ sat-
isfies QS(y) = Q(Int(g)y) for all y ∈ YS . It follows quickly that τQS : µ2 → S˜∨
satisfies τQS (±1) = g∨(τQ(±1)). Hence we find a L-morphism τg making the fol-
lowing diagram commute.
Z˜∨ (τQ)∗G˜alR GalR
S˜∨ (τQS )∗G˜alR GalR
g∨ τg =
The Baer sum yields the desired L-morphism Lg = I(g)∔ τg. 
Corollary 18.14. Let ρ ∈ 12X be the half-sum of the positive roots for G with
respect to B ⊃ T. Let κ ∈ 12XQ,n/XQ,n be the element defining the double cover
S˜Q,n → SQ,n. Then the map inf gives a bijection,
Φdiscǫ (G˜)→
(κ+ ρ+XQ,n) ∩XregQ
W − conjugation .
Proof. From Lemma 18.9, we find that ξ ∈ 12XQ,n is in the image of inf if and only if
ξ is regular and e2πiξ = e2πiρ ·ζ2 for some ζ ∈ LZ˜ lying over σ ∈ GalR. The previous
Theorem, together with Lemma 17.3 implies that g∨(ζ2) = (I(g)ζ)2 = e2πiκ ∈ S˜∨.
The result follows immediately. 
Recall that the infinitesimal character provided a finite-to-one surjective map,
inf : Πdiscǫ (G˜)։
(κ+ ρ+X) ∩XregQ
W − conjugation .
The W -equivariant inclusion X →֒ XQ,n uniquely determines a parameterization
of discrete series Ldiscǫ .
Theorem 18.15. There is a unique finite-to-one function Ldiscǫ : Πdiscǫ (G˜)→ Φdiscǫ (G˜),
making the following diagram commute.
Πdiscǫ (G˜)
(κ+ρ+X)∩Xreg
Q
W−conjugation
Φdiscǫ (G˜)
(κ+ρ+XQ,n)∩X
reg
Q
W−conjugation
inf
Ldiscǫ
inf
Proof. This follows from the bijectivity of the bottom row, and the finite-to-one
nature of the top row. 
This theorem provides a finite-to-one parameterization of the genuine discrete
series representations of G˜, by discrete series Weil parameters valued in LG˜.
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Appendix
19. Torsors, gerbes, and fundamental groups
Let S be a connected scheme, and Se´t the étale site. Our treatment of sheaves
on Se´t follows [SGA4.5, §II]. Recall that a geometric point of S is a morphism of
schemes s¯ : Spec(F¯ )→ S, where F¯ is a separably closed field.
An open étale neighborhood of s¯ is an étale morphism U → S endowed with
a lift u¯ : Spec(F¯ ) → U of the geometric point s¯. If s¯ is a geometric point, we
write πe´t1 (S, s¯) for the étale fundamental group. When s¯ is fixed, we define GalS =
πe´t1 (S, s¯).
19.1. Local systems on Se´t.
Definition 19.1. A local system on Se´t is a locally constant sheaf J of sets on Se´t.
When J is a local system on Se´t and U → S is étale, we write J[U ] for the set of
sections over U and we write JU for the local system on Ue´t obtained by restriction.
If s¯ is a geometric point of S, then the fibre Js¯ is the inductive limit lim−→U J[U ], over
open étale neighborhoods of s¯. By local constancy, Js¯ = J[U ] for some such open
étale neighborhood. Often in this paper we work locally on Se´t and abuse notation
a bit by writing j ∈ J rather than j ∈ J[U ] (for an étale U → S).
More generally, if C is a category, then one may work with local systems on Se´t
of objects of C, or “C-valued local systems.” If C→ D is a functor, then one finds a
corresponding functor from the category of C-valued local systems to the category
of D-valued local systems. Fibres of such C-valued local systems over geometric
points make sense in this generality, by local constancy.
Example 19.2. Let M be a local system on Se´t of finitely-generated abelian groups,
and let R be a commutative ring. Then Spec(R[M]) will denote the local system on
Se´t of affine group schemes over R given by
Spec(R[M])[U ] = Spec(R[M[U ]]).
We will work with local systems of groups, local systems of affine group schemes
over Z, local systems of root data, etc..
19.2. Torsors on Se´t.
Definition 19.3. Let G be a sheaf of groups on Se´t. A G-torsor is a locally
nonempty sheaf of sets V on Se´t, endowed with an action ∗ : G × V → V, such
that
G× V→ V× V, (g, v) 7→ (g ∗ v, v)
is an isomorphism of sheaves of sets on Se´t. Morphisms of G-torsors are morphisms
of sheaves on Se´t which intertwine the G-action. The category of G-torsors will be
denoted Tors(G).
If V is a G-torsor, we write [V] for its isomorphism class. The isomorphism classes
of G-torsors form a pointed set denoted H1e´t(S,G). The set is pointed by the isomor-
phism class of the neutral G-torsor: G itself, as a G-torsor by left-multiplication. If
V is a G-torsor, U → S is étale, and v ∈ V[U ], then write vU ′ for the restriction of
v to any further étale U ′ → U . For any such U ′, and any w ∈ V[U ′], there exists a
unique g ∈ G[U ′] satisfying w = g ∗ vU ′ . Allowing U ′ to vary, the map w 7→ g
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a GU -torsor isomorphism from VU to GU . Thus we say that the point v ∈ V[U ]
neutralizes the torsor V over U .
The category of torsors has more structure in the abelian case. If A is a sheaf
of abelian groups on Se´t, then the category Tors(A) inherits a monoidal structure.
Namely, if V1 and V2 are two A-torsors, define
V1 ∔ V2 =
V1 × V2
(a ∗ v1, v2) ∼ (v1, a ∗ v2) .
With this monoidal structure, the trivial torsor A as zero object, and obvious
isomorphisms for commutativity and associativity and unit, the category Tors(A)
becomes a Picard groupoid (i.e., a strictly commutative Picard category, in the
terminology of [SGA4, Exposé XVIII §1.4]. The pointed set of isomorphism classes
H1e´t(S,A) becomes an abelian group, with
[V1] + [V2] := [V1 ∔ V2] .
The group H1e´t(S,A) is identified with the étale cohomology with coefficients A.
Suppose that f : A→ G is a homomorphism of sheaves of groups on Se´t, with A
abelian, and f central (i.e., f factors through the inclusion of the center Z →֒ G).
If V is an A-torsor, then we write f∗V for the pushout,
f∗V :=
G× V
(g, a ∗ v) ∼ (f(a) · g, v) .
This operation of pushing out torsors defines a functor,
f∗ : Tors(A)→ Tors(G).
If g ∈ G and v ∈ V, we write g ∧ v for its image in f∗V. Then
g ∧ (a ∗ v) = gf(a) ∧ v = f(a)g ∧ v.
The G-torsor structure is given by
γ ∗ (g ∧ v) = (γg) ∧ v, for all γ, g ∈ G, v ∈ V.
Suppose that c : A1 → A2 is a homomorphism of sheaves of abelian groups on
Se´t. Let V1 be an A1-torsor and V2 an A2-torsor. A map of torsors π : V1 → V2
lying over c means a morphism of sheaves of sets on Se´t satisfying
π(a1 ∗ v1) = c(a1) ∗ π(v1), for all a1 ∈ A1, v1 ∈ V1.
Such a map factors uniquely through c∗V1.
A short exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups on Se´t,
(19.1) A
α−֒→ B β−։ C,
yields two more constructions of torsors.
First, the sequence yields a boundary map in cohomology, ∂ : H0e´t(S,C)→ H1e´t(S,A).
There is a corresponding map from global sections of C to objects of the category
of A-torsors as follows.
Begin with c ∈ C[S] and write [c] to consider it as an element of H0e´t(S,C). For
any étale U → S, write cU ∈ C[U ] for the restriction of c to U . Define ∂c to be the
sheaf on Se´t whose sections are given by
∂c[U ] = {b ∈ B[U ] : β(b) = cU}.
The sheaf ∂c is naturally an A-torsor; the equivalence class [∂c] ∈ H1e´t(S,A) coin-
cides with ∂[c]. The sheaf ∂c is called the torsor of liftings of c via β.
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Next, write Hom(C,B) for the sheaf of homomorphisms (“sheaf-hom”) from C
to B. This is a sheaf of abelian groups on Se´t, and there is a subsheaf of sets
Spl(B) consisting of those homomorphisms which split the extension (19.1). This
subsheaf Spl (B) is naturally a Hom(C,A)-torsor, called the torsor of splittings.
This corresponds to a familiar map in the cohomology of sheaves of abelian groups,
Ext(C,A)→ H1e´t(S,Hom(C,A)).
19.3. Gerbes on Se´t. Here we introduce a class of gerbes on Se´t. In what follows,
let A be a sheaf of abelian groups on Se´t.
Definition 19.4. A gerbe on Se´t banded by A is a (strict) stack E on Se´t of groupoids
such that E is locally nonempty, locally connected, and banded by A.
We unravel this definition here, beginning with the data.
a (strict) stack E on Se´t of groupoids: For each étale U → S, we have a
(possibly empty) groupoid E[U ]. For γ : U ′ → U , a morphism of schemes
étale over S, we have a pullback functor γ∗ : E[U ]→ E[U ′].
banded by A: For every object x of E[U ], there is given an isomorphism
A[U ]→ Aut(x) (written α 7→ αx).
This data satisfies additional axioms:
(strict) stack axioms: For each pair γ : U ′ → U and δ : U ′′ → U ′, we re-
quire equality of functors δ∗ ◦γ∗ = (γδ)∗. (“Strictness” refers to the require-
ment of equality rather than extra data of natural isomorphisms). Descent
for objects and morphisms is effective.
locally nonempty: There exists a finite étale U → S such that E[U ] is
nonempty.
locally connected: For any étale U → S and pair of objects x, y ∈ E[U ],
there exists a finite étale γ : U ′ → U such that γ∗x is isomorphic to γ∗y in
E[U ′].
banding: Given a morphism f : x→ y in E[U ], and α ∈ A[U ], αy ◦f = f ◦αx.
Also, given γ : U ′ → U étale, αγ∗x = γ∗αx ∈ Aut(γ∗x).
Remark 19.5. We will not require gerbes banded by nonabelian groups – com-
mutativity greatly simplifies the theory. For a fuller treatment of gerbes, one can
consult the original book of Giraud [Gir71], work of Breen [Bre10], [Bre90], the book
of Brylinski [Bry93, Chapter V], the article of Deligne [Del91], the introduction of
Garland and Patnaik [PG08], and the Stacks Project [Stacks], among others. We
don’t keep track of universes along the way, while Giraud [Gir71] is careful about
set-theoretic subtleties. Our “strictness” assumption is typically referred to as an
assumption that the fibred category E→ Se´t is “split” (see [Vis04]). The strictness
assumption is not so restrictive, since every stack is equivalent to a strict stack (cf.
[Vis04, Theorem 3.45]). See also [Gir71, §I.1].
If E is a gerbe on Se´t banded by A, and U → S is étale, then we write EU for
its restriction to Ue´t; this is a gerbe on Ue´t banded by AU .
Our strictness assumption allows us to easily define the fibre of a gerbe E at
a geometric point s¯. This is the category Es¯ whose object set is the direct limit
lim−→U E[U ] of object sets, indexed by open étale neighborhoods of s¯. Write A = As¯
for the fibre of A over s¯. If z¯1, z¯2 are objects of Es¯, then Hom(z¯1, z¯2) is naturally
an A-torsor.
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If x, y ∈ E[U ], then for γ : U ′ → U define
Hom(x, y)[U ′] = Hom(γ∗x, γ∗y).
In this way, we construct a sheaf Hom(x, y) of sets on Ue´t. In particular, we find
a sheaf of groups Aut(x) on Ue´t. The banding provides an isomorphism of sheaves
of groups, AU
∼−→ Aut(x), and Hom(x, y) becomes an AU -torsor.
19.3.1. Functors of gerbes. Suppose that c : A1 → A2 is a homomorphism of sheaves
of abelian groups on Se´t, and E1,E2 are gerbes on Se´t banded by A1,A2, respec-
tively. A functor of gerbes φ : E1 → E2, lying over c, is a (strict) functor of stacks
lying over c. This entails the following.
(strict) functor of stacks: For each étale U → S, a functor of categories
φ[U ] : E1[U ] → E2[U ]. For every γ : U ′ → U , with pullback functors γ∗1 in
E1 and γ∗2 in E2, the “strictness” condition requires an equality of functors,
γ∗2 ◦ φ[U ] = φ[U ′] ◦ γ∗1 .
lying over c: The “lying over c” condition requires that, for each α1 ∈ A1[U ]
with α2 = c(α1), and object x1 ∈ E1[U ] with x2 = φ[U ]x1, we have
(α2)x2 = φ[U ] ((α1)x1) ∈ Aut(x2).
Gerbes on Se´t banded by a fixed sheaf of abelian groups A form a 2-category
(in the sense of [Gir71, §I.1.8]); if E1 and E2 are two such gerbes banded by the
same A, an equivalence of gerbes φ : E1 → E2 is a functor of gerbes lying over
Id: A → A. Given two such equivalences of gerbes φ, φ′ : E1 → E2, a natural
isomorphism φ
∼
=⇒ φ′ consists of natural isomorphisms of functors φ[U ]⇒ φ′[U ] for
each U , compatible with pullback. This defines a 2-category of gerbes banded by
A, equivalences, and natural isomorphisms of equivalences.
Given two gerbes E1,E2 banded by A, one may “contract” them to form another
gerbe E1 ∔ E2 banded by A. The family of categories of torsors, Tors(A), given by
Tors(A)[U ] = Tors(AU ) (for each étale U → S), with pullbacks given by restriction
of sheaves, forms the neutral A-gerbe on Se´t. E ∔ Tors(A) is equivalent to E, for
any gerbe E banded by A (and the equivalence is determined up to unique natural
isomorphism).
Suppose that E is a gerbe on Se´t banded by A, and x is an object of E[U ] for
some étale U → S. Then, for γ : U ′ → U étale, and y ∈ E[U ′], we have a AU ′ -torsor
Hom(γ∗x, y). This map y 7→ Hom(γ∗x, y) extends to an equivalence of gerbes
from EU to Tors(A)U . In this way, we say that x neutralizes the gerbe E over U .
If E is a gerbe banded by A, we write [E] for its equivalence class. The set of
such equivalence classes is denoted H2e´t(S,A). This forms an abelian group, with
zero corresponding to the neutral gerbe of A-torsors, and addition arising from
contraction. From [Gir71], we identify H2e´t(S,A) with the étale cohomology of S
with coeffiencts A.
19.3.2. Pushouts. Given a gerbe E1 banded by A1, and c : A1 → A2 as above, one
may construct a gerbe c∗E1 banded by A2 called the pushout of E1 by c. Any
functor of gerbes φ : E1 → E2 lying over c factors through a functor c∗E1 → E2 (the
functor being determined uniquely up to unique natural isomorphism, see [Del91,
§5.3]). The objects of c∗E1 are the same as those of E1. But, given two such objects
x, y ∈ E1[U ], the morphism set Homc∗E1(x, y) is defined as the pushout of torsors,
Homc∗E1(x, y) = c∗HomE1(x, y).
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If x, y ∈ E1[U ], f ∈ HomE1(x, y), and α2 ∈ A2[U ], we write α2 ∧ f for the resulting
morphism from x to y in c∗E1. If α1 ∈ A1[U ], then we have
α2 ∧ (α1,y ◦ f) = (α2 · c(α1)) ∧ f.
The pushout of gerbes corresponds to the map in cohomology,
H2e´t(S,A1)→ H2e´t(S,A2), [E1] 7→ c∗[E1].
See [Gir71, Chapitre IV, §3.3, 3.4] for details.
19.3.3. The gerbe of liftings. If A
α−֒→ B β−։ C is a short exact sequence of sheaves
of abelian groups on Se´t, then the sequence of cohomology groups,
H2e´t(S,A)
α−→ H2e´t(S,B)
β−→ H2e´t(S,C)
is also exact. The analogous construction with gerbes is the following: suppose
that E is a gerbe banded by B, F is a gerbe banded by C, and p : E → F is a
functor of gerbes lying over B
β−→ C. If z is an S-object of F (neutralizing F, so that
0 = [F] ∈ H2e´t(S,C)), then cohomology suggests that E arises as the pushout of a
gerbe banded by A.
Indeed, we define the gerbe p−1(z) as follows: the objects of p−1(z)[U ] are pairs
(y, j) where y is an object of E[U], and j : p(y)→ z is an isomorphism in F[U ]. The
morphisms in p−1(z) are those in E which are compatible with the isomorphisms
to z. The gerbe p−1(z) will be called the gerbe of liftings of z via p. It is a gerbe
banded by A, and there is a natural equivalence from α∗p−1(z) to E, given by
“forgetting j.”
19.3.4. The gerbe of nth roots. Suppose that C is a sheaf of abelian groups on Se´t,
and the homomorphism C
n−→ C is surjective. An important example of a gerbe of
liftings arises from the Kummer sequence C[n] →֒ C
n−։ C.
Pushing out gives to a functor of gerbes, n∗ : Tors(C) → Tors(C), lying over
C
n−։ C. Given a C-torsor V, the gerbe of liftings of V via n∗ will be called the
gerbe of nth roots, denoted n
√
V. It is a gerbe on Se´t banded by C[n]. The map which
sends a C-torsor to its gerbe of nth roots corresponds to the Kummer coboundary
map κ : H1e´t(S,C)→ H2e´t(S,C[n]).
Explicitly, an object of n
√
V is a pair (H, h) where H is a C-torsor, and h : H→ V
is a morphism of sheaves making the following diagram commute.
C×H H
C× V V
∗
n× h h
∗
The construction of the gerbe of nth roots is itself functorial. Consider a ho-
momorphism of sheaves of abelian groups, c : C1 → C2, and assume that C1 n−→ C1
and C2
n−→ C2 are surjective. Suppose that V1 is a C1-torsor, and V2 is a C2-torsor.
Suppose that f : V1 → V2 is a morphism of torsors lying over the homomorphism
c : C1 → C2. Then we find a functor of gerbes n
√
f : n
√
V1 → n
√
V2 lying over the
homomorphism of bands C1,[n] → C2,[n].
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19.4. Fundamental group. Now let A be a local system of abelian groups on
Se´t. Let E be a gerbe on Se´t banded by A. Let F¯ be a separably closed field, let
s¯ : Spec(F¯ )→ S be a geometric point, and recall that GalS = πe´t1 (S, s¯) denotes the
étale fundamental group.
Suppose that U → S is a Galois cover, and u¯ : Spec(F¯ )→ U lifts the geometric
point s¯. Writing GalU = πe´t1 (U, u¯), we find a short exact sequence
GalU →֒ GalS ։ Gal(U/S).
If γ ∈ GalS we write γU for its image in Gal(U/S).
Suppose moreover that AU is a constant sheaf and E[U ] is a nonempty groupoid
(i.e., E is neutral over U). Write A = A[U ] for the resulting abelian group. Then A
is endowed with an action ofGalS that factors through the finite quotientGal(U/S).
An object z ∈ E[U ] will be called a base point for the gerbe E (over U). The banding
identifies A with the automorphism group of z.
Without loss of generality, pulling back to a larger Galois cover if necessary, we
may assume that Hom(z, γ∗Uz) is nonempty for all γ ∈ GalS . In this way, the base
point z ∈ E[U ] and γ ∈ GalS define an A-torsor,
Autγ(z) := Hom(z, γ
∗
Uz).
We write γ∗ instead of γ∗U , when there is little chance of confusion.
Define the étale fundamental group of the gerbe E, at the base point z, by
π1(E, z) =
⊔
γ∈GalS
Autγ(z).
The group structure is given, for γ1, γ2 ∈ GalS , by the following sequence.
Autγ1(z)×Autγ2(z) = Hom(z, γ∗1z)×Hom(z, γ∗2z)
γ∗2×Id−−−−→ Hom(γ∗2z, γ∗2γ∗1z)×Hom(z, γ∗2z)
◦−→ Hom(z, γ∗2γ∗1z)
=−→ Hom(z, (γ1γ2)∗z) = Autγ1γ2(z)
As AutId(z) = Aut(z), the isomorphism A
∼−→ Aut(z), α 7→ αz , gives an extension
of groups,
(19.2) A →֒ πe´t1 (E, z)։ GalS .
If γ ∈ GalU ⊂ GalS , then γU = Id and so Autγ(z) = AutId(z). In this way, we
find a splitting GalU →֒ π1(E, z). In other words, πe´t1 (E, z) arises as the pullback
of an extension of Gal(U/S) by A. The conjugation action of GalS on A, in the
extension (19.2), coincides with the canonical action of Gal(U/S) on A = A[U ].
The sequence (19.2) describes the fundamental group of a gerbe (with base point)
as an extension of GalS by A. Here we analyze how this fundamental group depends
on the choice of base point, and how it behaves under equivalence of gerbes.
Consider a further Galois cover δ : U ′ → U and geometric base point u¯′ lifting
u¯. By constancy of AU , we identify A = A[U ] = A[U ′]. For all γ ∈ GalS , we
have γU ◦ δ = δ ◦ γU ′ . This defines an isomorphism of A-torsors, δ∗ : Autγ(z) ∼−→
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Autγ(δ
∗z), using the sequence below.
Autγ(z) = Hom(z, γ
∗
Uz)
δ∗−→ Hom(δ∗z, δ∗γ∗Uz)
=−→ Hom(δ∗z, (γUδ)∗z)
=−→ Hom(δ∗z, (δγU ′)∗z)
=−→ Hom(δ∗z, γ∗U ′δ∗z) = Autγ(δ∗z).
Putting these isomorphisms together, we find an isomorphism of extensions.
A πe´t1 (E, z) GalS
A πe´t1 (E, δ
∗z) GalS
= ιδ =
A further cover δ′ : U ′′ → U ′, with δ′′ = δ ◦ δ′ : U ′′ → U , gives a commutative
diagram in the category of extensions of GalS by A.
πe´t1 (E, z) π
e´t
1 (E, δ
∗z) πe´t1 (E, (δ
′)∗δ∗z) = πe´t1 (E, (δ
′′)∗z)ιδ
ιδ′′
ιδ′
Define z¯ ∈ Es¯ to be the image of the base point z in the direct limit. We call z¯
a geometric base point for the gerbe E. Define
πe´t1 (E, z¯) = lim−→
U ′
πe´t1 (E, δ
∗z),
the direct limit over Galois covers δ : (U ′, u¯′) → (U, u¯), via the isomorphisms ιδ
described above. This gives an extension of groups, depending (up to unique iso-
morphism) only on the geometric base point z¯ ∈ Es¯.
A →֒ πe´t1 (E, z¯)։ GalS .
This extension is also endowed with a family of splittings over finite-index subgroups
GalU ⊂ GalS , arising from base points z ∈ E[U ] mapping to z¯. Having such
splittings is useful for topological purposes, e.g., πe´t1 (E, z¯) → GalS is naturally a
continuous homomorphism of profinite groups when A is finite.
Consider a second geometric base point z¯0 ∈ Es¯ (over the same s¯ → S). There
exists an isomorphism f¯ : z¯0 → z¯ in Es¯. For a sufficiently large Galois cover U → S,
we may assume that f¯ : z¯0 → z¯ arises from a morphism f : z0 → z in E[U ].
Define ιf : Autγ(z0)→ Autγ(z) to be the bijection
ιf (η) = γ
∗f ◦ η ◦ f−1, for all η ∈ Autγ(z0),
making the following diagram commute (in the groupoid E[U ]).
z0 z
γ∗z0 γ
∗z
f
η ιf (η)
γ∗f
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As γ varies over GalS , this provides an isomorphism of extensions, ιf : πe´t1 (E, z0)→
πe´t1 (E, z). Passing to the direct limit, we find an isomorphism of extensions depend-
ing only on f¯ : z¯0 → z¯,
A πe´t1 (E, z¯0) GalS
A πe´t1 (E, z¯) GalS
= ιf¯ =
Given another isomorphisms g¯ : z¯0 → z¯, there exists a unique element α ∈ A
such that g¯ = αz¯ ◦ f¯ . As for f , we may assume that g¯ arises from g : z0 → z in
E[U ]. It follows that, for all η ∈ Autγ(z0),
ιg(η) = γ
∗g ◦ η ◦ g−1
= γ∗(αz ◦ f) ◦ η ◦ f−1 ◦ α−1z
= γ∗αz ◦ ιf (η) ◦ α−1z
= αγ∗z ◦ ιf (η) ◦ α−1z
In other words, we have ιg¯ = Int(α) ◦ ιf¯ .
To summarize the relationship between gerbes banded by A and extensions of
GalS by A, we have the following.
Theorem 19.6. To each geometric base point z¯ ∈ Es¯, we obtain an extension
A →֒ πe´t1 (E, z¯)։ GalS ,
known as the fundamental group of the gerbe E at z¯. For any two geometric base
points z¯0, z¯, we obtain a family of isomorphisms of extensions
πe´t1 (E, z¯0)→ πe´t1 (E, z¯),
any two of which are related by Int(α) for a uniquely determined α ∈ A.
This theorem may seem more natural using 2-categorical language as follows:
consider the 2-category OpExt(GalS ,A) whose objects are extensions of GalS by
A in which the GalS action on A = As¯ coincides with that which arises from the
local system A. The morphisms in this category are isomorphisms of extensions
(giving equality on GalS and A). Given two such morphisms ι, ι′ sharing the same
source and target, a natural transformation ι ⇒ ι′ is an element α ∈ A such that
ι′ = Int(α) ◦ ι. A restatement of the above theorem is the following.
Theorem 19.7. A gerbe E banded by A, and a geometric point s¯ → S, yield an
object πe´t1 (E, s¯) of OpExt(GalS ,A), well-defined up to equivalence, the equivalence
being uniquely determined up to unique natural isomorphism.
Remark 19.8. If A is a constant sheaf, then the extension A →֒ πe´t1 (E, z¯) ։ GalS
is a central extension. It follows quickly from the theorem that we may define an
extension
A →֒ πe´t1 (E, s¯)։ GalS
up to unique isomorphism (without choice of geometric base point z¯). In this case,
the 2-category OpExt(GalS , A) is an ordinary category: the only transformations
are the identities.
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Next, consider a functor of gerbes φ : E1 → E2 lying over a homomorphism
c : A1 → A2 of local systems of abelian groups. If z¯1 is a geometric base point
for E1 over s¯, arising from z1 ∈ E1[U ], then let z2 = φ[U ](z1). Define z¯2 to be
the resulting geometric base point of E2. Our strictness assumption for functors of
gerbes implies that the geometric base point z¯2 depends only on the geometric base
point z¯1, and not on the choice of z1.
For any γ ∈ GalS , we obtain a map φγ : Autγ(z1)→ Autγ(z2), given by
Autγ(z1) = Hom(z1, γ
∗z1)
φ[U ]−−−→ Hom(φ[U ](z1), φ[U ](γ∗z1))
= Hom(z2, γ
∗φ[U ](z1))
= Hom(z2, γ
∗z2) = Autγ(z2).
Putting these together yields a homomorphism of extensions,
A1 π
e´t
1 (E1, z¯1) GalS
A2 π
e´t
1 (E2, z¯2) GalS
c φ =
If φ, φ′ : E1 → E2 are two functors of gerbes lying over c : A1 → A2, and φ(z¯1) =
φ′(z¯1) = z¯2, then we find two such homomorphisms of extensions,
φ, φ′ : πe´t1 (E1, z¯1)→ πe´t1 (E2, z¯2),
lying over c : A1 → A2.
If N : φ ⇒ φ′ is a natural isomorphism of functors, then N determines an iso-
morphism φ(z¯1)→ φ′(z¯1), whence an isomorphism z¯2 → z¯2. Such an isomorphism
is given by an element α2 ∈ A2 = Aut(z¯2), and one may check that
φ′ = Int(α2) ◦ φ : πe´t1 (E1, z¯1)→ πe´t1 (E2, z¯2).
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